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Algorithms for regulatory network inference and
experiment planning in systems biology

Aditya Pratapa

(ABSTRACT)

I present novel solutions to two different classes of computational problems that arise in
the study of complex cellular processes. The first problem arises in the context of planning
large-scale genetic cross experiments that can be used to validate predictions of multigenic
perturbations made by mathematical models.

(i) I present CrossPlan, a novel methodology for systematically planning genetic crosses
to make a set of target mutants from a set of source mutants. CrossPlan is based on
a generic experimental workflow used in performing genetic crosses in budding yeast.
CrossPlan uses an integer-linear-program (ILP) to maximize the number of target mu-
tants that we can make under certain experimental constraints. I apply it to a compre-
hensive mathematical model of the protein regulatory network controlling cell division
in budding yeast.

(ii) I formulate several natural problems related to efficient synthesis of a target mutant
from source mutants. These formulations capture experimentally-useful notions of
verifiability (e.g., the need to confirm that a mutant contains mutations in the desired
genes) and permissibility (e.g., the requirement that no intermediate mutants in the
synthesis be inviable). I present several polynomial time or fixed-parameter tractable
algorithms for optimal synthesis of a target mutant for special cases of the problem
that arise in practice.

The second problem I address is inferring gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from single
cell transcriptomic (scRNA-seq) data. These GRNs can serve as starting points to build
mathematical models.

(iii) I present BEELINE, a comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the-art algorithms for infer-
ring gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from single-cell gene expression data. The eval-
uations from BEELINE suggest that the area under the precision-recall curve and early
precision of these algorithms are moderate. Techniques that do not require pseudotime-
ordered cells are generally more accurate. Based on these results, I present recommen-
dations to end users of GRN inference methods. BEELINE will aid the development
of gene regulatory network inference algorithms.

(iv) Based on the insights gained from BEELINE, I propose a novel graph convolutional
neural network (GCN) based supervised algorithm for GRN inference form single-cell
gene expression data. This GCN-based model has a considerably better accuracy than
existing supervised learning algorithms for GRN inference from scRNA-seq data and
can infer cell-type specific regulatory networks.
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(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

A small number of key molecules can completely change the cell’s state, for example, a stem
cell differentiating into distinct types of blood cells or a healthy cell turning cancerous. How
can we uncover the important cellular events that govern complex biological behavior? One
approach to answering the question has been to elucidate the mechanisms by which genes
and proteins control each other in a cell. These mechanisms are typically represented in the
form of a gene or protein regulatory network. The resulting networks can be modeled as a
system of mathematical equations, also known as a mathematical model. The advantage of
such a model is that we can computationally simulate the time courses of various molecules.
Moreover, we can use the model simulations to predict the effect of perturbations such as
deleting one or more genes. A biologist can perform experiments to test these predictions.
Subsequently, the model can be iteratively refined by reconciling any differences between
the prediction and the experiment. In this thesis I present two novel solutions aimed at
dramatically reducing the time and effort required for this build-simulate-test cycle. The
first solution I propose is in prioritizing and planning large-scale gene perturbation exper-
iments that can be used for validating existing models. I then focus on taking advantage
of the recent advances in experimental techniques that enable us to measure gene activity
at a single-cell resolution, known as scRNA-seq. This scRNA-seq data can be used to infer
the interactions in gene regulatory networks. I perform a systematic evaluation of existing
computational methods for building gene regulatory networks from scRNA-seq data. Based
on the insights gained from this comprehensive evaluation, I propose novel algorithms that
can take advantage of prior knowledge in building these regulatory networks. The results
underscore the promise of my approach in identifying cell-type specific interactions. These
context-specific interactions play a key role in building mathematical models to study com-
plex cellular processes such as a developmental process that drives transitions from one cell
type to another.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Mathematical models of gene and protein regulatory networks are widely used to investigate
cellular processes [1]. A standard approach in this field is to start by constructing the
model of a specific cellular process, e.g., the cell cycle, from relevant experimental data.
Subsequently, we computationally simulate the model in a new scenario, e.g., a combination
of gene knockouts that has not been characterized experimentally. Next, we design and
perform an experiment to validate the model’s prediction of the effect of the knockouts on
the process. Finally, we modify or expand the model to reconcile any differences between
the prediction and experiment, and continue this cycle. This process is usually slow and
painstaking with high-quality models taking years of effort to build.

In this thesis, we present solutions to two different problems that arise in the context of
this mathematical modeling cycle. The first problem arises when we attempt to scale up
the cycle, i.e., to substantially decrease the times it takes to develop and improve models.
In this context, we envision two main bottlenecks: a) the number of possible combinations
of gene knockouts that we can simulate grows explosively, complicating the search and pri-
oritization of informative mutants, (b) it is impossible to manually plan experiments to
make and characterize thousands of mutants. In this thesis, we propose a computational
framework that solves these challenges of prioritization and experiment planning, thereby
significantly contributing to the acceleration of the process of mathematical modeling. The
second problem we address deals with leveraging recent advances in experimental techniques
that can measure gene expression at a single cell resolution [2, 3] to infer regulatory mecha-
nisms in the form of a gene regulatory network (GRN). These GRNs can potentially serve as
the wiring diagram for mathematical models aimed at building models of complex cellular
behaviors [4, 5]. In this thesis, we investigate whether we can accurately infer the GRNs
underlying complex cellular processes from single cell transcriptomic data.

In this chapter, we summarize the key steps in the mathematical modeling cycle and provide a
provide a broad overview of scaling-up strategies we propose in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 we
describe current approaches and challenges in GRN inference from single cell transcriptomic
data and our proposed solutions. Finally, Section 1.3 describes the organization of this thesis
and the contributions of this research.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Mathematical modeling in systems biology

Cellular processes include several molecules of different types (e.g., mRNA, proteins, com-
plexes, metabolites) that interact with and regulate each other in intricate ways. As our
knowledge of a process increases, it becomes increasingly challenging to reason about its
dynamical properties intuitively. A mathematical model of the process has the potential to
allow a scientist to study the behavior of the process precisely and quantitatively. Such a
model is an abstract representation of the process that aims to describe its behavior through
a set of equations.

1.1.1 Mathematical modeling cycle

Mathematical modeling involves five steps (Figure 1.1): (i) building the model of a biological
process, e.g., the cell cycle, based on existing data, (ii) simulating the model to predict
the phenotype under various genotypical perturbations, e.g., combinatorial knockouts of
the genes in the model, (iii) prioritizing model predictions for validation, (iv) performing
experiments to test these key model predictions, and (v) modifying or expanding the model
to address any differences between the predictions of the simulations and new experimental
data. The updated model can be the basis for new simulations, thus perpetuating this build-
predict-validate-reconcile cycle of mathematical modeling. We expand on each step in the
next few paragraphs.

Build
model

Simulate
model

Validate
model

Prioritize
predictions

Reconcile
model

Simulate a small

number of handpicked

perturbations

Test predictions

experimentally

Reconcile incorrect

model predictions

Search simulations

for informative

predictions

Figure 1.1: The five main steps involved in a traditional mathematical modeling cycle.
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Build the model. Building a model involves making decisions about the variables in it,
their relationships, and parameters [1]. In a typical mathematical model, each variable
corresponds to a biological entity such as a gene, protein, or protein complex. Depending on
the system we are modeling, the variables can represent gene expression levels [6, 7], protein
concentrations and activity levels [8, 9, 10], or reaction fluxes [11, 12]. The relationships
between various variables are often represented in terms of a wiring diagram, examples
include gene regulatory networks [6, 7], protein interaction networks [8, 9, 10], and metabolic
networks [13, 14]. The parameters in a model can be various kinetic parameters such as
reaction or equilibrium constants [15, 16].

As mentioned earlier, one of the crucial aspects of modeling a biological system involves
the representation of variables and their relationships in the system in the form of a wiring
diagram. A graph is a natural way to represent the wiring diagram. In such a graph, a
node represents a variable in the model and an edge represents the relationship between two
variables. There are several ways to obtain one of the above mentioned representations of
the biological system being modeled. For example, relationships between genes in the model
can be obtained by studying the literature to obtain causal mechanisms [8, 9, 10]. Alter-
natively, we can also build the wiring diagram from existing databases such as KEGG [17],
NetPath [18], or Reactome [19].

Once we obtain a wiring diagram, we can convert the relationships between variables into a
set of equations. These equations may be Boolean functions to represent logical relationships
between variables [20, 21, 22, 23], or ordinary differential equations (ODEs) to describe
chemical kinetics [8, 11]. In the case of ODE-based models, the parameters in these equations
are either identified from biochemical reaction databases [24, 25] or estimated as a part of
global optimization that minimizes the difference between the values of model variables and
their experimentally-observed values [1]. The model building process is considered complete
once all the parameters have been estimated, so that the model predictions are within a
reasonable degree of accuracy when compared to existing literature.

Simulate the model. Once we build the model, we can then simulate it under various
extracellular or mutational conditions. Model simulations serve two main purposes. First,
they can be used to evaluate how well the model can recapitulate the data it has been
trained on. Second, they are useful to make new predictions by simulating the model under
various perturbations that have not yet been tested experimentally. A common type of
model simulation involves predicting phenotypes under certain hand-picked combinatorial
gene knockouts. Studies have previously focused on a small number of selected simulations
that suggest new hypotheses about the biological process being modeled [8, 9], or showcase
the model’s capability in correctly predicting experimental data that was not used while
building the model [26].

Prioritize model predictions for experimental Validation.

Experimental data for estimating model parameters is usually sparse. Therefore, multiple
models may fit the data equally well: these variants may differ in either the interactions in
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the underlying wiring diagram or in their parameter sets or both. Early research focused
on prioritizing predictions based on how well they promised to distinguish between Boolean
network models that fit the available data equally [27, 28, 29, 30]. Under this approach,
researchers use the mathematical models to first evaluate various hypothetical regulatory
relationships and then use these simulations to suggest performing the most informative
experiments first. Scientists have also prioritized model predictions to guide experimental
design for parameterizing ODE-based models [31]. These studies have primarily focused
on model predictions that guide experiments by identifying specific enzyme concentrations
and time points for adding enzymes in a way that minimizes uncertainty in reaction kinetic
parameter estimation [32, 33]. Other studies have focused on identifying model predictions
for resolving model ambiguity [34, 35, 36, 37].

Validate the model. Model validation phase primarily involves performing experiments
identified in the prioritization step. We can then compare this new experimental data to the
model predictions.

Reconcile model. Experimental testing may reveal that one or more model predictions are
incorrect. The modeler can then attempt to modify the model in order to reconcile differences
between model predictions and the new experimental data [38, 39]. Strategies that are useful
here include identifying changes to the wiring diagram, modifying the equations that govern
the model, or constraining the parameter space.

1.1.2 Scaling up the mathematical modeling cycle

Section 1.1.1 describes the standard approach used in mathematical modeling (Figure 1.1).
We start by constructing the model. We then simulate the model in a few handpicked sce-
narios. Next, we prioritize model predictions for experimental validation. Finally, we modify
or expand the model to reconcile any differences between the prediction and experiment, and
continue this cycle. However, this is a very slow and painstaking process.

One of the goals of this thesis is to dramatically scale up this mathematical modeling cycle
Figure 1.2 describes the steps involved in the scaled-up version of the mathematical modeling
cycle.Rather than simulate the model for a small number of scenarios, we will expand the
scope to predict phenotypes for all single, double, triple, and quadruple genetic perturba-
tions, and so on. Previous studies have used in silico models of metabolism in budding yeast
to explore the effects of multiple gene knockouts. One analysis showed that considering per-
turbation of genes individually in a metabolic model does not reveal at least one-third of the
genes that contribute to the growth potential of this organism [40]. Other studies have used
combinatorial gene knockouts to make informative predictions about biological phenomena
such as epistatic interactions [41], metabolic robustness [42], and evolutionary aspects of
gene duplication [43]. Researchers have also studied up-to-four gene knockouts in Boolean
models of the epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) and performed experiments with
all knockout combinations that suppressed TGF-β-driven EMT [10].
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Figure 1.2: The steps in the scaled-up version of the mathematical modeling cycle.

For a model with 35 genes, simulating all up-to-six gene knockouts requires about two million1

simulations (box titled ‘Simulate model’ in Figure 1.2). Performing experiments to test the
predictions made by all these simulations is infeasible, especially due to time and budget
constraints. Therefore, as mentioned in Section 1.1.1, previous research has focused mainly
on prioritizing the next-best or a small number of experiments. In contrast, to truly scale-
up the modeling cycle, we propose to explicitly perform all these simulations, record the
predicted phenotypes, and find predictions that are potentially informative about the model.
In Chapter 2, we describe how we define an informative prediction (box titled ‘Prioritize
predictions’ in Figure 1.2). We anticipate that the number of such predictions that we will
prioritize for experimental validation may range in the thousands.

It is possible that the predictions so prioritized may involve arbitrary combinations of double,
triple, and quadruple gene knockouts. Making these mutants is experimentally challenging.
For example, we cannot use high-throughput experimental screens such as Synthetic Genetic
Arrays (SGA) which are appropriate for generating all double knockout strains among a set
of genes [44]. Therefore, planning the sequence of experiments to make these mutants is
daunting. Hence, our focus in Chapters 2 and 3 is on developing new methods for computa-
tional synthesis of experimental plans to make a large set of desired mutants. These solutions
correspond to the box titled ‘Plan experiments’ in Figure 1.2. We adapt our algorithms to
experimental workflows developed by our collaborators to make a large number of mutants
efficiently.

Based on the experiment plans so obtained, one can perform experiments to test these

1
∑6

i=1

(
35
i

)
= 2, 007, 327
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predictions (box titled ‘Validate Model in Figure 1.2). The final challenge we may face
is that experiments may reveal that tens or even hundreds of model predictions that are
incorrect. There is a need for new algorithms to modify the model to rapidly reconcile such
large numbers of inconsistencies between model and experiment (box titled ‘Reconcile model’
in Figure 1.2). We did not address the model reconciliation aspect in this thesis.

1.1.3 Motivating example: Mathematical model of the budding
yeast cell cycle

To ensure that the proposed solutions in Chapters 2 and 3 are practical and useful, we
will develop them in the context of the highly successful model of the cell cycle control
system [9]. This model addresses the detailed phenotypic properties of more than 250 yeast
strains carrying mutations that interfere with the cell cycle progression in yeast. The model
consists of 59 species (proteins, their modified forms, and complexes) and 60 differential and
algebraic equations, involving 133 adjustable parameters (e.g., rate constants and binding
constants). These 59 species correspond to 29 unique genes.

We simulated this model for mutations in all combinations of up-to-6 genes, ignoring com-
binations that contained redundant pairs of deletions, e.g., two different ways to knock out
Cdc14. For each mutant strain, we recorded whether the simulation predicted the phenotype
as “viable” or “inviable.” A strain is “viable” if simulated cells grow and divide with a stable
cell size at division, and “inviable” otherwise. Table 1.1 summarizes over 1.6 million mutant
simulations we performed using the cell cycle model. Of these, only 126, 848(≈ 8%) of the
mutants were observed to be viable. We use these model simulations as a case study for
assessing applicability of proposed solutions in Chapters 2 and 3.

Number of mutations Mutants Viable Inviable
1 35 26 (74%) 9
2 586 285 (49%) 301
3 6,250 1,896 (30%) 4,354
4 47,705 8,872 (18%) 38,833
5 277,531 31,060 (11%) 246,471
6 1,279,720 84,709 (7%) 1,195,011
Total 1,611,827 126,848 (8%) 1,484,979

Table 1.1: Statistics on cell cycle model simulations with up-to-6 gene mutations.
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1.2 Gene regulatory network inference from

single-cell transcriptomic data

Our next focus was on computational methods for building mathematical models from ex-
isting experimental data. As a first step towards achieving that goal, we focused on building
the wiring diagram from gene expression data. It is now possible to measure the transcrip-
tional states of individual cells in a sample due to advances in single-cell RNA-sequencing
technology (scRNA-seq). Although these measurements are noisy, they permit several new
applications. One prominent direction is clustering of cells based on shared expression pat-
terns leading to the discovery of new cell types [2, 3]. A central question that arises now is
whether we can discover the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that control cellular differ-
entiation into diverse cell types and drive transitions from one cell type to another. In the
GRNs we consider here, each edge connects a transcription factor (TF) to a gene it regulates.
Ideally, an edge is directed from the TF to the target gene, represents direct rather than
indirect regulation, and has a sign denoting activation or inhibition.

Single-cell expression data are especially promising for computing GRNs because, unlike bulk
transcriptomic data, they do not obscure biological signals by averaging over all the cells in a
sample. However, these data have features that pose significant difficulties, e.g., substantial
cellular heterogeneity [45], considerable cell-to-cell variation in sequencing depth, the high
sparsity of the data caused by dropouts [46], and cell-cycle-related effects [47].

Despite these challenges, over a dozen methods have been developed or used to infer GRNs
from single-cell data [5, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. Some of these methods
were originally developed for bulk transcriptional data but have since been applied to single-
cell data [48, 49, 57, 60]. Other publications have presented approaches to reverse engineer
Boolean networks from single cell transcriptomic data [5, 61, 62, 63]. The criteria for evalua-
tion and comparison of algorithms often change from one paper to another. Moreover, there
are no widely-accepted ground truth datasets for assessing the accuracy of these methods.
As a result, an experimentalist seeking to analyze a new dataset faces a daunting task in
selecting an appropriate inference method. Which method is appropriate for my dataset?
How should its parameters be tuned? What might the running time be? How can I test the
accuracy of the resulting network? Given the rapid developments in this field, it is critical
as well as timely to design a comprehensive evaluation framework to assess the accuracy,
robustness, and efficiency of GRN inference methods based on clearly-defined benchmark
datasets. However, three challenges arise when we evaluate GRN inference algorithms for
single-cell RNA-seq data.

(i) First, the “ground truth”, i.e. the network of regulatory interactions governing the
dynamics of genes of interest, is usually unknown. Consequently, it is a common prac-
tice to create artificial graphs or extract subnetworks from large-scale transcriptional
networks.
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(ii) Second, there is no accepted strategy to accurately simulate single-cell gene expression
data from these networks. Methods such as GeneNetWeaver [64] are widely used to
synthesize bulk transcriptomic data from GRNs. GeneNetWeaver has also been applied
in single-cell analysis [52, 54, 55, 62, 65] but has limitations, as we demonstrate in
Chapter 4.

(iii) Third, many algorithms need temporal ordering of cells as part of the input. It is quite
often the case that the single cell experiment used to generate the gene expression data
does not provide this information. While pseudotime is the most popular surrogate
for experimental time, there are nearly a hundred techniques available for estimating
it [66] and their limitations may propagate to inaccuracies in GRN reconstruction.

In Chapter 4 we present ways to overcome these challenges and perform a comprehensive
benchmarking of the current GRN inference methods. Based on our observations on the
performance of current techniques, we propose a new method for GRN inference algorithm
in Chapter 5.

1.3 Organization and contributions of this thesis

In this section, we report the organization of the upcoming chapters in this thesis and our
main contributions.

Chapter 2: In this chapter, we introduce the novel problem of computationally synthesizing
an optimal sequence of genetic cross experiments to be performed in order to produce multiple
mutant strains that carry multi-gene knockouts of interest. We introduce the genetic cross
graph, a useful abstraction for organizing mutants and the experiments needed to make them.
We present CrossPlan, a novel methodology for systematically planning genetic crosses
to make a set of target mutants from a set of source mutants. We base our approach on a
generic experimental workflow used in performing genetic crosses in budding yeast. We prove
that the CrossPlan problem is NP-complete. We develop an integer-linear-program (ILP)
to maximize the number of target mutants that we can make under certain experimental
constraints. We apply our method to the comprehensive mathematical model of the protein
regulatory network controlling cell division in budding yeast described in Section 1.1.3. We
also extend our solution to incorporate other experimental conditions such as a delay factor
that decides the availability of a mutant and genetic markers to confirm gene deletions.

Chapter 3: In this chapter, we build upon the experiment planning problem presented
in Chapter 2. We make the following three main contributions in this chapter. First, we
formulate several natural problems related to efficient synthesis of a target mutant from
source mutants without the need for constructing a genetic cross graph. The formulations
presented in this chapter capture experimentally-useful notions of verifiability (e.g., the need
to confirm that a mutant contains mutations in the desired genes) and permissibility (e.g., the
requirement that no intermediate mutants in the synthesis be inviable). Second, we develop
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combinatorial techniques to solve these problems. We prove that checking the existence of
a verifiable, permissible synthesis is NP-complete in general. We complement this result
with three polynomial time or fixed-parameter tractable algorithms for optimal synthesis of
a target mutant for special cases of the problem that arise in practice. Third, we apply these
algorithms to simulated data and to synthetic data. We use results from simulations of the
mathematical model of the cell cycle to replicate realistic experimental scenarios where a
biologist may be interested in creating several mutants in order to verify model predictions.

Chapter 4: In this chapter, we present a comprehensive evaluation of state-of-the-art algo-
rithms for inferring gene regulatory networks (GRNs) from single-cell gene expression data.
As the ground truth for assessing accuracy, we use synthetic networks with predictable tra-
jectories, literature-curated Boolean models and diverse transcriptional regulatory networks.
We develop a strategy to simulate single-cell transcriptional data from synthetic and Boolean
networks that avoids pitfalls of previously used methods. In addition, we investigate GRN
inference from five experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets, two in human and three in
mouse cells, comprising seven cell types. We use three different types of networks to evalu-
ate the GRNs inferred from these datasets: cell-type-specific ChIPseq, non-cell-type-specific
ChIPseq and functional interaction networks. We develop a systematic evaluation framework
called BEELINE that incorporates 12 diverse algorithms for GRN inference. We provide an
easy-to-use and uniform interface to each method in the form of a Docker image. We evalu-
ate the GRN inference algorithms in terms of accuracy, robustness and efficiency. Based on
the results, we present recommendations to users of GRN inference algorithms.

Chapter 5. In this chapter, we build upon our major observations from our comprehensive
evaluation of current state-of-the-art techniques for GRN inference from scRNA-seq data. We
present a novel supervised learning technique that uses GCN-based autoencoders for GRN
inference. We present an evaluation scheme for supervised GRN inference that relies on
node and edge withholding. We propose several encoder-decoder combinations and evaluate
their accuracy in predicting GRNs across both evaluations. We investigate GRN inference
from three experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets using non-cell-type-specific ChIP-seq
network as the ground-truth. We show that our approach compares favorably to existing
supervised GRN inference techniques for scRNA-seq data in terms of reconstruction accuracy.
We demonstrate that our proposed method can identify cell-type specific gene regulatory
edges even when trained on a non-cell type specific ChIP-seq network.

Chapter 6. In this final chapter, we present concluding remarks and possible directions for
future study.



Chapter 2

CrossPlan: Systematic Planning of
Genetic Crosses to Validate
Mathematical Models

Aditya Pratapa, Neil Adames, Pavel Kraikivski, John Tyson, Jean Peccoud, T. M. Murali
(2018) CrossPlan: Systematic Planning of Genetic Crosses to Validate Mathematical Models.
Bioinformatics. 34 (13): pp. 2237–2244, Oxford University Press.

2.1 Introduction

Mathematical models of gene and protein regulatory networks are widely used to investigate
cellular processes [1]. A standard approach used in mathematical modeling is to start by
constructing the model of a specific cellular process, e.g., the cell cycle, from relevant exper-
imental data. Subsequently, we simulate the model in a new scenario, e.g., a combination
of gene knockouts that has not been characterized experimentally. Next, we design and per-
form an experiment to validate the model’s prediction in this scenario. Finally, we modify
or expand the model to reconcile any differences between the prediction and the experiment,
and continue this cycle.

The motivation for this chapter is to dramatically scale up this build-simulate-test cycle.
First, we simulate the model to make systematic predictions of the system’s behavior un-
der various perturbations, e.g., all single gene, double gene, triple gene knockouts, and so
on. Next, we analyze these predictions to select a subset that are likely to be the most
informative about the model and the process under study. Finally, we seek to perform the
experiments that can test these informative predictions. The last step can be very chal-
lenging, since planning experiments to make the genetic mutants to test these predictions
becomes unmanageable and daunting, even for more than a dozen or so mutants. Therefore,
we focus in this chapter on developing new algorithms that can automatically synthesize
efficient experimental plans to make the desired mutants.

Previous research has focused mainly on prioritizing the next-best or a small number of
experiments, e.g., to distinguish between Boolean network models that fit the available data
equally [27, 28, 29, 30, 67], to estimate the kinetic parameters of an ODE-based model [31,

10
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32, 33], or to resolve model ambiguity [34, 35, 36, 37].

The problem we are addressing has several unique characteristics that render existing tech-
niques inapplicable. Our primary challenge is that we desire to plan a set of experiments
that can test several (hundreds or thousands) promising predictions made by the model.
Testing each prediction requires making a multi-gene mutant by performing genetic crosses.
Additional challenges arise because we must account for many criteria that are potentially
in conflict with each other: (i) there may be many sequences of crosses that can make the
same mutant, (ii) a strain to be generated may be parental to multiple mutants, and (iii)
some parental mutants may be known or predicted to be inviable. Further, we need tech-
niques that can operate under cost-effective experimental workflows and efficiently utilize
mutant strains that are available in the lab. Therefore, we focus on the novel problem of
computationally synthesizing an optimal sequence of experiments to be performed in order
to produce multiple mutant strains carrying multi-gene knock-outs of interest.

More specifically, we develop a novel methodology, CrossPlan, to compute a sequence of
genetic cross experiments organized into batches such that we can perform the crosses in each
batch in parallel. CrossPlan takes as input a source set S of mutants that are available
in the lab, a set T of target mutants whose phenotypes we are interested in characterizing
experimentally, and the number k of batches (which reflects the experimental budget). The
plan computed by CrossPlan maximizes the number of target mutants that can be made
from the source set in k batches.

We design an integer-linear program (ILP) that captures all the constraints we have stated
earlier and can solve the problem optimally. We apply our method to a comprehensive
ODE-based mathematical model of the budding yeast cell cycle [9]. We use this model to
simulate the phenotypes of mutants carrying mutations in up-to-4 genes. We analyze the
model predictions to identify rescued mutants: a mutant is rescued if the model predicts
it to be viable but there is a strain with one fewer gene deletion is known or predicted to
be inviable. We apply CrossPlan to generate experimental designs that can produce the
maximum number of rescued mutants starting from single gene mutations.

We also consider two important extensions mandated by experimental requirements. First,
we account for a delay factor that decides when a newly-synthesized mutant strain is available
for subsequent crosses. Second, each gene deletion in a mutant strain carries a marker that
we can use to verify that the gene has indeed been deleted in that strain. Our analysis shows
that incorporating delays or the requirement that each gene mutation be associated with
a unique marker has only a marginal effect on the number of planned mutants. We also
suggest other time-efficient ILP formulations that are nearly optimal in terms of the number
of target mutants that can be made.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Steps required to genetically cross two mutants to create new mutants. Each
genetic cross requires three weeks to complete. (b) A batch of genetic crosses that can
be performed in parallel. Each batch takes three weeks to complete. Costs of labour and
supplies are fixed from one batch to another.

2.2 Methods

In this section, we first describe our experimental methodology (Section 2.2.1). Next, we
define the CrossPlan problem and its variants (Section 2.2.2). Finally, we design and
describe the ILPs that we use to solve these problems (Sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4).

2.2.1 Experimental workflow

Our strategy for making mutants uses the genetic cross, a standard and widely-used technique
in budding yeast and several other model organisms [68, 69, 70]. In this experiment, we start
with two mutants that are already available (e.g., a∆ B and Ab∆ in Figure 2.1(a)) and cross
them to produce a new mutant (a∆ b∆ in this case). The process of crossing strains,
sporulating the heterozygous diploids, performing tetrad dissection (micromanipulation of
the four haploid meiotic products from each diploid), and analyzing these tetrads takes about
three weeks (Figure 2.1(a)).

We base CrossPlan on a generic experimental workflow in which we perform multiple
genetic crosses in parallel in batches. Let s be the number of genetic crosses included in
each batch (Figure 2.1(b)). Each cross in a batch involves two viable mutant strains that
must have either been made in an earlier batch or are already available to the experimenter
(i.e., they are members of source set, S). In this workflow, the experimenter performs all
s crosses and characterizes their phenotypes in parallel. In the case of budding yeast, each
batch consists of a set of 12 crosses (i.e., s = 12); by sporulating batches of 12 crosses, we
can perform tetrad analysis on all cultures before spore viability is reduced. Each batch
uses approximately the same resources (supplies and labor). Thus, the number of batches
we plan to perform determines the experimental cost.
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With some modifications, the basis of this workflow can be applied to genetic crosses of other
model organisms, for combinatorial siRNA (gene silencing) or CRISPR (genome editing)
experiments, or even for testing combinations of bioactive molecules/drugs [71, 72]. For
example, for genetic crosses in diploid organisms, such as Drosophila melanogaster or mice,
we would need to add backcrosses between offspring and parents to obtain homozygous
mutations (see Section 2.3.8). For combinatorial siRNA, CRISPR, or drug experiments,
the workflow would be simpler, involving single-step co-introduction of RNAs, expression
vectors, or drugs to obtain the desired perturbing combinations.

2.2.2 Problem formulation
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Figure 2.2: Illustration of three crosses in a genetic cross graph. Each rectangle is a mutant.
Each circle is a genetic cross with two incoming edges (brown) and multiple outgoing edges
(purple). (a) The figure illustrates three crosses: a∆ BCD with ABc∆ D , Ab∆ CD with
ABCd∆, and a∆ Bc∆ D with Ab∆ Cd∆. (b) Simplified version of the genetic cross graph
(for illustrative purposes only). See the text for more details.

We introduce a useful abstraction for organizing mutants and the experiments needed to
make them. Let G be a set of genes in an organism. A mutant m contains a combination
of mutations (e.g., deletions) in multiple genes. We use G(m) to denote the set of genes
mutated in m. The genetic cross graph G = (M,X,E) is a bipartite directed graph where
M is a set of mutant nodes, X is a set of cross nodes, and E is a set of edges. Each node
in M corresponds to a mutant. Each node in X corresponds to a genetic cross experiment.
Each edge e in E is either directed from a node in M to a node in X or vice-versa. More
specifically, each node in X has two incoming edges (from nodes in M) and one or more
outgoing edges (to other nodes in M). The incoming edges reflect the two mutants involved
in a cross while the outgoing edges reflect all the mutants that are products of the cross.
Edges incident on a cross node must satisfy two rules. If there are edges incoming to a cross
node x from mutant nodes m1 and m2, then

(a) the corresponding mutants must contain distinct single gene deletions, i.e., G(m1) ∩
G(m2) = ∅ and
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(b) there is an outgoing edge from x to every mutant in 2G(m1)∪G(m2), since due to
Mendelian inheritance, the cross produces every mutant involving some combination
of the genes mutated in m1 or m2.

For example, Figure 2.2(a) illustrates three genetic crosses. The first cross produces a∆
Bc∆ D from the strains a∆ BCD and ABc∆ D while the second cross produces Ab∆ Cd∆
from Ab∆ CD and ABCd∆. Each cross also produces the original single mutants and the
wild-type strain (shown as ABCD). The third cross combines the double mutants a∆ Bc∆
D and Ab∆ Cd∆ to produce one quadruple mutant a∆ b∆ c∆ d∆, four triple mutants, six
double mutants, four single mutants, and the wild type strain. For the sake of clarity and
brevity, Figure 2.2(b) illustrates a simplified version (used for graphical purposes only) of
the same set of crosses as in Figure 2.2(a). In Figure 2.2(b), only the mutated genes are
shown for each of the mutants, and the only outgoing edges are from a cross to the new
mutants that are produced as a result of that cross. In general, this graph represents all
possible ways in which we can make new mutants from previously-made mutants. Note that
we can construct a mutant using several alternative crosses, which correspond to multiple
incoming edges to the corresponding mutant node. Further, we delete from the genetic cross
graph any edges that leave mutants that we know are inviable from previous experimental
evidence or from model predictions.

Next, we use the terminology of the genetic cross graph to define what we mean by a batch in
the workflow illustrated in Figure 2.1. A batch is simply a set W of s cross nodes, i.e., W ⊂ X
and |W | = s. We will also find it useful to define the input and output mutant nodes for a
batch. The inputs In(W ) to W are the mutant nodes with incoming edges to the cross nodes
in W , i.e., In(W ) = {m | (m,w) ∈ E,w ∈ W}. Informally, we need these mutants in order
to perform the crosses in W . Analogously, the outputs Out(W ) of W are the mutant nodes
with incoming edges from the cross nodes in W , i.e., Out(W ) = {m | (w,m) ∈ E,w ∈ W}.
Informally, these are the mutants produced by the crosses in W . Figure 2.3 illustrates the
inputs, In(W ) and outputs, Out(W ) to a batch W . Note that the number of mutant nodes
in Out(W ) may be larger than the number of cross nodes in W since each genetic cross can
produce more than one mutant. Moreover, a single mutant in Out(W ) may be the product
of more than one cross in W . With these definitions, we can now formulate the CrossPlan
problem.

CrossPlan Problem. Given the genetic cross graph G = (M,X,E), a set S ⊂ M of
source mutants, a set T ⊂M of target mutants, the batch size s, and the number of batches
k, compute k s-batches {Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} such that

1. for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(Wi) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj)
)
, and

2. the size of T ∩
(⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj)
)

is maximized over all possible sets of k s-batches.

The first condition states that for the set Wi of crosses being performed in batch i, every
input in In(Wi) should be one of the source mutants or have been constructed in one of the
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Out(W)

In(W)

W

Figure 2.3: An example of a batch W . The input mutants In(W ) are the set of mutants
required to perform the crosses in batch W ; every mutant in this set is viable (green rect-
angles). The output mutants Out(W ) are the mutants that are produced by performing
crosses in the batch; the mutants here may be viable or inviable (red rectangles).

earlier batches. The second condition states that the union of the outputs of the k s-batches
should contain as many target mutants as possible.

We now define two extensions of CrossPlan. The first problem supports a modification to
the experimental workflow where we allow multiple batches to be executed in parallel, e.g.,
by starting a new batch every week. Hence, the mutants we make in a specific batch will not
be available for the very next batch but only after a certain delay. We use a positive integer
d ≥ 1 to model this scenario, and require that for every batch i, the mutants made in it are
available only for batch i+ j, where j ≥ d.

CrossPlanDelay Problem. The definition of CrossPlanDelay is exactly the same as
CrossPlan itself with an additional parameter d ≥ 1 and the following modification to the
first condition:

1. for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(Wi) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−d Out(Wj)
)

When d = 1, this condition is identical to the one for CrossPlan, i.e., a mutant made in a
batch is available for use in the next batch.

The second extension is specific to budding yeast and takes into consideration the markers
used to verify gene deletions. Each gene deletion construct in a mutant strain must have a
unique selectable marker that can confirm the deletion, e.g., a∆::kanR represents a deletion
of gene A replaced by the kanR G418 resistance gene. Only strains with gene A deleted
will grow in the presence of the antibiotic G418, which normally kills budding yeast cells.
No two genes participating in a specific cross can share the same marker. We enforce this
constraint as follows. Suppose K is the set of possible markers. We associate three sets with
a mutant m: the set P (m) of gene-marker pairs in m, the set G(m) of genes mutated in m,
and the set K(m) of markers associated with these genes. We define the genetic cross graph
with markers H = (M ′, X ′, E ′) as follows:

1. each node in M ′ is a subset of G′ = G×K with the property that |G(m)| = |K(m)|,
i.e., each gene in G(m) has a distinct marker,
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2. each node in X ′ is a genetic cross,

3. if a cross node in X ′ has two incoming edges from two nodes m and m′ in M ′, then

(a) both the genes and the markers associated with m1 and m2 are disjoint, i.e.,
G(m1) ∩G(m2) = ∅ and K(m1) ∩K(m2) = ∅, and

(b) the outgoing edges from the cross are to the mutants in 2P (m1)∪P (m2).

CrossPlanMarkers Problem. The definition of CrossPlanMarkers is similar to Cross-
Plan except we use the genetic cross graph with markers.

2.2.3 An ILP for CrossPlan

We can prove that CrossPlan is NP-complete (see Appendix A.1). Therefore, we solve it
using an ILP. An attractive feature of the ILP is that it is easy to state and extend. The
ILP contains three sets of variables.

(i) The first set of variables records in which batch we perform a particular genetic cross
experiment. Specifically, for each cross node x ∈ X, we introduce k 0-1 variables cx,i
where 1 ≤ i ≤ k. We set cx,i = 1 if and only if we perform that cross experiment in
batch i.

(ii) The second set of variables records in which batch we make a particular mutant.
Specifically, for each mutant m ∈ M , we introduce k + 1 0-1 variables bm,i where
0 ≤ i ≤ k. We set bm,i = 1 if and only if we make mutant m in batch i. Over
the course of several batches of experiments, we may make mutant m multiple times.
Hence, bm,i may be set to 1 for multiple values of i.

(iii) The third set of variables records if we make a target mutant m in any batch. For
each mutant m ∈ T , we introduce one 0-1 variable am, which we set to 1 if and only if
bm,i = 1 for at least one value of i. We use the variables am to define the function we
optimize below.

The ILP contains five sets of constraints.

(i) Source mutants constraints: Since the mutants in the source set S are already
available, we can set their (and only their) b values in batch 0 to be unity:

bm,0 =

{
1, for all m ∈ S
0, for all m /∈ S

(2.1)

There are a total of |M | such constraints, one for every mutant.

(ii) Batch size constraints: We can perform at most s crosses in any batch.∑
x∈X

cx,i ≤ s, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k (2.2)

There are a total of k such constraints, one for every batch.
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(iii) Cross input constraints: If we perform a genetic cross x in batch i, then we must
have made both the mutants being crossed in x in one of the earlier batches.

cx,i ≤
i−1∑
j=0

bm,j for every m such that (m,x) ∈ E, (2.3)

and for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k
Note that each cx,i variable appears in two cross input constraints, one for each of the
mutants that are inputs to cross x, i.e., one constraint for each mutant m such that
(m,x) is an edge in E. The value on the right hand size is zero only if the mutant m
is not made in any of the batches between 0 and i − 1. There are a total of 2k|X| of
these constraints, two for every cross in every batch.

(iv) Mutant input constraints: If we make a mutant m in batch i, then we must also
perform at least one of the genetic crosses that produces m in that batch.

bm,i ≤
∑
x∈X

(x,m)∈E

cx,i, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k (2.4)

Note that (x,m) is an edge in the genetic cross graph if and only if m is one of the
mutants that are the outputs of the cross x. If the right-hand side is zero, then we
cannot make mutant m in batch i. There are k|M | such constraints, one for every
mutant in every batch.

(v) Making target mutant constraints: For a target mutant m, am = 1 only if we
make m in at least one batch.

am ≤
k∑
i=0

bm,i, for each m ∈ T (2.5)

There are |T | such constraints, one for every target mutant.

In total, the ILP contains (k|X|+(k+1)|M |+|T |) variables and (2k|X|+(k+1)|M |+|T |+k)
constraints. Our objective is to maximize the number of target mutants in T that we can
make in k s-sized batches. In other words, our objective function is the following:

max
∑
m∈T

am (2.6)

Note that if some cx,i is set to 1 in a solution to this ILP, then it is not necessary that bm,i
is set to 1 for every mutant m such that (x,m) ∈ E, i.e., m is a product of x. The solution
will set such a bm,i to 1 only if m is “on the path” to some target mutant l for which al = 1.
Hence, in any solution to this ILP, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, batch i is given by

Wi = {x | cx,i = 1}
In Appendix A.2 we prove that maximizing this objective function under the specified con-
straints solves the CrossPlan problem correctly.
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2.2.4 Extensions and Alternate Approaches

In this section, we describe how to solve CrossPlanDelay and CrossPlanMarkers.
We also introduce an alternative algorithm.

ILP for CrossPlanDelay. In the CrossPlanDelay problem, we impose the require-
ment that for every batch i, every cross in that batch can only use mutants made in batches
i − j, where j ≥ d. To solve this problem, we modify eq. (2.3) in the ILP for CrossPlan
as follows:

cx,i ≤ bm,0 +
i−d∑
j=1

bm,j for every m such that (m,x) ∈ E (2.7)

Note that we can use the mutants in the source set S in any batch irrespective of the value
of d.

ILP for CrossPlanMarkers. We simply apply the ILP for CrossPlan to the genetic
cross graph with markers.

Planning with Limited Horizons. Suppose we want to solve CrossPlan for k
batches. In the “limited horizon” approach, we select a horizon h < k, solve the ILP for h
batches, add the mutants made in the solution for h batches to S, solve the ILP for h batches
again, and repeat this process until we have a obtained a solution for k or more batches. In
practice, this approach is likely to be faster but may be sub-optimal since we do not plan all
k batches simultaneously.

2.3 Results

We start by describing how we simulate the dynamical model of the cell cycle and compute
target mutants (Section 2.3.1) and how we construct the genetic cross graph (Section 2.3.1).
Next, we perform a detailed analysis of CrossPlan results for these data (Section 2.3.2 and
Section 2.3.3) before discussing CrossPlanDelay (Section 2.3.5). We also compare the
results of CrossPlan and CrossPlanMarkers using their limited-horizon counterparts
(Section 2.3.6). In Section 2.3.7, we discuss a case study where we compare CrossPlan’s
results to a manually-created plan for 13 target mutants.
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2.3.1 Datasets

Using the ODE model to identify target mutants

We used a dynamic model of the budding yeast cell cycle [9] for our analyses. This model
addresses the detailed phenotypic properties of more than 250 yeast strains carrying mu-
tations that interfere with the G1–S and/or the Finish transition (metaphase-anaphase-
telophase-cell division). The model consists of 59 species (proteins, their modified forms,
and complexes) and 60 differential and algebraic equations, involving 133 adjustable param-
eters (e.g., rate constants and binding constants). These 59 species correspond to 29 unique
genes. We simulated this model for mutations in all combinations of up-to-4 genes, ignoring
combinations that contained redundant pairs of deletions, e.g., two different ways to knock
out Cdc14. For each mutant strain, we recorded whether the simulation predicted the phe-
notype as “viable” or “inviable.” A strain is “viable” if simulated cells grow and divide with
a stable cell size at division, and “inviable” otherwise.

Figure 2.4: An example of rescued mutant. The mutant highlighted in green is the rescued
mutant, and the mutant highlighted in pink is the inviable mutant it rescues. Note that the
whi5∆ also rescues the inviable mutant cln3∆ bck2∆ pds1∆. However, this is a redundant
rescue mutant.

We defined a mutant b to be a parent of mutant a if a carried one additional single gene
mutation than b. We defined a mutant a to be rescued if a is predicted to be viable but had

#mutations #mutants #viable #rescued #rescued
non-redundant

1 35 26 (74%) - -
2 586 285 (49%) 14 14
3 6,250 1,896 (30%) 344 170
4 47,705 8,872 (18%) 3,170 516
Total 54,576 11,079 (20%) 3,528 700

Table 2.1: Statistics on simulations.
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a parent b that is either experimentally known or predicted by the cell cycle model to be
inviable, e.g., cln3∆ bck2∆ is inviable and cln3∆ bck2∆ whi5∆ is rescued (see Figure 2.4).
We noted that a rescued mutant may be redundant. For example, whi5∆ rescues the inviable
mutants cln3∆ bck2∆ and cln3∆ bck2∆ pds1∆. Since pds1∆ is itself a viable strain, the
loss of Pds1 is irrelevant to the rescue phenotype. Hence, we considered only non-redundant
rescued mutants. Rescued mutants are highly informative because converting an inviable
strain to a viable strain usually occurs only by combining mutations in genes that have
opposite functions within the same essential biochemical network. Thus, the prediction
of new rescue mutants can assist in generating hypotheses about gene function and the
architecture of the regulatory network.

Table 2.1 summarizes our results. Only 20% of all up-to-four gene deletions of the 54,576
mutants we simulated were viable. The percentage of viable combinations decreased with
an increase in the number of genes deleted. Of these viable mutants, the number of rescued
ones were 3,528, of which 700 (nearly 20%) were non-redundant. We designated all non-
redundant rescued mutants as the target set T . For the source set S, we used 35 strains
that have been studied in the literature carrying mutations in one of the genes in the model.
Note that this number is greater than the number of genes in the model, since some genes
have been mutated in different ways.

Constructing the genetic cross graph

To construct the genetic cross graph G input to the CrossPlan problem, we needed to
define the set G of single gene mutations, the set M of mutant nodes, the set X of cross
nodes, and the input and output edges for each cross in X. We set G to be the set of 35
single gene deletions. Each mutant node in M corresponded to one of the gene mutation
combinations we simulated with the cell cycle model (Table 2.1). For every pair of mutants
m1 and m2 such that G(m1) and G(m2) are disjoint, we created a cross node x in X. We
added edges from m1 and from m2 to x and from x to each of the mutants corresponding to
the power set of G(m1) ∪G(m2).

We further pruned G as follows: Consider the set G(T ) of genes that are deleted in at least
one target mutant, i.e., G(T ) =

⋃
l∈T G(l). We deleted every mutant m that contained at

least one gene not present in G(T ). An alternative way of phrasing this step is that we
retained a mutant m in T if and only if (the set of genes mutated in) m was a subset of
G(T ). We also deleted any cross nodes that were disconnected as a result. After these
modifications, G contained 2,064 mutant nodes, 4,958 cross nodes, and 59,040 edges.

For the CrossPlanMarkers problem, we constructed the genetic cross graph with markers
H as follows. Recall that K is the set of markers. We used a set of four markers (hph, kan,
nat, and ura). For every mutant m ∈ M carrying mutations in one gene, we created |K|
copies of m, pairing it with each marker in turn. In general, for every mutant m, we created( |K|
|G(m)|

)
|G(m)|! copies of m, one for each of the ways to assign distinct markers to the genes
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mutated in m. For example, for single gene mutants, we created
(|K|

1

)
1! = |K| copies for each

mutant, one for each marker. We created cross nodes as we did for G but with the added
condition that the two mutants being crossed should not share any markers. We pruned
this graph as described above and retained 43,648 mutant nodes, 112,720 cross nodes, and
1,383,192 edges.
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Figure 2.5: CrossPlan results for different number of batches planned.

2.3.2 Results for CrossPlan

First, we investigated the number of target mutants we could plan with s = 12 (we provided a
rationale for this value in Section 2.2.1) and with different values of k. In the solution for each
value of k, we identified four sets of mutants made across all the batches: (i) target mutants,
(ii) inviable mutants that are rescued by one of the target mutants made, (iii) (viable)
intermediate mutants that we make in order to produce a target mutant, and (iv) other
mutants that result from the crosses but are not used in any cross in any batch. Note that
any cross that produces a target mutant m (which must be viable by our construction of T )
will also automatically produce all inviable parents that m rescues. In constructing these
sets, we ignored the source mutants in S and counted each other mutant only once.

Figure 2.5(a) summarizes these results for 1 ≤ k ≤ 12. For every value of k, we succeeded in
planning exactly sk crosses (the dashed line in Figure 2.5(a)). When k = 1, we only planned
12 double mutants, all of which rescued inviable single gene deletions. For k > 1, we
planned about 1.4 times as many target mutants (green bars in Figure 2.5(a)) as the number
of crosses. For every value of k, the number of inviable mutants (red bars in Figure 2.5(a))
rescued by the target mutants we planned was almost the same as the number of crosses.
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We also noted that the number of intermediate mutants (dark blue bars in Figure 2.5(a)) we
needed to produce was approximately 0.4 times the number of target mutants. The figure
also displays other mutants that we planned (light blue bars); these mutants result from the
planned crosses but are not used to make any other mutants. Figure 2.2(b) illustrates why
the number of target mutants may be larger the number of crosses: when we cross a∆ c∆
with b∆ d∆, we simultaneously produce the target mutants a∆ b∆ c∆, a∆ b∆ d∆, and a∆
b∆ c∆ d∆.

The trends in Figure 2.5(a) suggest that most crosses yield at least one target mutant (e.g.,
the cross between a∆ c∆ and b∆ d∆ in Figure 2.2(b)) and very few crosses produce only
intermediate mutants (e.g., the cross between a∆ and c∆ in Figure 2.2(b)). To investigate
this further, we counted the number of crosses of each type for each value of k. Figure 2.5(b)
shows that when k = 1, all 12 crosses we plan result in target mutants (green bars). In
contrast, for 2 ≤ k ≤ 12, at most 11 crosses did not yield any target mutants (gray bars).
For k = 12, we further analyzed each cross in the computed plan. We observed that not only
did the majority of crosses produce at least one target mutant, but the entire plan depended
on finding an appropriate set of double gene mutants to make in batch one. Complete details
of this analysis are in Section 2.3.3.

Finally, we investigated how many more batches we could plan if we started with the Cross-
Plan solution for k batches. Accordingly, we solved a simpler version of CrossPlan: we
solved the ILP for k batches, added all the mutants in the solution to S, set s = ∞ (i.e.,
made the batch size unlimited), and then re-solved the ILP for one batch. Our analysis
showed that starting from the CrossPlan solution for 12 batches, we could make as many
as 315 additional target mutants simply by crossing pairs of mutants in S, a number enough
to occupy 26 batches of size 12. Additional details of this analysis are in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.3 Analysis of CrossPlan output for k = 12

In this section, we discuss an extended analysis of the CrossPlan result for k = 12. We
divided the crosses planned into two groups: crosses that resulted in at least one target
mutant and crosses that produced only non-target mutants. Further, for each cross x, we
recorded two batch indices: ix, the batch in which the plan used x and jx, the earliest batch
in which x could have been used (i.e., the plan had created both mutants that were input to
x in batch jx − 1 or earlier). Note that 1 ≤ jx ≤ ix ≤ k = 12.

We observed that only 10 crosses yielded only non-target mutants (shown using black borders
in Figure 2.6). Notably, we planned all these crosses in the very first batch, suggesting that
the entire plan depended on finding an appropriate set of double gene mutants to make in
batch one. In Figure 2.6, we also plot the value ix − jx for each cross x made in batch i.
The darker the color, the larger the value of ix− jx, i.e., the earlier we could have performed
cross x. Figure 2.6 shows that many of the crosses planned in batches indices 9–12 could
have been performed much earlier were it not for the restriction on the size of a batch.
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Figure 2.6: For the solution for k = 12, a heatmap showing the difference between the batch
index in which CrossPlan performed a cross and the earliest batch in which it could have
performed that cross. Each column corresponds to a batch in the solution for k = 12. Every
cell in a column corresponds to a cross in that batch (ordered arbitrarily).

2.3.4 Analysis of mutants obtained using CrossPlan

The previous analysis suggests that many crosses could have been performed earlier if not
for the restriction of the number of crosses per batch. Therefore, we investigated how many
more target mutants we could make by merely crossing mutants obtained in the CrossPlan
solution for k batches and without imposing any restriction on the number of crosses per
batch. While there can be multiple optimal solutions to the CrossPlan problem, we based
this analysis on one such solution that we computed for each value of k. Accordingly, we
first solved CrossPlan for k batches where k ranged between 1 and 12. For each value of
k, we then set S to be the set of mutants made in the computed plan for k batches, and
solved another CrossPlan problem with s =∞ (i.e., an unlimited batch size) and for one
batch. By design, solving this new ILP will give us the maximum number of mutants that
we can make just by crossing mutants obtained in the solution for k batches. We named
the target mutants so obtained as “free target mutants”, in the sense that these mutants
are readily available by performing a single cross. We also computed the number of batches
these crosses would require, assuming 12 crosses per batch, and called them “free batches”.

Figures 2.7(a) and 2.7(b) summarize the results of this analysis. For k = 1, CrossPlan
made 12 target mutants, which yielded only two free target mutants. All 14 target mutants
were double mutants. The number of free target mutants increased substantially thereafter.
For k = 2, where CrossPlan made 29 target mutants (see fig. 2.5), we could create 82
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free target mutants, enough to occupy 7 free batches. The number of free target mutants
increased linearly with k until k = 9. For k = 9, where CrossPlan made 161 target
mutants (see fig. 2.5), we could create 327 free target mutants enough to occupy 28 batches.
Thereafter, the number of free mutants hit a plateau. This analysis demonstrates that a
viable approach to solving CrossPlan for k batches may be to solve it instead for a smaller
number k′ of batches and then check if the number of free target mutants suffices to use the
remaining k − k′ batches.
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Figure 2.7: Analysis of target mutants that we can be make simply by crossing the mutants
obtained in the CrossPlan solution for k batches, 1 ≤ k ≤ 12.

2.3.5 Results for CrossPlanDelay

We solved the ILP for CrossPlanDelay for s = 12, the same values of k, i.e., 1 ≤ k ≤ 12
and for different values of the delay d. Figure 2.8(a) summarizes our results. Here we
compare the number of target mutants planned for different numbers of batches as we varied
d from 1 to 5; the plot labeled “Original” corresponds to d = 1. For any value of k, increasing
the delay by unity decreased the number of planned target mutants by 12 on average, which
is the size of a batch. Even with d = 5, with 12 batches, we could plan 149 target mutants,
which is more than 75% of 197 mutants we could plan with d = 1 in the same number of
batches. The most striking difference occurred for batches 1 ≤ k ≤ d (nearly horizontal lines
in Figure 2.8(a)). There are 14 target mutants in T that are double gene deletions. Since
all single gene deletions are present in S, for all values of d, we planned 12 of these double
gene deletions in the first batch. When d > 1, we could plan only the last two double gene
deletions in the second batch. We had to wait till k > d to plan any other target mutants.
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Figure 2.8: (a) Variation of number of mutants made with k for CrossPlanDelay. (b)
Variation with k of the ratio of the number of target mutants planned by the limited-horizon
strategy and the number planned by CrossPlan. (c) Variation with k of the ratio of
the number of target mutants planned by the CrossPlanMarkers with limited-horizon
strategy and the number planned by CrossPlan.

2.3.6 CrossPlan and CrossPlanMarkers with limited horizon

We compared the performance of planning experiments for all k batches together with so-
lutions obtained for the limited horizon approach with 1 ≤ h ≤ 4. Figure 2.8(b) displays
the ratio of the total number of unique target mutants we could plan with different horizons
with the number planned with an unlimited horizon (i.e., CrossPlan). Clearly, when we
plan experiments only for one batch at a time h = 1, we obtain very inefficient solutions.
The most striking difference occurs for k ≤ 4. Surprisingly, the best solutions for h > 1 are
quite close to the results for CrossPlan, with h = 3, 4 being virtually indistinguishable
from CrossPlan.
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X

Figure 2.9: A set of crosses suggested by CrossPlan that require > 4 markers.

When we attempted to solve CrossPlanMarkers with k ≥ 5, we found that ILP sizes were
too large, causing the solvers (CPLEX and Gurobi) to use up all the available RAM (32GB).
Rather than use a computer with more RAM, we used the limited horizon approach to
solve CrossPlanMarkers as well. In Figure 2.8(c), for different values of k, we compare
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k #Variables #Constraints Time (in min.)

CrossPlan

1 9,744 14,703 0.01
4 30,810 50,646 10.21
12 86,986 146,494 58.34

CrossPlan, h = 4

4 30,810 50,646 10.21
12 30,810 50,646 24.63

Table 2.2: Statistics on ILP sizes and running times for CrossPlan and CrossPlan with
Limited Horizon.

the number of target mutants planned by this version of CrossPlanMarkers to the
number planned by CrossPlan (with no limit on the horizon). Remarkably, other than
for h = 1, we could plan at least 85% as many target mutants as CrossPlan for all other
values of h. However, for h = 3, 4, CrossPlan succeeded in planning more target mutants
than CrossPlanMarkers (compare orange and red curves between Figure 2.8(b) and
Figure 2.8(c)). The primary reason is that CrossPlan is not constrained by the requirement
that each gene in a cross be associated with a unique marker. For example, for k = 3,
CrossPlan made 53 target mutants, which was one more than CrossPlanMarkers.
Figure 2.9 illustrates the point with a set of crosses suggested by CrossPlan that require
more than four markers or an additional cross.

An advantage of the limited-horizon approach is that the sizes of the ILPs are much smaller
than for CrossPlan (Table 2.2). Additionally, the time taken to solve the planning problem
with a limited horizon is much lower than for CrossPlan. For example, it takes 58 minutes
to solve the ILP for CrossPlan for 12 batches, where as it takes only 24 minutes to solve
three problems with h = 4.

2.3.7 Comparison with manual planning

We manually searched for testable mutant rescue combinations that contained gene deletions
known to alter the concentration of cell cycle activators/inhibitors. Moreover, these gene
deletions should occur in some known and previously characterized double (or more) mutants
that were used to parameterize the model. Therefore, we have high confidence in these model
predictions, which are quite intuitive/logical, and include inviable combinations of cell cycle
activators that could be counteracted by further removal of cell cycle inhibitors to rescue
lethality. For example, Ssa1 and Ydj1 ( Figure 2.10) have opposite effects on the G1 cyclin
Cln3 (inhibitor and activator, respectively). The model predicts that cln2∆ ydj1∆ mutants
are inviable because the activity of the G1 cyclins (Cln2 and Cln3) is too low to allow cell
cycle progression from G1 to S phase. However, by removing Ssa1, Cln3 activity is elevated
enough to support cell cycle progression. We found 13 such target mutants.
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of CrossPlan’s results and a manual solution for 13 target mu-
tants. The terms “B1,” “B2,” and “B3” indicate that we plan a cross in batches one, two,
and three, respectively. We only display a product of a cross if it is a target mutant (yellow
with green border), an inviable parent of a target mutant (red border), or a viable mutant
used in a subsequent cross. We indicate the marker for each gene in a starting mutant (blue).

Here, we study this set of 13 target mutants and compare two approaches to plan them: one
computed by the ILP for CrossPlan and the other manually derived by one of the authors
who is an expert yeast geneticist (Adames). For the set of starting mutants, we used 35
single gene mutants with four markers each, and three different double mutants, of which
one had two different markers sets. Figure 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) compare the two plans. In
these figures, we show mutant names only where the plans differ and illustrate the full plans
in fig. 2.11. We see that the CrossPlan ILP could plan all target mutants in two batches of
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twelve crosses each whereas the manual solution required three batches, with the third batch
required to plan the twelfth target mutant. The key differences appear on the left-hand side
of the figures, which depict how the two plans produce the mutant cln2∆ ssa1∆ ydj1∆.
To produce this mutant, CrossPlan crosses ssa1∆ with cln2∆ in the first batch and then
crosses cln2∆ ssa1∆ with ydj1∆ in the second batch. In contrast, the manual solution does
not produce any double mutant that is useful for cln2∆ ssa1∆ ydj1∆ in batch one. Instead,
it crosses ssa1∆ ydj1∆ (from batch two) with cln2∆ to produce the desired mutant only in
batch three. All the other crosses are identical. Another advantage of CrossPlan is that
we could automatically compute a total of 17 different ways in which to plan these target
mutants in two batches. Note that some other expert might create a plan identical to the
one generated by CrossPlan. Our aim in this analysis was to show that there are clear
advantages of using CrossPlan over manually planning many genetic cross experiments.

2.3.8 Extending CrossPlan to Drosophila melanogaster

To show how we can use CrossPlan for combinatorial genetics in other model organisms,
we present an example of a series of crosses in Drosophila designed to obtain homozygous
mutants in two loci starting with heterozygous single loss-of-function mutants. The homozy-
gous single mutants both show a similar mild embryonic defect while the double mutant is
expected to show synthetic embryonic lethality.

In the first cross (F0), the two parents are AABb and AaBB. The resulting offspring are
AABB, AABb, AaBB, and AbBb, and all are viable. In the second cross (F1), the AbBb
siblings are crossed to yield AABB, AABb, AaBB, AaBb, aaBB, aaBb, AAbb, Aabb, and
aabb. If the two mutations result in embryonic lethality, we expect to see no adults with
the aabb genotype. It is also possible that haploinsufficiency of one locus is sufficient for
embryonic lethality when combined with the other locus as a homozygous null. In this case,
we might obtain no offspring with the aabb and aaBb genotypes (b is haploinsuffient when a
is homozygous), or aabb and Aabb genotypes (a is haploinsufficient when b is homozygous).

In summary, we can replace a single cross to obtain the necessary mutant in budding yeast
with two crosses (F0 and F1) to get aabb from AABb and AaBB in Drosophila. With
this change, the batch-based workflow and the CrossPlan algorithm are also useful for
performing high-throughput genetics in diploid model organisms such as Drosophila.

2.4 Conclusions

We have introduced the novel problem of efficiently synthesizing experimental plans to pro-
duce a desired set of mutant strains. Our methodology uses a generic experimental workflow
in which we can make mutants using genetic crosses that are organized into batches. We
develop an integer linear program to optimally solve the problem of constructing the largest
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Figure 2.11: The complete genetic cross graphs corresponding to CrossPlan’s result and a
manual solution for 13 target mutants.
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possible number of target mutants given the batch size and number as inputs. Our results
show the effectiveness of our approach. We were easily able to generalize our method to
handle natural experimental constraints such as delays and genetic markers.

There are several interesting avenues for future research. The size of the genetic cross graph
can be exponential in the maximum number of mutations in a single target mutant. Since
CrossPlan took the genetic cross graph as an input, the resulting ILPs were very large,
e.g., the ILP for CrossPlanMarkers contained 780K variables and 11M constraints. We
would like to design more compact ILPs or develop alternative ways of formulating and
solving the problem that do not directly use the genetic cross graph. Since the problem is
NP-complete, we would also like to ascertain the fixed parameter tractability of the problem,
e.g., develop polynomial-time algorithms if k or s is fixed.

We also plan to apply this methodology to other organisms where siRNA or CRISPR-based
screens are effective. Our method does not rely only predictions from ODE-based mathe-
matical models. It can be applied to Boolean models [10] and to other approaches that can
predict the phenotypes of combinatorial perturbations [73]. Ultimately, we seek to complete
the entire modeling cycle by performing the experiments that we plan, studying the dis-
crepancies with model predictions, and using them to improve and extend the mathematical
models themselves.



Chapter 3

Efficient Synthesis of Mutants
Using Genetic Crosses

Aditya Pratapa, Amogh Jalihal, S.S. Ravi, T.M. Murali (2018) Efficient Synthesis of
Mutants Using Genetic Crosses. In Proceedings of the 2018 ACM International Conference
on Bioinformatics, Computational Biology, and Health Informatics. pp. 53-62.

3.1 Introduction

Engineering mutations in multiple genes is a powerful way to dissect cellular mechanisms,
discover pathway structure, and understand the genetic basis of complex diseases. The
genetic cross is a classical technique to create strains with mutations (e.g., knock-outs or
overexpression) in multiple genes, especially in model organisms such as baker’s yeast, the
fruit fly, mice, and Arabidopsis thaliana. Traditionally, biologists have created new strains by
crossing existing mutants that they already have in the lab or can purchase easily. Strains
carrying mutations in four, six, and even as many as 11 genes have been made in this
manner [39, 74, 75]. More recently, developments in genome editing tools such as CRISPR-
Cas9 have made it feasible to create mutations at multiple sites in a single experiment. This
field is advancing very rapidly, with CRISPR-Cas9-like systems becoming available in several
model organisms and with the development of new methods for multiplex gene editing [76].

Despite these advances, the genetic cross continues to remain a fundamentally useful exper-
imental tool, including in combination with genome editing [77]. Since CRISPR-Cas9 edits
require considerable efforts for verification, crosses are preferable if the mutants are already
readily available. Moreover, in model organisms that have short generation times, perform-
ing a cross is often quicker than trying to edit two wild-type genes using CRISPR-based
techniques. Therefore, in conjunction with high-throughput experimental techniques [44],
genetic crosses open up the possibility of routine construction and characterization of mu-
tants carrying alterations in several genes.

These observations inspire our research. We envision a scenario where a biologist has access
in the lab to several source mutants, each carrying mutations in one or more genes; these
mutants may have been created using a variety of techniques including crosses and genome
editing. The biologist seeks to synthesize a target mutant using the genetic cross as the

31
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primary experimental tool.

Our contributions. Our primary contributions are the definition of problems related to
efficient synthesis of a target mutant from a set of source mutants using genetic crosses
(Section 3.3) and combinatorial algorithms to solve these problems (Section 3.4). We first
prove that when each source mutant contains mutations in at most three genes the problem
of determining if there exists a synthesis of a target mutant is NP-complete. Next, we
present a polynomial time algorithm to minimize the size of the synthesis (the number of
crosses) of a target mutant when each source mutant contains mutations in at most two
genes (Section 3.4.2). Furthermore, we provide a fixed-parameter tractable (FPT) algorithm
for this problem with respect to the number of source mutants with three or more gene
mutations (Section 3.4.4). Our final result deals with checking the existence of a permissible
synthesis of a target mutant, i.e., ensuring that every intermediate mutant in the synthesis
belongs to a permissible set of mutants. This problem is also NP-complete, in general. We
provide a FPT algorithm with respect to the number of mutated genes in the target mutant
(Section 3.4.5). This algorithm also minimizes the number of crosses.

These problems match an experimentalist’s growing repertoire of mutants. Initially, when
there are only single gene mutants, the synthesis problem is trivial. Our first algorithm is
useful when the experimentalist has made some double gene mutants. As triple mutants
become available, the second algorithm is applicable, since it is FPT in the number of such
mutants. When the set of available mutants increases further, the issue of permissibility
becomes important, which our final algorithm addresses.

Two challenges confront us when we evaluate our algorithms: there is a dearth of prior
literature on this problem (see Section 3.2) and there are no databases describing multi-gene
(three or more) mutant strains that have been made in the lab. We use two complementary
strategies to circumvent these gaps. First, we create a rich dataset of rescued and synthetic
lethal target mutants by simulating a mathematical model of the cell cycle [9] for mutations
in up-to-six genes (Section 3.5.1). We use mutants predicted to be viable by this model as
permissible mutants. We apply our algorithms to compute syntheses for four-, five-, and six-
gene target mutants. Permissibility has a material impact on a small fraction of mutants by
either precluding the existence of a synthesis or by increasing the number of crosses needed
in optimal syntheses. Second, we create synthetic datasets to assess the running times of
our algorithms as functions of the fixed parameters (Section 3.5.2). Our results on these
datasets show that the running time does grow with an increase in the value of the relevant
fixed parameter.

3.2 Related research

Mathematical models of cellular processes permit in silico simulations of multiple gene mu-
tations [9, 10, 40, 41, 43]. Research on designing experiments based on model predictions has
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focused mainly on prioritizing the next-best or a small number of experiments, e.g., to distin-
guish between Boolean network models that fit the available data equally [27, 28, 29, 30, 67],
to estimate the kinetic parameters of an ODE-based model [31, 32, 33], or to resolve model
ambiguity [34, 35, 36, 37]. However, simulations of mathematical models or searching for
informative experiments do not solve the problem of how to efficiently synthesize a strain
carrying multiple mutations from existing strains.

The only closely related research of which we are aware appeared in Chapter 2. There, we
considered the problem of optimizing the number of crosses needed in a verifiable, permissible
synthesis of multiple target mutants when the input also contains a “genetic cross graph.”
This graph represents all possible ways of crossing source and permissible mutants. Thus,
the worst case size of this graph can be quadratic in the number of source and permissible
mutants. We proved that the problem was NP-complete and developed an integer-linear
program (ILP) to solve it, but did not formally analyze the running time of the ILP. In
contrast, in the current chapter, we formulate problems that are more natural since they
avoid the specification of the genetic cross graph in the input and the concomitant quadratic
increase in the input size. We also provide fixed-parameter tractable algorithms in natural
parameters. In practice, we show that our algorithm for computing an optimal permissible
synthesis is over 28 times faster than our previous approach (Section 3.5.2).

3.3 Definitions and problem formulations

A mutant µ is equivalent to a set of genes, each of which has been mutated in some manner
experimentally, e.g., a deletion (knock-out), disruption, point mutation, over-expression, etc.
We will use the term representative set to denote the set of genes deleted in a mutant. An
element of such a set represents the mutated gene as well as any other necessary experimental
information, e.g., the name of the selectable marker introduced with a gene deletion (in bud-
ding yeast; see below) or the recessive deleterious mutations and balancers that accompany
a mutation (in the fruit fly).

A cross is an operation that takes two mutants as input and produces another mutant as
output. If µ1 and µ2 are the inputs to a cross with the corresponding representative sets R1

and R2, then the output is a mutant whose representative set is R1 ∪ R2. In formulating
this definition, we assume that an experimentalist can select for this mutant from other
output genotypes of a cross using selectable markers or other strategies such as recessive
mutations and balancers. While this definition abstracts away several biological issues, it
cleanly captures the essential features of a cross and also leads to challenging computational
problems.

We say that a cross is verifiable if the representative sets of the two input mutants to the cross
are disjoint. In many organisms, e.g., budding yeast, each gene deletion construct in a mutant
strain must have a unique selectable marker that can confirm the deletion, e.g., a∆::kanR
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represents a deletion of gene A replaced by the kanR G418 resistance gene. Only strains
with gene A deleted will grow in the presence of the antibiotic G418, which normally kills
budding yeast cells. The notion of verifiability of a cross captures the natural requirement
that when we cross two mutants, each gene in a representative set is (implicitly) associated
with a marker that is not associated with any other gene in that or the other mutant.

(a) a b c

ca b

a b b c

a b c

ca b

a b

(d) a b c

ca b

a b a c

(c) 

b c

a b c
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mutant  (S)

target
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mutant (P)
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mutant
cross input 

Figure 3.1: Illustration of different types of synthesis. Each rectangle denotes a mutant.
Each figure shows a synthesis of {a, b, c} from source mutants (blue). The rectangle next to
a cross denotes the output mutant of that cross. (a) A verifiable, permissible synthesis. (b)
A verifiable synthesis that is not permissible because the intermediate mutant {b, c} is not
permissible. (c) A permissible synthesis that is not verifiable since the two input mutants to
the second cross both have gene a in their representative sets. (d) A synthesis that is neither
verifiable nor permissible.

Given a set of source mutants S and a set T of target mutants, we say that a sequence of
crosses 〈x1, x2, . . . , xk〉 is a synthesis of T from S if (i) for every mutant µ ∈ T , there is a
unique cross xi such that µ is the output of xi, (ii) both the inputs to x1 are from S and (iii)
for every i, 2 ≤ i ≤ k, each input to xi is either a member of S or an output of one of the
crosses x1, x2, . . . , xi−1.

The size of a synthesis is the number of crosses it contains. We say that a synthesis is verifi-
able if every cross in it is verifiable. In such a synthesis, we say that a mutant is intermediate
if it is not in S ∪ T and is used as the input to another cross in the synthesis. Given a set
P of mutants, we say that a synthesis is permissible with respect to P if every intermediate
mutant in the synthesis is in P . The notion of permissibility takes inspiration from appli-
cations where we are interested in computing syntheses that avoid particular intermediate
mutants, e.g., when we know that mutants involving a certain gene are certain to be lethal
or when mathematical models predict that some mutants are likely to be inviable. Without
loss of generality, we assume that a synthesis is minimal, i.e., for every cross xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
where the output of xi is not a member of T , this output is used as an input to a subsequent
cross xj, i < j ≤ k. Figure 3.1 illustrates several of these definitions.

We now formulate the main problem that we study followed by several special cases:

Minimum Verifiable and Permissible Synthesis (VPS): Given a set S of source
mutants, a target mutant µ, and a set P of intermediate mutants, compute a verifiable
synthesis of µ of smallest size from S that is permissible with respect to P , provided such a
synthesis exists.
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VS The inputs to this problem are the source set S and the target mutant µ. We seek
to compute a smallest synthesis of µ starting from S. In other words, this problem is
identical to VPS except that all mutants are permissible.

VS-2 This version of VS assumes that the representative set of each mutant in S contains
at most two elements. This problem simulates a scenario where an experimentalist has
several single-gene mutants and has used them to make double-gene mutants as well.

VS-FL This version of VS assumes that a fixed number q of mutants in S whose represen-
tative sets are of size three or more (i.e., q is a constant independent of the problem
size). The name is an abbreviation for “VS with a Few Large representative sets.”
Here, the experimentalist also has access to a small number of mutants with mutations
in three or more genes.

We are also interested in determining whether a synthesis with the appropriate properties
exists. We will use EVS to denote the existence version of VS.

3.4 Verifiable and permissible synthesis

We first consider the VS problem and its variants. In Section 3.4.1, we show that EVS is
NP-complete even when each source mutant has at most three deleted genes. It follows
that EVPS is NP-complete and both VS and VPS are NP-hard, in general. Next, we
show that VS-2 can be solved in polynomial time (Section 3.4.2). Using this algorithm as a
sub-routine, we establish that VS-FL is FPT, where the parameter is the number of source
mutants with three or more deleted genes (Section 3.4.4). Finally, we develop a FPT dynamic
programming algorithm for VPS, where the parameter is the largest size of a representative
set of the target mutant (Section 3.4.5).

We assume that all the problems take as input a starting set S of s mutants, specified by
representative sets R1, R2, . . ., Rs and a target mutant µ′ with the representative set R′,
where r = |R′|We further assume that

⋃s
i=1Ri = R′ since any mutant with a representative

set containing a gene that is not in R′ may be safely removed from S. For the VPS problem,
we assume that P is the set of permissible mutants.

3.4.1 EVS is NP-complete

Existence of a Verifiable Synthesis (EVS)

Instance: A set S = {µ1, µ2, . . . , µs} of s source mutants, the representative set Ri for each
mutant µi, 1 ≤ i ≤ s; the representative set R′ for a target mutant µ′.
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Question: Is there a verifiable synthesis of µ′ from the given set S of mutants?

To prove the NP-completeness of EVS, we use a reduction from the following problem.

Exact Cover by 3-Sets (X3C)

Instance: A ground set Y = {y1, y2, . . . , y3n} of 3n elements for some positive integer n, a
collection Z = {Z1, Z2, . . . , Zm}, where Zj ⊆ Y and |Zj| = 3, 1 ≤ j ≤ m.

Question: Is there a subcollection Z ′ ⊆ Z such that |Z ′| = n and
⋃
z∈Z′

z = Y ?

It is well known that X3C is NP-complete [78]. Note that in the specification of X3C, the
ground set Y has 3n elements, the required subcollection Z ′ is of size n and each subset in
Z ′ has exactly three elements. Therefore, when there is a solution Z ′ to an X3C instance,
the subsets in Z ′ are pairwise disjoint.

Theorem 1. EVS is NP-complete even when the representative set for each source mutant
has at most three elements.

Proof: It is easy to see that EVS is in NP since one can guess a subset S ′ of S and verify
in polynomial time that the sets in S ′ are pairwise disjoint and that their union is equal to
S ′, the representative set of the target mutant µ′.

To prove NP-hardness, we use a reduction from X3C. Let an instance of X3C be specified
by the set Y (with 3n elements) and the collection Z of m 3-element subsets of Y . We
construct an instance of EVS as follows.

1. The set S = {µ1, µ2, . . . , µm} of available mutants is in one-to-one correspondence with
the collection of sets Z of the X3C instance. For mutant µj, the representative set is
Zj, 1 ≤ j ≤ m. Thus, the number of source mutants is m and the representative set
for each input mutant has exactly three elements.

2. The representative set S ′ for the target mutant µ′ is Y .

It is easy to see that this construction can be carried out in polynomial time.

Suppose there is a solution Z ′ = {Zi1 , Zi2 , . . . , Zin} to the X3C instance. A verifiable syn-
thesis of µ′ consisting of the sequence 〈x1, x2, . . . , xn−1〉 of crosses is as follows:

(a) The inputs to x1 are mutants µi1 and µi2 .

(b) For each j, 2 ≤ j ≤ n− 1, the inputs to xj are the mutant µij+1
and the output of xj−1.
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Since the union of the sets in Z ′ is equal to Y , the output of xn−1 is the mutant µ′. Further,
since the sets in Z ′ are pairwise disjoint, this is a verifiable synthesis. In other words, we
have a solution to the EVS instance.

Suppose we have a solution to the EVS instance. Let µi1 , µi2 , . . ., µir denote the source
mutants used in the synthesis and let Zi1 , Zi2 , . . ., Zir denote their respective representative
sets. Thus,

⋃r
j=1 Zij = Z ′. Also, since we have a verifiable synthesis of µ′, each pair of

representative sets used in the synthesis is disjoint. Further, each representative set has
exactly three elements and their union is the set Z ′, where |Z ′| = 3n. Thus, the number
of representative sets used must be exactly n. In other words, the sets Zi1 , Zi2 , . . ., Zin
constitute a solution to the X3C instance, and this completes the proof of Theorem 1.

3.4.2 An efficient algorithm for VS-2

Here, we consider VS-2, a restricted version of EVS, where the representative set of each
input mutant has at most two elements. We show that VS-2 can be solved efficiently,
thus providing a clear delineation between the NP-hard and efficiently solvable versions of
EVS. Our polynomial time algorithm for VS-2 relies on a known algorithm for the following
problem.

Degree Constrained Subgraph (DCS): Given an undirected graph G(V,E) with |V | = n,
and non-negative integers ai and bi for each node vi ∈ V , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is there a subgraph
G′(V,E ′) of G, where E ′ ⊆ E, such that for each node vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the degree of vi in
G′, denoted by d′(vi), satisfies the condition ai ≤ d′(vi) ≤ bi?

c

(a) (b) 

c

(c) 

c

(d) 

Figure 3.2: Reduction of VS to DCS. (a) The top show the input to VS with six source mu-
tants (blue boxes) and one target mutant (yellow box). The bottom shows the corresponding
DCS instance. Numbers in parentheses indicate bounds on degrees. (b) Feasible solution to DCS
(edges with a blue outline). This solution is equivalent to three crosses to make the target mutant
(g1, g2, g4, g4). (c) An optimal solution to DCS that yields two crosses to make (g1, g2, g4, g4). (d)
An instance of VS that does not have a solution. Such an input may arise when single gene deletions
of g2 and g4 make the cell inviable but the double deletions (g2, g3) and (g3, g4) are obtained via
transformation.
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Algorithm 1 An algorithm for VS-2.

Input: A collection S of s source mutants and a target mutant µ′. Assume that the representative
sets for S are divided into two groups: R1, R2, . . ., Rq are singleton sets while Rq+1, Rq+2, . . ., Rs
are doubleton sets, and the value of q may be zero.
Output: A verifiable synthesis (if it exists) of the smallest size of the target mutant µ′.
Steps of the algorithm:

1. Construct an instance of DCS as follows.
(a) Node set V = V1 ∪ V2: Let R′ = {g1, g2, . . . , gr}. Node set V1 = {w1, w2, . . . , wr} is

in one-to-one correspondence with the elements of R′. Node set V2 = {h1, h2, . . . hq}
contains a special node for each singleton representative set Ri, 1 ≤ i ≤ q. (Thus,
|V1| = |R′| and |V2| = q.)

(b) Edge set E: For each doubleton set Ry = {gi, gj}, E contains the edge ey = {wi, wj}
between the nodes corresponding to gi and gj . For each singleton set Ry = {gj}, E
contains the edge {wj , hy} between the node corresponding to gj and the special node
hy corresponding to Ry. (Thus, |E| = s.)

(c) Degree bounds: For each node wi ∈ V1, set both the lower bound ai and the upper
bound bi on the degree of wi to 1. For each node hi ∈ V2, set the lower bound ai and
the upper bound bi on the degree of hi to 0 and 1 respectively.

2. Use the algorithm from [79] to compute a subgraph with the smallest number of edges that
is a solution to this DCS instance. If there is no solution, output “No” and stop. Otherwise,
let the solution E′ = {e1, e2, . . . , e`} consist of ` edges.

3. Define the mutants for synthesizing µ′ from E′ as follows. For each edge ej ∈ E′, if ej joins
two nodes in V1, choose the mutant corresponding to the doubleton set Rj represented by
ej . If ej joins a node wi in V1 to a node hy ∈ V2, choose the mutant corresponding to the
singleton set represented by ej . Let µ1, µ2, . . ., µ` denote the mutants chosen in this step.

4. The synthesis of µ′ is the sequence of `− 1 crosses 〈x1, x2, . . . , x`−1〉, where the inputs to x1
are µ1 and µ2, and for each j, 2 ≤ j ≤ `− 1, the inputs to xj are the output of xj−1 and the
mutant µj+1.

3.4.3 An ILP for the DCS problem

In Section 3.4.2 we showed that VS-2 can be solved in polynomial time by a reduction to
the DCS problem. Since our problem instances are reasonably small, in our experiments, we
solved the DCS problem using a simple {0, 1} integer linear programming (ILP) formulation
developed below.

Consider a DCS problem instance specified by a graph G(V,E), where V = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}
and E = {e1, e2, . . . , er}. Let the lower and upper bounds on the degree of node vi be ai and
bi respectively; that is, in the subgraph G′(V,E ′) to be found, degree of vi must satisfy the
condition ai ≤ degree of vi ≤ bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We also want to minimize the number of edges
in E ′.

The ILP has a {0, 1} variable xi corresponding to each edge ei, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, with the following
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interpretation: if xi = 1, edge ei is included in the solution; otherwise, ei is not in the
solution. So, the objective of the ILP is:

Minimize
r∑
i=1

xi

For each node vi, there are two constraints, corresponding to the upper and lower bounds

on the degree of vi in G′. Let Qi ⊆ E be set of edges of G which are incident on node vi.
The constraints for node vi are:∑

ej∈Qi

xj ≥ ai and
∑
ej∈Qi

xj ≤ bi

Thus, we get a total of 2n constraints. For any node vi whose the lower bound ai is 0, we
omit the corresponding constraint.

The DCS problem can be solved in time O(|E|
√∑n

i=1 bi) [80]. Moreover, this algorithm can
be modified to compute a subgraph with the fewest edges that satisfies the conditions of the
problem with the same running time [79]. We obtain our result for VS-2 by reducing it to
DCS and using the algorithm for DCS in [79]. The details of our algorithm for VS-2 appear
in Algorithm 1. See Figure 3.2 for an illustration.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 solves the VS-2 problem in O(s
√
r + s) time using O(r+s) space,

where s is number of source mutants and r is the size of the representative set of the target
mutant.

Proof: We establish the theorem by proving the correctness of Algorithm 1 and estimating
its running time. We will refer to the steps of this algorithm throughout this proof.

Correctness: We first consider the case where the algorithm produces a solution and
prove that the representative sets of the mutants in the solution are pairwise disjoint and
their union is the set R′. Let µi1 , µi2 , . . ., µi` be the mutants chosen in the solution; their
respective representative sets are Ri1 , Ri2 , . . ., Ri` . Suppose there is a pair of representative
sets in the solution, say Riy and Riz , which are not disjoint. Let gp be an element that
appears in both Riy and Riz . Since each representative set represents an edge in the DCS
instance, it follows that the degree of the node wp ∈ V1 corresponding to gp is at least two.
This contradicts the requirement that the upper bound on the degree of each node in V1 is
one. Thus, the representative sets in the solution are indeed pairwise disjoint. Now suppose
that

⋃`
j=1Rij 6= R′. Thus, some element gq ∈ R′ does not appear in any of the sets in the

solution. In other words, in the solution to the DCS instance, the degree of node wq ∈ V1
corresponding to xq is zero. This contradicts the requirement that the lower bound on the
degree of each node in V1 is one. Thus, whenever the algorithm produces a solution, the
chosen mutants can be used to construct a verifiable synthesis of the required mutant µ′.

Now, suppose the algorithm outputs “No”. We show by contradiction that there is no
solution to the VS-2 instance. Assume to the contrary that there is indeed a solution with
mutants µi1 , µi2 , . . ., µi` with corresponding representative sets Ri1 , Ri2 , . . ., Ri` . Since
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each of these sets is represented by an edge in the DCS instance, let E ′ = {ei1 , ei2 , . . . , ei`}
represent the corresponding edges in G. We argue that the subgraph G′(V,E ′) is a solution
to the DCS instance by considering each node in V . There are two cases depending on
whether the node is in V1 or in V2.

Case 1: Consider any node wp ∈ V1. We need to show that the degree of wp in G′ is 1. To

see this, note that node wp appears in some edge of E ′ since
⋃`
j=1Rij 6= R′. Thus, the

degree of wp in G′ is at least 1. If degree of wp is ≥ 2, then the corresponding element xp
appears in two or more sets of the solution; this contradicts the assumption that the solution
sets are pairwise disjoint. Thus, the degree of wp is 1.

Case 2: Consider any node hq ∈ V2. The degree of hq in G′ is at most 1 since each node hq
in V2 has a degree of 1 in G.

Thus, we contradict the assumption that the algorithm outputs “No”. This argument com-
pletes the proof of correctness.

Analysis of running time and space used: The constructed DCS instance has r + q
nodes (where r = |R′| and q ≤ s is the number of singleton representative sets of source
mutants) and s edges. Thus, we can construct the graph in O(r + s) time. The upper
bound on the degree of each node is 1. Thus, we can obtain the optimal solution to the
DCS instance in O(s

√
r + s) time [79, 80]. Since the solution produced by the algorithm for

DCS has at most s edges, we can find the representative sets in the solution in O(s) time.
Thus, the overall running time of the algorithm is O(s

√
r + s). Further, since the size of

each representative set of a source mutant is at most two and that of the target mutant is
r, the space used by the algorithm is O(r + s). This discussion completes the proof of the
theorem.

3.4.4 A fixed parameter tractability result for VS

Here, we consider VS-FL, another restricted version of VS, where the number q of mutants
whose representative sets are of size 3 or more is fixed (i.e., a constant independent of
the problem size). We assume that q > 0; otherwise, we have the VS-2 problem which
can be solved in polynomial time (Section 3.4.2). We show that VS-FL can be solved
in O(q 2qr(s +

√
r + s)) time using O(rs) space, where r = |R′| and s is the number of

source mutants. More importantly, this result points out that VS-FL is fixed parameter
tractable, with respect to the parameter q [81], since the component of the running time that
is independent of q is polynomial in the input size.

The principle underlying our algorithm for VS-FL is simple. Let L denote the collection
of representative sets (of source mutants) whose size is at least three. We use q to denote
the fixed size of L. We consider all the possible 2q subcollections (including the empty
subcollection) of L. For each such subcollection L′, the union of the sets in L′ contributes
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Algorithm 2 An algorithm for VS-FL.

Input: A collection S of s source mutants and a target mutant µ′. Assume that the
representative sets for S are divided into two groups: R1, R2, . . ., Rq are the sets with three
or more elements, while the other sets Rq+1, Rq+2, . . ., Rs have at most two elements.
Output: A verifiable synthesis (if it exists) of the target mutant µ′.
Steps of the algorithm:

1. Let L = {R1, R2, . . . , Rq} and B = {Rq+1, . . . , Rs}.
2. For each subcollection L′ of L, if the sets in L′ are pairwise disjoint then

(i) Let A be the set obtained by the union of the sets in L′ and let R′′ = R′ − A.
(ii) Let B′ denote the subcollection of B such that the intersection between any set

in B′ and any set in L′ is empty. The set collection B′ and the set R′′ constitute
an instance of VS-2.

(iii) Use Algorithm 1 to check whether the VS-2 instance constructed in Step 2(ii)
has a solution. If it does, output a synthesis of µ′ using the mutants returned in
Step 4 of Algorithm 1 for VS-2 along with the mutants corresponding to the sets
in L′ and stop.

3. (At this point, all subcollections of L have been tried.) Output “No”.

some of the elements of the representative set R′ of the target mutant µ′. The remaining
elements of R′ must be synthesized using mutants whose representative sets are of size at
most two, giving rise to an instance of the VS-2 problem, which can be solved using the
algorithm of Section 3.4.2. The details of our method appear in Algorithm 2. Note that this
algorithm determines if a verifiable synthesis of µ′ exists. It is easy to modify it to compute
a verifiable synthesis of smallest size: In Step 2(iii), instead of stopping when we find a
synthesis, we record the size of the synthesis and return a smallest synthesis computed over
all executions of this step.

Theorem 3. Algorithm 2 solves the VS-FL problem in O(q 2qs(r +
√
r + s)) time using

O(rs) space. Thus, the VS-FL problem is fixed parameter tractable in q, the number of
representative sets of input mutants with three or more elements.

Proof: We prove the theorem by establishing the correctness of Algorithm 2 and then show-
ing that its running time has the appropriate form to imply the fixed parameter tractability
of VS-FL.

Correctness: It is obvious that when the algorithm returns a solution, the representative
sets in the solution are pairwise disjoint and their union is equal to R′, the representative
set of the target mutant µ′. So, we need only consider the case when the algorithm outputs
“No”. For the sake of contradiction, assume that the algorithm outputs “No”, yet there is a
solution to the VS-FL instance. Suppose the solution uses a subcollection L′ of L (where L′

may be empty) and subcollection B′ of B = {Rq+1, . . . , Rs}. Since the algorithm considers
all subcollections of L (including the empty subcollection), it considers L′ at some stage.
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The sets in the solution are pairwise disjoint and the union of the sets in B′ ∪ L′ is equal
to R′. Let the union of the sets in L′ be denoted by A. Thus, the union of the sets in B′

must be equal to R′′ = R′ − A. Note that each set in B′ has size at most two. Hence,
the subcollection B′ and set R′′ constitute an instance of VS-2 for which a solution is B′.
Therefore, the algorithm for VS-2 cannot output “No”. This contradiction completes the
correctness proof.

Analysis of running time and space used: Since |L| = q, the number of iterations of
the for loop in Step 2 of Algorithm 2 is at most 2q. Let |R′| = r. Thus, each representative
set has size at most r. For each subcollection L′ (which has at most q sets), the set R′′ in
Step 2(i) of Algorithm 2 can be computed in O(rq) time. Further, the subcollection B′ of B
= {Rq+1, . . . , Rs} such that the intersection between any set in B′ and any set in L′ is empty
can be constructed in O(qrs) time. The resulting instance of VS-2 has at most s sets (each
of size one or two) and a representative set R′′ of size at most r. Therefore, by Theorem 2,
the VS-2 instance can be solved in time O(s

√
r + s) time. Thus, the running time for each

subcollection L′ is O(qrs+ s
√
r + s) = O(qs(r+

√
r + s)). Since the algorithm tries at most

2q subcollections, the overall running time is O(q 2qs(r +
√
r + s)). This running time has

the form O(h(q)NO(1)), where h(q) = q 2q depends only on the parameter q and N = rs is
the size of the VS-FL instance. Hence, VS-FL is fixed parameter tractable with respect to
the parameter q. Further, since the size of the representative set of each mutant is at most
r and the total number of mutants (i.e., source and target mutants) is s+ 1, the space used
by the algorithm is O(rs). This completes the proof of the theorem.

3.4.5 A fixed parameter tractability result for VPS

We now turn our attention to the VPS problem. Recall that we are given a set S of s source
mutants, a set P of p permissible mutants, and a target mutant µ′. Our goal is to compute
a verifiable synthesis of µ′ of smallest size from the mutants in S that is permissible with
respect to P , if such a synthesis exists. We present an FPT algorithm for this problem in
the parameter k = |R′| (R′ is the representative set of µ′).

We assume that every mutants in S and in P has a representative set of size at most k, since
only such a mutant can be used in the synthesis of µ′. We assume that each source mutant
is permissible, as is the target mutant. We start with a simple definition that captures the
notion of verifiable and permissible synthesis.

Definition 3.4.1. A target mutant µ′ is P-realizable (for “Physically realizable”) if (a) µ′

is a source mutant or (b) there is a verifiable synthesis of µ′ from the source mutants such
that each intermediate mutant in the synthesis is permissible.

Thus, our goal is to determine whether a given target mutant µ′ is P-realizable. In developing
our algorithm, it is useful to define a computational notion of realizability, which we call C-
realizability. A recursive definition of this notion is as follows.
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Definition 3.4.2. A target mutant µ′ with representative set R′ is C-realizable (for “Com-
putationally realizable”) if (a) µ′ is a source mutant or (b) there is a partition of R′ into two
subsets R′1 and R′2 such that the two corresponding mutants µ′1 and µ′2 are both permissible
and C-realizable.

The following theorem, shows that the notions of P-realizability and C-realizability are equiv-
alent.

Theorem 4. A permissible target mutant µ′ is C-realizable if and only if it is P-realizable.

Proof:

Part 1 (If): Suppose µ′ is permissible and P-realizable. We use induction on the size of R′,
the representative set of µ′ to show that µ′ is C-realizable. Let α ≥ 1 be the minimum size
of the representative set of a source mutant. Since µ′ is permissible, |R′| ≥ α.

Basis: |R′| = α. In this case, since µ′ is permissible, it is a source mutant. By definition,
each source mutant is C-realizable. Hence, the basis holds.

Inductive hypothesis: Assume that for some r ≥ α, every permissible and P-realizable
mutant µ whose representative set is of size ≤ r is also C-realizable.

Inductive proof: Let µ′ be a permissible and P-realizable mutant whose representative
set R′ is of size r + 1. We need to prove that µ′ is also C-realizable.

If µ′ is a source mutant, then it is C-realizable by definition. So, assume that µ′ is not a
source mutant. Thus, there is a verifiable synthesis of µ′ such that each intermediate mutant
in the synthesis is permissible. Consider the last cross operation x in this synthesis. Let µ′1
and µ′2 denote the mutants which form the inputs to x. Hence, both µ′1 and µ′2 are permissible
and the corresponding representative sets R′1 and R′2 are disjoint. Thus, there is a verifiable
synthesis of µ′1 and µ′2 such that each intermediate mutant in the synthesis is permissible.
In other words, both µ′1 and µ′2 are permissible and P-realizable. Further, the sizes of the
corresponding representative sets R′1 and R′2 are ≤ r. Therefore, by the inductive hypothesis,
both µ′1 and µ′2 are C-realizable. In addition, sets R′1 and R′2 are disjoint and their union is
R′. In other words, R′1 and R′2 form a partition of R′ and the two corresponding mutants
µ′1 and µ′2 are both C-realizable. Thus, by definition, µ′ is also C-realizable. This completes
the proof of Part 1.

Part 2 (Only If): Suppose µ′ is permissible and C-realizable. We again use induction on
the size of R′ to show that µ′ is also P-realizable. As before, let α ≥ 1 be the minimum size
of the representative set of a source mutant. Since µ′ is permissible, |R′| ≥ α.

Basis: |R′| = α. In this case, since µ′ is permissible, it is a source mutant. By definition,
each source mutant is P-realizable. Hence, the basis holds.
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Inductive hypothesis: Assume that for some r ≥ α, every permissible and C-realizable
mutant µ whose representative set is of size ≤ r is also P-realizable.

Inductive proof: Let µ′ be a permissible and C-realizable mutant whose representative
set R′ is of size r + 1. We will prove that µ′ is also P-realizable.

If µ′ is a source mutant, then it is P-realizable by definition. So, assume that µ′ is not
a source mutant. Since µ′ is C-realizable, there is a partition of R′ into two two subsets
R′1 and R′2 such that the two corresponding mutants µ′1 and µ′2 are both permissible and
C-realizable. Note that |R′1| ≤ r and |R′2| ≤ r. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, both µ′1
and µ′2 are permissible and P-realizable. Now, construct a synthesis of µ′ by adding a new
cross operation x whose inputs are the mutants µ′1 and µ′2. (Note that these may be source
mutants or outputs of cross operations.) It is easy to see that this is a verifiable synthesis
of µ′ where each intermediate mutant is permissible. In other words, µ′ is P-realizable, and
this completes the proof of Part 2 as well as that of the theorem.

In view of the above theorem, we can use the notion of C-realizability to develop a dynamic
programming (DP) algorithm to solve the EVPS problem for a target mutant µ′. Let |R′| = k
and let P(R′) = 〈β1, β2, . . . , β2k−1〉 denote an ordered collection of all the non-empty subsets
of R′, where the subsets are in non-decreasing order of size; thus, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
all subsets of size i precede all those with size i + 1. The DP algorithm uses a Boolean
array B of size 2k − 1. For convenience, we will index the elements of B with the subsets in
P(R′); that is, B[β] denotes the entry of the array corresponding to the subset β ∈ P(R′).
The significance of B is as follows. For each β ∈ P(R′), B[β] = True if the mutant whose
representative set is β is permissible and C-realizable; otherwise, B[β] = False.

Algorithm 3 shows how the entries of B can be computed using DP. We can then determine
whether µ′ can be synthesized from the value of B[R′]. The correctness of Algorithm 3 is
a direct consequence of Theorem 4. In Section 3.4.6, we show that the algorithm can be
implemented to run in time O(k 22k+k 2k (p+s)) time, which establishes that EVPS is FPT
with respect to k. In Section 3.4.6, we also explain how to modify the algorithm to produce
a permissible and verifiable synthesis with a minimum number of crosses; the running time
and space requirements remain the same. The following theorem summarizes the above
discussion.

Theorem 5. The VPS problem can be solved in O(k 22k + k 2k (p + s)) time using O(k2k)
space.

3.4.6 Running Time Analysis and Extensions of Algorithm 3 for
the EVPS Problem

Throughout this section, we will refer to the steps of the dynamic programming algorithm
for the EVPS problem shown in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 A dynamic programming algorithm for EVPS.

Input: A set S of s source mutants, a set P of p permissible intermediate mutants and a
target mutant µ′.
Output: “Yes” if there is a verifiable and permissible synthesis of µ′ and “No” otherwise.
Note: Please see the text for the definitions of the Boolean arrayB and the ordered collection
of sets P(R′).
Steps of the algorithm:

1. For each β ∈ P(R′) such that |β| = 1, if β is the representative set of a source mutant,
then set B[β] = True. Otherwise set B[β] = False.

2. For each β ∈ P(R′) with |β| ≥ 2 (in the order specified by P(R′))
(a) Let µ be the mutant whose representative set is β.
(b) If µ is not permissible then set B[β] = False and start the next iteration of of

Step 2.
(c) If µ is a source mutant, then set B[β] = True and start the next iteration of of

Step 2.
(d) Check if there is a partition of β into two subsets β1 and β2 such that B[β1] = B[β2]

= True. If so, set B[β] = True; otherwise, set B[β] = False.

3. (Here, all the entries of the array B have been computed.) If B[R′] is True, then
output “Yes”; otherwise, output “No”.

Analysis of running time and space used. We start with a discussion of a data structure
that can be used in the implementation of the algorithm. Since |R′| = k, each subset of R′

can be represented by a k-bit vector. The Boolean array B can be implemented as a k-level
binary trie [82] where the leaves represent the array elements. The amount of memory
used by this data structure is O(2k). Given the k-bit vector for a particular subset β of R′,
the leaf node corresponding to B[β] can be accessed in O(k) time by following the path from
the root of the trie to the leaf node.

Using the trie data structure for the array B, Step 1 of the algorithm can be implemented to
run in time O(k2). The number of iterations of the for loop of Step 2 is at most 2k. In each
iteration, testing whether the subset β is permissible (i.e., whether it is in P ) can be done
in O(kp) time. Likewise, in each iteration, testing whether the subset β represents a source
mutant can be done in O(ks) time. Thus, over all the 2k iterations of the loop in Step 2,
these checks use O(2k k(p+ s)) time.

Now, we estimate the time used in Step 2(d). In each iteration, Step 2(d) considers a subset
β of R′, with |β| ≤ k. For such a subset β, there are at most 2k−1 partitions into two subsets.
For any partition of β into β1 and β2, we can determine the values of B[β1] and B[β2] in
O(k) time. Thus, the time for Step 2(d) in each iteration is O(2k−1 k). Since the number
of iterations of the loop is at most 2k, the running time of Step 2(d) over all the iterations
is O(2k 2k−1 k) = O(k 22k). Therefore, the total time for Step 2 is O(k 22k + k 2k(p + s)).
Since Step 2 is the dominant part of the algorithm, the running time of the algorithm is
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also O(k 22k + k 2k(p + s)). The algorithm uses O(2k) space for the array B and O(k2k)
space for the ordered set collection P(R′). Further, the representative set of each source and
permissible mutant is at most k. So, the space for all the representative sets is O(k(p+ s)).
Since p and s are both at most 2k, the space requirement is dominated by that of the ordered
collection P(R′). Therefore, the space used by the algorithm is O(k2k).

Extension to obtain a synthesis with a minimum number of crosses. We can
extend the dynamic programming algorithm so that whenever there is a permissible and
verifiable synthesis, it finds one that uses the smallest number of crosses. To achieve this
extension we use an enhanced version of array B. In this version, each element B[β] is a
record with three fields which we denote by flag, min-crosses and partition. The flag

field indicates whether β can be synthesized in a permissible and verifiable manner. When
B[β].flag is True, the min-crosses field stores the minimum number of cross operations
needed to obtain a permissible and verifiable synthesis of β and the partition field stores
one partition of β into two subsets β1 and β2 such that B[β1] = B[β2] = True and the
value B[β1].min-crosses + B[β2].min-crosses is the smallest among all the partitions of
β. Since the dynamic programming algorithm considers all partitions of any set β, the values
of the fields of each record B[β] can be suitably updated. At the end, if B[R′].flag is True,
then the value B[R′].min-crosses gives the minimum number of cross operations needed to
obtain a synthesis of µ′. It is not difficult to see that the running time of and the space used
by used by this version remain O(k 22k + k 2k(p+ s)) and O(k2k) respectively.

3.5 Results

As we noted in the introduction, there are no published databases that contain several
mutants with three or more mutations that have been made experimentally. Therefore,
we had to create novel datasets to test and evaluate our algorithms. We generate two
complementary types of datasets: simulated and synthetic. Our evaluations on simulated
datasets seek to replicate realistic scenarios faced by experimentalists who make new mutants
from existing strains in order to validate computational predictions [9, 38, 39] (Section 3.5.1).
To this end, we simulate mathematical models of the cell cycle in budding yeast in order to
generate biologically interesting and meaningful target and permissible mutants. Synthetic
datasets allow us to assess the variation in the performance of Algorithms 2 and 3 for
the VS-FL and VPS problems as we vary the value of the corresponding fixed parameter
(Section 3.5.2).

To generate the results for VS-FL, we used a 0-1 integer linear program (ILP) to solve the
DCS instances (see Section 3.4.3). The ILP was easier to implement than the algorithm
in [79]; moreover, solving the ILP using Gurobi was very efficient for our problem sizes.
However, for some datasets and parameter values, a significant fraction of the time was
spent in reading and writing files for this ILP. Therefore, we ignore this cost when we report
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the running times of our algorithms. For the VPS problem, we implemented a recursive
algorithm with caching, as an alternative to the DP.

3.5.1 Evaluation on cell cycle model simulations

Simulations to Compute Target and Permissible Mutants. We selected a dy-
namic model of the budding yeast cell cycle [9] since we use its predictions in an ongoing
collaboration on making and characterizing novel cell cycle mutants [9, 39, 83]. This model
accurately simulates the phenotypic properties of more than 250 cell cycle mutants in budding
yeast that have been published in the literature. Starting from 35 single-gene mutations, we
simulated this model for mutations in all combinations of up-to-six genes. For each mutant,
we recorded whether the simulation predicted the phenotype as “viable” or “inviable.”

Given two mutants a and b with respective representative sets Ra and Rb, we defined b to be
a parent of a if |Ra − Rb| = 1, i.e., a carries one more single gene mutation than b. We say
that b is an ancestor of a if |Ra−Rb| ≥ 1. We further define two specific classes of mutants,
namely rescued and synthetic lethal. We define a mutant a to be rescued if a is predicted
to be viable but had a parent b that is either experimentally known or predicted by the model
to be inviable. We note that a rescued mutant may be redundant. For example, whi5∆1

rescues the inviable mutants bck2∆ cln3∆ and bck2∆ cln3∆ pds1∆. Since pds1∆ is itself
a viable strain, the loss of Pds1 is irrelevant to the rescue phenotype. Hence, we consider
only non-redundant rescued mutants, i.e., bck2∆ cln3∆ whi5∆ but not bck2∆ cln3∆ pds1∆
whi5∆. We defined a mutant a to be synthetic lethal (abbreviated as SL) if a is inviable
and all of a’s parents are viable.

Only 8% of the 1.6M mutants we simulated were viable (Table 3.1) The percentage of viable
combinations decreased with an increase in the number of genes mutated, which supports

1This notation represent the deletion of the Whi5 gene.

#Mutations Mutants Viable Rescued Rescued Synthetic Lethals
non-red.

1 35 26 (74%) - - -
2 586 285 (49%) 14 14 49
3 6,250 1,896 (30%) 344 170 55
4 47,705 8,872 (18%) 3,170 516 57
5 277,531 31,060 (11%) 16,722 1,098 58
6 1,279,720 84,709 (7%) 56,993 243 27
Total 1,611,827 126,848 (8%) 77,243 2,041 246

Table 3.1: Statistics on simulations. We ignored combinations that contained redundant
pairs of mutations, e.g., cdh1∆ and CDH1 constitutive. We abbreviate “non-redundant” as
“non-red.”
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Single gene mutants Double gene mutants Triple gene mutants
cln3∆ cln3∆bck2∆ cln3∆bck2∆whi5∆
bck2∆ cln3∆whi5∆ cln3∆whi5∆mbp1∆
sic1∆ cln3∆mbp1∆ cln3∆mbp1∆swi6∆
cki∆ bck2∆whi5∆
cln2∆ bck2∆mbp1∆
whi5∆ cln2∆whi5∆
cdh1∆ cln2∆mbp1∆
CDH1 constitutive whi5∆swi4∆
clb2∆ whi5∆mbp1∆
CLB1 clb2∆ whi5∆swi6∆
cdc20∆ mbp1∆swi6∆
clb5∆
swi5∆
apcts

APCA
tem1∆
cdc15∆
net1ts

cdc14ts

TAB6−1
pds1∆
ppx∆
mad2∆
bub2∆
swi4∆
mbp1∆
clb5∆
swi6∆
cdc5∆
cdc6∆
cdc14−1∆
ssa1∆
ydj1∆
lte1∆
swe1∆

Table 3.2: The 49 source mutants used in Sec. 3.5.1. CDH1 constitutive is a mutant that expresses
CDH1 constitutively. CLB1 clb2∆ refers to a strain with clb2 deletion with wildtype CLB1 (CLB1
and CLB2 are paralogs that are redundant in function). apcts refers to a non-functional Anaphase-
promoting Complex, which is achieved by using a temperature sensitive strain. TAB6-1 refers to
telophase arrest bypass mutants representing altered Cdc14:Net1 stoichiometries at mitotic exit.
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of the number of crosses in optimal syntheses for rescued mutants
and for SL mutants (x-axis: number of crosses, y-axis: number of mutants with an optimal
synthesis of that size, legend: the number of mutations in each target mutant). (a) Results
for Algorithm 2 for VS-FL. (b) Results for Algorithm 3 for VPS. x-axis label of “No:”
mutants without a verifiable, permissible syntheses.

our consideration of permissible mutants in the VPS problem. There were 77,243 rescued
mutants of which 2,041 (2.6%) were non-redundant. Out of 1.48M inviable mutants, only
246 (0.016%) were SL. We specified inputs to our algorithms as follows:

Target mutants: Two sets: all four-, five-, and six-gene (i) non-redundant rescued mutants
and (ii) SL mutants.

Source mutants: 49 mutants available to our experimental collaborators [39] (Neil Adames
and Jean Peccoud, personal communication), including 35 single, 11 double, and three
triple mutants (Table 3.2).

Permissible mutants: All viable mutants in our simulations.

Results for VS-FL. We used Algorithm 2 for VS-FL to compute the optimal synthesis
for each target mutant. The total running time for these computations was 128.75 seconds
(average of 0.07 second per mutant). Figure 3.3(a) summarizes these results for rescued
mutants and for SL mutants. The majority of target mutants required one fewer cross than
the number of mutated genes (e.g., four crosses for a five-gene target mutant). The VS-FL
algorithm capitalized on double mutants in the source set to compute syntheses with three
crosses for 217 five-gene rescued mutants and syntheses with two crosses for 68 four-gene
rescued mutants. For 26 five-gene mutants, the algorithm could compute syntheses with just
two crosses, thus taking advantage of triple gene mutants in S. We observed similar trends
for SLs.

Results for VPS. We used Algorithm 3 to compute an optimal synthesis for each target
mutant in the presence of permissible mutants. The total running time for these computa-
tions was 18.5 seconds (average of 0.01 second per mutant). Figure 3.3(b) shows the results.
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Figure 3.4: Example of a target rescued mutant for which there is no verifiable permissible
synthesis. Each rectangular node is a mutant. A permissible mutant is green (the simulations
predict it to be viable). A non-permissible mutant is red (the simulations predict it to be
inviable). The label on a node lists the genes deleted in that mutant. Each blue circle
represents a verifiable cross. Each such node has two incoming edges and one outgoing
edge. This network contains all crosses involving the displayed mutants; it is identical to
the genetic cross graph used by our ILP-based algorithm in Chapter 2. The node at the top
of the network is the target rescued mutant. It does not have a permissible synthesis since
(i) all its parents (triple mutants) are inviable and (ii) only one mutant is viable in every
pair of double mutants that could be crossed in a verifiable synthesis of the target mutant.
An alternative way of stating the second reason is that every pair of viable double mutants
has one common gene, which means that crossing these double mutants is not a verifiable
synthesis.
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We found that 1,992 of the 2,041 (97.6%) of the rescued mutants and all SL mutants had a
verifiable, permissible synthesis. Of the 49 target mutants that did not have such a synthesis,
there were 18 four-gene, 26 five-gene, and 5 six-gene mutants. Figure 3.4 displays such a
mutant. In the caption of the figure, we explain why this mutant does not have a verifiable,
permissible synthesis.

For each mutant with a verifiable, permissible synthesis, we compared the syntheses com-
puted by the VS-FL and the VPS algorithms to determine if the restrictions imposed by
permissible mutants increased the number of crosses in the synthesis. The size of the syn-
thesis did not increase for most target mutants. However, four rescued mutants did have a
larger synthesis for the VPS problem than for the VS-FL problem. Figure 3.5(a) displays
a synthesis with two crosses that is not permissible and Figure 3.5(b) displays a verifiable,
permissible synthesis of the same mutant with three crosses.

These results show that permissible mutants can affect the synthesis size, even if only for
a small number of target mutants. More importantly, the requirement of permissibility can
preclude the existence of a synthesis for several target mutants. Our algorithms can handle
the additional restrictions imposed by permissibility.

cln3Δbck2Δclb5Δwhi5Δcdh1Δ
 

clb5Δ cln3Δbck2Δwhi5Δcdh1Δ

cln3Δbck2Δclb5Δwhi5Δcdh1Δ

cln3Δclb5Δwhi5Δ

cln3Δbck2Δwhi5Δ cdh1Δ

bck2Δcdh1Δ

clb5Δ cln3Δwhi5Δ bck2Δ cdh1Δ

X

(b) VPS(a) VS-FL

XX

Figure 3.5: (a) Example of a verifiable but non-permissible synthesis with two crosses com-
puted by Algorithm 2 for VS-FL. Node colors are as in Figure 3.4. (b) Example of a
verifiable, permissible synthesis with three crosses computed by Algorithm 3 for VPS. Note
that even though the triple mutant cln3∆ bck2∆ whi5∆ is a source, Algorithm 3 does not
use it in the synthesis since both cln3∆ bck2∆ whi5∆ cdh1∆ and cln3∆ bck2∆ whi5∆ clb5∆
(not shown) are not permissible mutants (they are inviable).
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Figure 3.6: VS-FL results for synthetic data. Error bars indicate one standard deviation.
The legend in (b) shows k. (a) The average number of crosses in an optimal synthesis as
we change q (x-axis). (b) Average time in seconds. (c) Distribution of running time for 100
target mutants, k = 12, q = 300.

3.5.2 Evaluation on synthetic datasets

Generating Synthetic Data. Recall that Algorithm 2 for the VS-FL problem is FPT
in q, the number of source mutants with three or more mutations, while Algorithm 3 for
the VPS problem is FPT in k, the number of mutations in the target mutant. We created
synthetic datasets that varied both parameters so that we could the same inputs to both
algorithms. We created representative sets for all mutants from a universe U of 35 genes; we
used this number to match the cell cycle model.

Target mutants: We generated a random target mutant whose representative set contained
k = 6, 8, 10, or 12 genes from U . We used these values of k to test our algorithms on
larger target mutants than we used in Section 3.5.1, where every mutant contained at
most six mutations. For each of these four values, we report results averaged over 100
target mutants. Let U ′ ⊆ U be the union of the representative sets of these 100 target
mutants.

Source mutants: We started with S containing all singleton and doubleton subsets of U ′.
This choice ensured that each target mutant had a synthesis with at most k/2 − 1
crosses, thereby making the results depend only on the triple mutants added. Next, we
varied q from 0 to 300 in steps of 100 and added q triple mutants for S. In selecting the
representative sets of these mutants, we sampled subsets of U ′ uniformly at random.
An experimentalist seeking to make a k-gene target mutant is likely to first make one
or more triple mutants that are ancestors of the target mutant. We developed this
strategy of selecting triple mutants to mimic the experimentalist. We stress that we
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use U ′ only to select source mutants. We still apply our algorithms to each target
mutant independently.

Permissible mutants: For each triple mutant µ we added to S, we considered every de-
scendant of µ to be permissible, as long as the representative set of that descendant
was a subset of U ′.

Results for VS-FL. Figure 3.6(a) plots how the average number of crosses needed to make
a target mutant changes with q. When q = 0, the algorithm for VS-FL runs Algorithm 1
for VS-2, and computes syntheses that only involve double mutants. As we increase q, the
average number of crosses decreases as the synthesis can now take advantage of triple gene
mutants. However, as the number of triple gene mutants in the source set increases, the
time taken to run the algorithm for VS-FL increases considerably, especially for targets
with 12 mutations (Figure 3.6(b)), as we may expect from the exponential dependence on
q of the worst-case running time of Algorithm 2. For k = 6, 8, 10, a significant fraction of
the time was spent in reading and writing files for the DCS ILP. For target mutants with
12 mutations, there is a considerable variation in the running times, especially for q = 300.
Instead of plotting this error bar in Figure 3.6(b), we display the distribution of running
times in Figure 3.6(c). While the algorithm ran in less than four seconds for over 50% of the
target mutants, it took 12 seconds for three mutants and 84 seconds for three other mutants.
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Figure 3.7: VPS results for synthetic data, averaged over 100 target mutants. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation. The legend in (b) shows k. The x-axis corresponds to q.
(a) Average number of crosses in an optimal synthesis. (b) Average time taken in seconds.

Results for VPS. As we increase q, the number of triples in S, we also increase the size of
the permissible set. Therefore, the number of crosses in an optimal synthesis decreases with
an increase in q (Figure 3.7(a)). The average time taken by the VPS algorithm is negligible
for k = 6, 8, 10 (Figure 3.7(b)), in contrast with the result for VS-FL (Figure 3.6(b)). For
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k = 12, the average time taken by the algorithm for VPS increases considerably compared to
smaller values of k (Figure 3.7(b)), since the algorithm is FPT with respect to this parameter.
Moreover, the running time also increases with q: the more permissible mutants there are,
the longer Algorithm 3 takes to find an optimal synthesis. Nevertheless, all running times
are at most 20 seconds. Comparing Figure 3.7(b) and Figure 3.6(b) for k = 12 and q = 300,
the VPS algorithm is about four times slower than the VS-FL algorithm.

Comparing VPS to CrossPlan. Here, we compare the VPS algorithm to our ILP-based
approach, CrossPlan (see Chapter 2). We run both algorithms to compute an optimal
verifiable synthesis for each target mutant with k = 12. For a specific target mutant µ,
in addition to the inputs to VPS, CrossPlan takes two additional inputs: (a) l, an upper
bound on the number of crosses needed and (b) a genetic cross graph G(µ). We set l =
k/2 − 1, since S contains all double mutants. The graph G(µ) contains one mutant node
for each permissible mutant whose representative set is a subset of µ’s set. For every pair
of permissible mutants with disjoint representative sets, G(µ) contains a cross node that
represents the corresponding genetic cross. In addition, G(µ) contains two incoming edges
and one outgoing edge for each cross. See Figure 3.4 for an example. We compute this graph
independently for each target mutant. On average, a graph contains 4, 095 = 212− 1 mutant
nodes and 66,000 cross nodes.

Both algorithms report optimal synthesis of the same size or that no verifiable, permissible
synthesis exists. However, the VPS algorithm is over 28 times faster (24.83 minutes vs 700.77
minutes) in computing optimal syntheses. It was 10 times faster than CrossPlan (9 minutes
vs. 90.08 minutes) for the question of determining if a verifiable, permissible synthesis exists.
The CrossPlan ILP contained 300K variables and 600K constraints, on average. In fact, due
to the size of the ILP, we set a time limit of six minutes on the Gurobi solver for each
target mutant since in our experience the solver computes a heuristic solution quickly but
can spend hours in proving its optimality. These results show the benefit of the strategy we
have adopted in this chapter of formulating synthesis problems that do not need the explicit
construction of the genetic cross graph.

3.6 Conclusions

We introduced a fundamental problem in computational biology: how to use genetic crosses
to efficiently synthesize a target mutant from source mutants. We formalized this ques-
tion in several ways that incorporated key experimental considerations of verifiability and
permissibility. We showed that checking the existence of a synthesis is NP-complete. We
presented one polynomial time and two FPT algorithms for these problems. On simulated
and synthetic data, these algorithms ran efficiently and provided useful results.

There are several interesting directions for future research. Developing FPT algorithms that
compute an optimal synthesis for multiple target mutants is an important open problem.
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These methods will complement the ILP-based solution we have proposed [84].

It may also be useful to study the scenario when permissible intermediate mutants are
specified implicitly rather than explicitly. A simple example of an implicit specification is
to allow every intermediate mutant to be permissible, which is identical to the VS problem.
Another example is the following: an intermediate mutant is permissible if and only if it
has no gene from the set {g1, g2, g3}; this set could correspond to genes whose products
form an essential protein complex. Such a description can specify an exponentially large set
of permissible intermediate mutants. However, given a target mutant µ, we can efficiently
determine whether it is permissible under the given specification. Our algorithm for VPS in
Section 3.4.5 can be readily modified to work for such implicit specifications of permissible
intermediate mutants.

Our current model for creating new mutants includes only the genetic cross. It is important
to extend this model to include other experimental techniques, especially genome editing
methods, while considering the relative costs of each approach. We are also interested in
studying and incorporating more complex constraints imposed by genetic crosses in model
organisms.
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BEELINE: Benchmarking gene
regulatory network inference
from single-cell transcriptomic data

Aditya Pratapa, Amogh Jalihal, Jeffrey Law, Aditya Bharadwaj, T.M. Murali (2020)
Benchmarking algorithms for gene regulatory network inference from single-cell transcrip-
tomic data. Nature Methods, 17: pp. 147-154

4.1 Introduction

Single-cell RNA-sequencing technology has made it possible to trace cellular lineages during
differentiation and to identify new cell types [2, 3]. A central question that arises now is
whether we can discover the gene regulatory networks (GRNs) that control cellular differ-
entiation and drive transitions from one cell type to another. In such a GRN, each edge
connects a transcription factor (TF) to a gene it regulates. Ideally, the edge is directed from
the TF to the target gene, represents direct rather than indirect regulation and corresponds
to activation or inhibition.

Single-cell expression data are especially promising for computing GRNs because, unlike bulk
transcriptomic data, they do not obscure biological signals by averaging over all the cells in
a sample. However, these data have features that pose significant difficulties; for example,
substantial cellular heterogeneity [45], considerable cell-to-cell variation in sequencing depth,
the high sparsity of the data caused by dropouts [46], and cell-cycle-related effects [47].
Despite these challenges, over a dozen methods have been developed or used to infer GRNs
from single-cell data [5, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. An experimentalist
seeking to analyze a new dataset faces a daunting task in selecting an appropriate inference
method since there are no widely accepted ground-truth datasets for assessing algorithm
accuracy and the criteria for evaluation and comparison of methods are varied.

We have developed BEELINE, a comprehensive evaluation framework to assess the accuracy,
robustness and efficiency of GRN inference techniques for single-cell gene expression data
based on well-defined benchmark datasets (Figure 4.1). BEELINE incorporates 12 diverse
GRN inference algorithms. It provides an easy-to-use and uniform interface to each method

56
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Figure 4.1: An overview of the BEELINE evaluation framework. We apply GRN inference
algorithms to three types of data: datasets from synthetic networks, datasets from curated
Boolean models from the literature and experimental single-cell transcriptional measure-
ments. We process each dataset through a uniform pipeline: preprocessing, Docker contain-
ers for 12 GRN inference algorithms, parameter estimation, postprocessing and evaluation.
We compare algorithms based on accuracy (AUPRC and early precision), stability of results
(across simulations, in the presence of dropouts and across algorithms), analysis of network
motifs and scalability.

in the form of a Docker image. BEELINE implements several measures for estimating
and comparing the accuracy, stability and efficiency of these algorithms. Thus, BEELINE
facilitates reproducible, rigorous and extensible evaluations of GRN inference methods for
single-cell gene expression data.
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4.2 Results

4.2.1 Overview of algorithms

We surveyed the literature and bioRxiv preprints for papers that either published a new
GRN inference algorithm or used an existing approach. We ignored methods that did not
assign weights or ranks to the interactions, required additional datasets or supervision, or
sought to discover cell-type-specific networks. We selected 12 algorithms using these criteria
(see Section 4.4.1).

We used BEELINE to evaluate these approaches on over 400 simulated datasets (across six
synthetic networks and four curated Boolean models) and five experimental human or mouse
single-cell RNA-seq datasets. Since eight algorithms require pseudotime-ordered cells, we
used datasets (both simulated and real) that focus on cell differentiation and development,
processes in which there is a meaningful temporal progression of cell states. We did not
study GRNs relevant to other biological processes; for example, changes in disease states or
differences among cell types.

4.2.2 Datasets from synthetic networks

Our motivations for using synthetic networks were two-fold. First, we wanted to use a
known GRN that could serve as the ground truth. Second, we desired to create in silico
single-cell gene expression datasets that were isolated from any limitations of pseudotime
inference algorithms. Therefore, we started with six synthetic networks (Figure 4.2(a)).
Simulating these networks should produce a variety of different trajectories seen in differen-
tiating and developing cells [66]. Several recent studies on GRN inference [52, 54, 55, 62, 65]
have used GeneNetWeaver [85], a method originally developed for generating time courses of
bulk-RNA datasets from a given GRN. Accordingly, we simulated the six synthetic networks
using GeneNetWeaver via the procedure outlined in Chan et al. [52] (see Section 4.4.2 for de-
tails). However, we observed no discernible trajectories when we visualized two-dimensional
projections of these data (Figure 4.2(d)).

We therefore used our BoolODE approach to simulate the six synthetic networks (see Sec-
tions 4.4.2 and 4.4.3). For each gene in a GRN, BoolODE requires a Boolean function that
specifies how that genes regulators combine to control its state. We represent each Boolean
function as a truth table, which we convert into a nonlinear ordinary differential equation
(ODE). This approach provides a reliable method to capture the logical relationships among
the regulators precisely in the components of the ODE. We add noise terms to make the
equation stochastic [66, 86].

For each network, we applied BoolODE by sampling ODE parameters ten times and gen-
erating 5,000 simulations per parameter set (Section 4.4.3). We created five datasets per
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Figure 4.2: A comparison of datasets from synthetic networks simulated using BoolODE and
GeneNetWeaver. Each row corresponds to the network indicated by the label on the left.
(a) The network itself, with red edges representing inhibition and blue edges representing
activation. (b) A 2D t-SNE visualization of one BoolODE-generated dataset for 2,000 cells.
The color of each point indicates the simulation time: blue for earlier, green for intermediate,
and yellow for later times. (c) Each color corresponds to a different subset of cells obtained
by using k-means clustering of the BoolODE-generated dataset, with k set to the number of
expected steady states. (d) A 2-D t-SNE visualization of one GeneNetWeaver output.
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parameter set, one each with 100, 200, 500, 2,000 and 5,000 cells by sampling one cell per
simulation, to obtain 50 different expression datasets. Analyzing the two-dimensional projec-
tions of these simulations reassured us that BoolODE was successful in correctly simulating
the network models (Figure 4.2(b), (c), Appendix B.1.1).

Setting each network as the ground truth, we executed the 12 algorithms on every one of the
50 simulated datasets. For those GRN inference methods that required time information, we
provided the simulation time at which we sampled each cell. For the bifurcating, bifurcating
converging and trifurcating networks, we ran the algorithms that need time information
on each trajectory individually and combined the outputs (Section 4.4.4). Six algorithms
required one or more parameters to be specified. We performed a parameter sweep to
determine the values that gave the highest median area under the precision-recall curve
(AUPRC) (see Appendix B.1.2)

For each network–algorithm pair, Figure 4.3 displays the median AUPRC ratio (the AUPRC
divided by that of a random predictor). Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the box plots of AUPRC
and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) values. The methods
performed best for the linear network: 10 out of 12 algorithms had a median AUPRC
ratio greater than 2.0. Seven methods had a median AUPRC ratio greater than 5.0 for the
linear long network. The cycle, bifurcating converging, bifurcating and trifurcating networks
were progressively harder to infer, with no algorithm achieving an AUPRC ratio of two or
more on the last network. Single-cell regularized inference using time-stamped expression
profiles (SINCERITIES) obtained the highest median AUPRC ratio for four out of the six
networks. Single-cell inference of networks using Granger ensembles (SINGE) had the highest
median AUPRC ratio for cycle and partial information decomposition and context (PIDC)
for trifurcating.

We examined the effect of the number of cells on AUPRC by comparing the values for
100, 200, 500 and 2,000 cells to those for 5,000 cells (Appendix B.1.3). As the number of
cells increased from 100 to 500, the number of algorithms with significantly lower AUPRC
values in comparison to 5,000 cells decreased from seven to four. The number of cells
had no significant effect on five algorithms: gene network inference with ensemble of trees
(GENIE3), GRN variational Bayesian expectation-maximization (GRNVBEM), lag-based
expression association for pseudotime-series (LEAP), single-cell network synthesis (SCNS)
and SCODE.

To examine the stability of the results, we considered the GRNs formed by the k edges with
the highest ranks, with k set to the number of edges in each synthetic network, computed the
Jaccard indices of all pairs of GRNs, and recorded the medians of these values (Figure 4.3).
While SINCERITIES, SINGE and SCRIBE had the three highest median-of-median AUPRC
ratios, the networks they predicted were relatively less stable (median Jaccard index between
0.28 and 0.35). PPCOR and PIDC, the other two methods in the top five, had higher median
Jaccard indices of 0.62 each.

We simulated the inferred GRNs to see if they had the same number of steady states as the
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ground-truth networks. Apart from the linear network, we found that more than 60% of the
GRNs yielded more steady states than in the ground truth (Appendix B.1.4). For networks
with multiple steady states, there was no clear benefit to computing a single GRN after com-
bining all trajectories over merging the GRNs inferred for each trajectory (Appendix B.1.5).

Figure 4.3: Summary of results for datasets from synthetic networks. The first set of six
columns displays the median AUPRC ratio. The next three sets of six columns display the
median stability score across multiple datasets, the median edge ratios, and median ratios of
reachable steady states of the proposed GRN reconstructions for each of the six simulated
datasets. The color is proportional to the corresponding value after scaling it between 0
and 1. For each dataset, we display the highest and lowest values inside the corresponding
cells. We computed the medians over 20 simulated datasets for each synthetic network.
Abbreviations: LI: Linear, CY: Cycle, LL: Linear Long, BF: Bifurcating, BFC: Bifurcating
Converging, TF: Trifurcating.
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Figure 4.4: Box plots of AUPRC values. Each row corresponds to one of the six synthetic
networks. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Red, blue, green, purple and orange
box plots corresponds to datasets with 100, 200, 500, 2,000, and 5,000 cells, respectively.
The gray dotted line indicates the AUPRC value for a random predictor (network density).
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Figure 4.5: Box plots of AUROC values. Each row corresponds to one of the six synthetic
networks. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Red, blue, green, purple and orange
box plots corresponds to datasets with 100, 200, 500, 2,000, and 5,000 cells, respectively.
The gray dotted line indicates the AUROC value for a random predictor (0.5).
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Datasets from curated models

Dense subnetworks of large-scale GRNs that have been used to generate simulated datasets
of single-cell gene expression [52, 54, 55, 62, 65] may not capture the complex regulation
in any specific developmental process. To avoid this pitfall, we selected four published
Boolean models: mammalian cortical area development (mCAD) [87], ventral spinal cord
development (VSC) [88], hematopoietic stem cell differentiation (HSC) [89], and gonadal sex
determination (GSD) [90]. Figure 4.6(a) displays these networks.

We confirmed that the BoolODE-simulated datasets for each Boolean model (1) captured
the same number of steady states as in the model (Figure 4.6(b)) and (2) matched the unique
gene expression pattern that characterized each steady state of that model, as reported in
the corresponding publication (Figure 4.6(c), Appendix B.2.1).

Encouraged by these results, we used BoolODE to create 10 different datasets with 2,000
cells for each model. We computed pseudotime using Slingshot [91] and provide these values
to the GRN algorithms, so as to mimic a real single-cell gene expression data processing
pipeline (Figure 4.6(d)). For each dataset, we also generated a version that included varying
levels of dropouts (q) [52]. We obtained 30 datasets for each of the four models, 10 datasets
with no dropout, 10 datasets with dropouts at q = 50, and 10 datasets with dropouts at
q = 70. We provide more details on dataset generation in Section 4.4.3. We then ran each
of the 12 GRN inference algorithms and analyzed each of the 30 reconstructions proposed
by these methods for the four curated models.

Figure 4.7 summarizes our findings for the datasets without dropouts. Only four methods
(gene regulation inference for single-cell with linear differential equations and velocity infer-
ence (GRISLI), SCODE, SINGE and SINCERITIES) had a median AUPRC ratio greater
than one for the mCAD model. The reason may be the high density of the underlying network
(Table 4.4). For the VSC model, which only has inhibitory edges, three methods (PIDC,
GRNBoost2 and GENIE3) had an AUPRC ratio greater than 2.5. These three methods
also had an AUPRC ratio close to 2.0 for the HSC model. PPCOR, GRISLI and SCRIBE
tied for the highest median AUPRC ratio of 1.4 for the GSD model. Overall, GENIE3,
GRNBoost2 and PIDC had among the highest median AUPRC ratios for two out of the four
models. SINCERITIES, SCRIBE and SINGE, which were the best algorithms according to
the AUPRC ratios for the datasets from synthetic networks, had a close to random median
AUPRC ratio for all four curated models. We address this trend in Section 4.3.

Figures 4.8 and 4.9 show distributions of the AUPRC and AUROC values for all dropout
rates. To study the effect of dropouts, for each algorithm, we compared the distributions of
AUPRC scores across all Boolean models between q = 0 and q = 50 and between q = 0 and
q = 70. Four and seven GRN inference methods had a statistically significant difference in
AUPRC values for the 0–50 and the 0–70 comparison, respectively (Appendix B.2.3). The
four algorithms that were unaffected by dropout rates (GRNVBEM, LEAP, SCRIBE and
SINCERITIES) had worse-than-random AUPRC values on the mCAD and VSC datasets.
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Figure 4.6: Visualization of t-SNE projections of simulations reveals trajectories leading
to steady states that correspond to those of the curated models. Each row in the figure
corresponds to a model, indicated on the left: mCAD, VSC, HSC differentiation and GSD
determination. (a) Network diagrams of the models. (b) t-SNE visualizations of 2,000 cells
sampled from the BoolODE output. The color of each point indicates the corresponding
simulation time. (c) Each color corresponds to a different subset of cells obtained by using
k-means clustering of simulations, with k set to the number of steady states reported in
the relevant publication (two for mCAD, five for VSC, four for HSC and two for GSD). d)
Pseudotimes and principal curves (black) computed by Slingshot showing correspondence
with simulation times in b and clusters in c, respectively. Colors of simulation time and
pseudotime: blue for early, green for intermediate and yellow for later.
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Figure 4.7: Summary of results for ten datasets without dropouts from curated models. Rows
correspond to algorithms ordered by decreasing median of the per-model median AUPRC
ratios. The four sets of four columns each display the median AUPRC ratios, median EPR,
median EPR for activating edges and median EPR for inhibitory edges. For each model,
the color in each cell is proportional to the corresponding value (scaled between 0 and 1,
ignoring values that are less than that of a random predictor, shown as black squares). We
display the highest and lowest values for each model inside the corresponding cells.

Next, we studied the early precision and early precision ratio (EPR) values of the top-k
predictions (Section 4.4.4) for each of the four models. In at least one of the four models, 11
algorithms had a median EPR less than or close to one; that is, similar to a random predictor
(black squares in Figure 4.7). In the 29 cases when the median EPR was at least one, it was
1.5 or larger only 16 times. The mCAD model had the smallest number of algorithms (two,
GRISLI and SCODE) with median EPR larger than one. For datasets with dropouts, we
did not see any clear trends in terms of smaller or larger early precision values compared to
the dropout-free results (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.8: Box plot of AUPRC values. Each row corresponds to one of the four Boolean
networks. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Each box plot represents the 10
AUPRC values (10 datasets each containing 2,000 cells). Red, blue and green box plots
correspond to datasets with no dropouts, a dropout rate of 50%, and a dropout rate of
70%, respectively. The gray dotted line indicates the AUROC value for a random predictor
(network density).
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Figure 4.9: Box plot of AUROC values. Each row corresponds to one of the four Boolean
networks. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Each box plot represents the 10
AUROC values (10 datasets each containing 2,000 cells). Red, blue and green box plots
correspond to datasets with no dropouts, a dropout rate of 50%, and a dropout rate of 70%,
respectively. The gray dotted line indicates the AUROC value for a random predictor (0.5).
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Figure 4.10: Box plot of early precision values. Each row corresponds to one of the four
synthetic networks. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Each box plot represents the
10 early precision values (10 datasets each containing 2,000 cells). Red, blue and green box
plots correspond to datasets with no dropouts, a dropout rate of 50%, and a dropout rate
of 70%, respectively. The gray dotted line indicates the baseline early precision value for a
random predictor (network density).
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We also investigated if the GRN inference methods were better at recovering activating
edges or inhibitory edges. The mCAD model was again an outlier for EPR for activating
and inhibitory edges, with only SCODE having slightly better-than-random scores for both.
Overall, the GRN inference algorithms performed poorly when it comes to recovering the
true edges within the top-k predictions.

We examined which algorithms produced similar reconstructions. For every model, the
three best-performing methods (PIDC, GENIE3 and GRNBoost2) had similar outputs (Ap-
pendix B.2.4). In addition, LEAP and PPCOR were similar to the first three methods for
the mCAD and GSD models. Pairwise similarities were poor for the other algorithms.

The GRNs formed by the top-k edges contained a higher than expected number of feedfor-
ward loops and lower than expected feedback loops and mutual interactions (Appendix B.2.5).
Further, a very large fraction of false positives in the top-k edges corresponded to paths of
length two in the ground-truth networks (Appendix B.2.6). This tendency to predict ‘indi-
rect’ interactions could be the reason for the low EPR values.

Experimental single-Cell RNA-seq datasets

The final test of these algorithms is how well they can predict GRNs when applied to
experimentally-derived single-cell gene expression datasets. We selected five published ex-
perimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets, two in human and three in mouse cells, comprising
seven cell types [92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. We collected three different types of ground truth
networks [97, 98, 99, 100]. We provide details on the RNA-seq data and the networks in
Section 4.4.3. We evaluated and compared algorithms on running time and memory usage,
the stability of the results to multiple executions, and accuracy in recovering interactions
in the ground truth sets. We also compared the clusters present in the inferred GRNs with
those computed directly from the gene expression data.

To measure the running time of the algorithms, we selected three cell types, namely, human
mature hepatocytes (hHEP), human embryonic stem cells (hESCs) and erythroid-lineage
mouse hematopoietic stem cells (mHSC-E), which contained different numbers of cells. We
executed the algorithms on multiple subsets of highly varying genes in each dataset. We
did not consider SCNS here since it took more than a day to complete for the 19-gene GSD
Boolean model. We executed each of the remaining 11 algorithms on multiple subsets of
highly-varying genes (10, 100, 500, 1,000, 2,000, and 5,000 genes) in three datasets, namely,
mESCs, hESCs and mHSCs, which contain approximately 400, 750 and 1000 cells, respec-
tively. Figure 4.12(a) summarizes our observations. Missing values indicate that the method
either did not complete even after running for over a day or it gave a run-time error. For
5,000 genes, the running times ranged from minutes (PPCOR, SINCERITIES, SCODE) to
hours (GRNBOOST2) to nearly a day (GENIE3). GRNVBEM, SCRIBE, and SCINGE
were the slowest methods taking a few hours to nearly a day for 1,000 genes. There was
little to no variation in the running times of these methods with increasing number of cells.
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Figure 4.11: Scalability of GRN algorithms on experimental single-cell RNA-Seq datasets.
Variation in running time and memory usage of GRN inference algorithms with respect to
number of genes for three experimental single-cell RNA-Seq datasets. Each point represents
the mean running time or memory across all three datasets and the shaded regions correspond
to one standard deviation around the mean. Missing values indicate that the method either
did not complete after one day or gave a runtime error. We did not consider SCNS since
it took over a day on the 19-gene GSD Boolean model. We obtained these results on a
computer with a 32-core 2.0GHz processor and 32GB of memory running Ubuntu 18.04.

The implementations of GENIE3, GRNBOOST2, and SCINGE can take advantage of multi-
threading, with the wall-clock times of these methods being lowered by a factor proportional
to the number of threads available. In terms of memory usage, most of the algorithms did not
require more than 6GB of RAM. We were unable to run PIDC for 5,000 genes and GRISLI
for over 500 genes due to memory exceptions. We obtained these results on a computer with
a 32-core 2.0 GHz processor and 32GB of memory running Ubuntu 18.04.

For further analysis, we selected the five algorithms with the highest median AUPRC in
each of the earlier two datasets: SINCERITIES, SCRIBE, SINGE, PPCOR and PIDC for
synthetic networks and PIDC, GENIE3, GRNBoost2, PPCOR and SCODE for Boolean
models; PIDC and PPCOR were in both sets. We did not retain SINGE and SCRIBE
because of the time taken for parameter search.

For each experimental single-cell RNA-seq dataset, we created four subsets of genes: (a, b)
containing all the significantly-varying TFs and either the 500 or 1,000 most varying genes
and (c, d) only the 500 or 1,000 most varying genes. We intersected each ground truth
network with each of these sets of genes. We observed that the densities of the resulting
networks varied in a wide range, reaching as high as 0.38 for cell-type specific ChIP-Seq
datasets and as low as 0.01 for non-cell-type specific ChIP-Seq networks (columns titled
“Network statistics” in Figure 4.12). We applied each of the seven selected algorithms to
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Figure 4.12: Summary of EPR results for experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets with
TFs+500 and TFs+1000 genes. The left half of the figure (TFs+500 genes) shows results
for datasets composed of all significantly varying TFs and the 500 most-varying genes. The
right half of the figure (TFs + 1000 genes) shows results for datasets composed of all sig-
nificantly varying TFs and the 1000 most-varying genes. Each row corresponds to one of
scRNA-seq dataset-network combination. A blackened square in the heatmap represents
a value that is less than that of a random predictor. The EPR columns are sorted by the
median EPR achieved across all rows for TFs + 500 dataset. In both sections, algorithm Ab-
breviations: GENI, GENIE3; GRNB, GRNBoost2; lof/gof, loss-of-function/gain-of-function;
PCOR, PPCOR and SINC, SINCERITIES.
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Figure 4.13: Summary of EPR results for experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets with 500
and 1000 genes. The left half of the figure (500 genes) shows results for datasets composed of
the 500 most-varying genes and TFs. The right half of the figure (1000 genes) shows results
for datasets composed of the 1000 most-varying genes and TFs. Each row corresponds to one
of scRNA-seq dataset-network combination. A blackened square in the heatmap represents
a value that is less than that of a random predictor. The EPR columns are sorted by the
median EPR achieved across all rows for 500 dataset. In both sections, algorithm Abbre-
viations: GENI, GENIE3; GRNB, GRNBoost2; lof/gof, loss-of-function/gain-of-function;
PCOR, PPCOR and SINC, SINCERITIES.
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infer a GRN for each experimental single-cell RNA-seq dataset. We compared the algorithms
based on the EPR, reasoning that predicted interactions of higher confidence will be more
interesting to experimentalists. We used the top-k networks, setting k equal to the number
of edges in the corresponding reduced ground-truth dataset. We performed parameter search
to optimize the EPR (Appendix B.3.1).

GENIE3, PIDC and GRNBoost2 were the three methods with the highest EPR values for
experimental datasets (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13), just as they were for curated models
(Figure 4.7). When we computed modules in the GRNs output by these methods, we found
that they had a good concordance with clusters determined directly from the gene expression
data (Appendix B.3.2). PPCOR, which was consistently in the top-four methods for both
synthetic networks and curated models, had only a slightly better-than-random EPR across
all experimental datasets. PPCORs AUPRC decreased moderately as we increased dropouts
in datasets from curated models (Figure 4.8). We speculate that dropouts in experimental
single-cell RNA-seq datasets had a severe effect on PPCOR.

To examine the effect of the number of genes, as well as including all significantly varying
TFs, we evaluated the three top performing methods, PIDC, GENIE3 and GRNBoost2, on
the nonspecific ChIP-seq and STRING networks. We found that the median EPR had a
statistically significant improvement when we included all significantly varying TFs in the
analysis (Appendix B.3.3). However, the addition of highly varying genes (500 versus 1,000)
did not lead to a significant improvement in EPR values. The AUPRC ratio did not vary
with the number of genes.

In terms of the ground-truth network, we observed that the performance of almost all the
methods was similar to that of a random predictor when we evaluated them on cell-type
specific ChIP-Seq networks. While the corresponding network densities varied within a large
range (from 0.08 to 0.57), the EPR values did not exceed 1.5 (for SCODE and SINCERITIES
on the hESC dataset). In contrast, for non-specific ChIP-Seq networks with comparable
densities, the EPR was as high as 2.9 (PIDC on the mHSC dataset). The performance of
algorithms on the loss-or-gain of function (lof/gof) reference network was similar to that on
the cell-type specific ChIP-Seq networks, with most values being close to 1.

Almost every algorithm produced nearly identical outputs when we ran it on the same
dataset multiple times (Supplementary Note 3.4). However, for the same dataset, the results
varied substantially from one algorithm to another (Supplementary Note 3.5), in contrast to
curated models where the top performing methods yielded similar results (Appendix B.3.4).
Moreover, ensembles of the algorithm outputs did not perform systematically better than
the best method for each dataset (Appendix B.3.5). This result stands in contrast to the
success of ensembles in inferring GRNs from bulk transcriptional data [101].
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4.3 Discussion

We have presented BEELINE, a framework for benchmarking algorithms that infer GRNs
from single-cell gene expression data. Although a few reviews of GRN inference methods
have appeared [102, 103, 104], there has been only one quantitative evaluation of these ap-
proaches [65]. This paper compared eight approaches of which six were originally developed
or use methods created for bulk transcriptomic data. In contrast, we include eight new al-
gorithms that have been developed exclusively for single-cell gene expression data while not
including some of the previously-compared approaches for reasons given in “Methods”. Most
of the techniques we have considered have been developed since 2017. The earlier comparison
used GeneNetWeaver to create simulated datasets. Thus, our evaluation is up-to-date and
timely while also being more relevant for single-cell data.

Figure 4.14 summarizes the properties of the GRN inference algorithms (columns two to
six) and the key insights from this study (column seven onwards). We found considerable
variation in the performance of the algorithms across the ten networks (six synthetic and
four Boolean) and five experimental scRNA-seq datasets that we analyzed. Nevertheless, we
noted a few trends. In general, the synthetic networks were easier to recover than the Boolean
models. This trend may be due to the fact that the synthetic networks have simpler and more
well-defined trajectories, which our simulations capture accurately, than the Boolean models.
For datasets from curated models, each of which has multiple trajectories, we found that
methods that do not require pseudotime information (specifically, GENIE3, GRNBoost2, and
PIDC) performed the best. For the other techniques, we input pseudotime values for each
trajectory independently. We found that these approaches succeeded in discovering mutual
inhibition loops, with each arm of the loop inferred from a different trajectory. Methods that
performed well for datasets from curated models also inferred GRNs of good accuracy for
experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets. Nevertheless, the overall performance of these
approaches was much less than ideal. Note that three methods (GRISLI, SCINGE, and
SCRIBE) have appeared only as preprints. Their final published versions may show improved
performance.

A surprising trend we observed was that the best performing algorithms for datasets from
synthetic networks (SINCERITIES, SCRIBE, and SCINGE) had very poor results on datasets
from curated models (ranks 10, 12, and 7, respectively); SCRIBE and SINCERITIES had
close to or worse-than-random EPRs on experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets data as
well (Figure 4.12). To investigate the reason for this reversal of fortunes, we repeated the
analysis for datasets from synthetic networks with single trajectories with the original and
with shuffled pseudotimes (see “Shuffling simulation times” in Section 4.4.4 for details). We
only considered the seven methods that required pseudotimes, ignoring SCNS for reasons
given earlier. We observed a general decrease in performance with an increase in the size
of the window over which we shuffled the pseudotime values, with the effect being most
pronounced for SINCERITIES, SCRIBE, and SCINGE (column titled “Pseudotime” in Fig-
ures 4.14 and 4.15). This analysis suggests that these algorithms may be very sensitive to
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accurate pseudotime imputation. We expect that the accuracy of the GRNs inferred by these
method will improve as the techniques for pseudotime imputation become better or through
the use of other surrogates for experimental time such as RNA velocity [105].

Figure 4.14: Summary of properties of GRN algorithms and results from BEELINE. Each
row corresponds to one of the algorithms included in our evaluation. See text for more
details. Abbreviations: MI: Mutual Information, RF: Random Forest, Corr: Correlation,
Reg: Regression, GC: Granger Causality, Bool: Boolean Model.

Despite the widely varying performance of GRN inference algorithms from one ground truth
network to another, we can make some specific recommendations for end users seeking to
apply these methods to an experimental single-cell RNA-seq dataset.

(i) PIDC, GENIE3, and GRNBoost2 were leading and consistent performers in our evalu-
ations of datasets from curated models and experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets.
GENIE3 and PIDC have better stability across multiple runs whereas GRNBoost2 is
less sensitive to the presence of dropouts. While neither of these methods can take
advantage of pseudotime-ordered cells in the input, they are also immune to any errors
incurred during pseudotime computation.
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(ii) LEAP, GENIE3, and GRNBoost2 may be suitable in scenarios where we do not expect
too many feedforward loops in the true regulatory network.

(iii) If efficiency is important, PIDC and GRNBoost2 run considerably faster than GENIE3.
In addition, as the quality of pseudotime inference improves, SINCERITIES may also
be a good choice, especially since it is also quite stable to multiple runs and presence
of dropouts.

(iv) The strategy for selection of genes on which to infer GRNs is an important consider-
ation. Our results on experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets suggest that adding
more highly-varying genes (1,000 rather than 500) and/or considering all significantly-
varying TFs contribute to significant improvements in the EPR of the best-performing
algorithms. However, there is no effect on AUPRC. This step merits further analysis
in the future.

Inference of GRNs has been active area of research for more than 20 years. Our evaluation
shows that GRN inference remains a challenging problem despite the variety of innovative
ideas that researchers have brought to bear upon the problem. There could be several factors
that cause the poor performance that we have observed. First, even though single-cell RNA-
seq techniques have advanced rapidly both in the number of cells that can be measured and
in the depth of coverage [106], these methods may not still provide sufficient resolution and
variation in expression for the reliable and robust inference of GRNs. Second, there may be
inherent shortcomings to the underlying assumption that statistical relationships between
expression patterns correspond to regulatory interactions.

In this context, we observed that false positive edges form feedforward loops when added
to ground truth networks. There is a history of GRN inference algorithms that explicitly
try to avoid indirect effects [56, 107, 108, 109], using techniques such as partial correlation
coefficients [107], the data processing inequality [108, 109], and conditioning the score of a
pair of genes on all other genes [56]. We suggest that new ideas for avoiding the prediction
of such interactions may assist in improving the accuracy of GRN inference algorithms for
single cell gene expression data. To this end, it may be important to integrate additional
types of data such as known transcription factor binding sites or ChIP-seq measurements in
order to distinguish between direct and indirect interactions, e.g., as done in the SCENIC
algorithm [53]. Finally, a target gene’s expression level may change even if the regulating TF
does not vary in abundance, e.g., the TF may translocate to the nucleus in order to carry
out its regulatory program. Recent approaches that interrogate single cells along multiple
modalities [110, 111] and integrate these data may be critical for the next generation of GRN
inference algorithms.

BoolODE was a critical component of our analysis. We developed BoolODE after studying
the performance on GRN algorithms on real single-cell RNA-seq datasets; when we examined
the results in the literature [48, 51, 54, 59, 60], we found that the AUROC or precision at
early recall values of these reconstructions were quite poor, often being close to that of a
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.15: (a) Comparison of AUPRC values for networks inferred with original pseudo-
times (blue) and shuffled within three window sizes 15% (light blue), 30% (beige) or 45%
(orange). Each row corresponds to one of the three synthetic networks with single trajec-
tories (Linear, Cycle, and Linear Long). Each box plot represents 10 AUPRC values (10
datasets each containing 2,000 cells). The gray dotted line indicates the AUPRC value for
a random predictor (i.e., the network density). In each box plot, the box shows the 1st

and 3rd quartile, and whiskers denote 1.5 times the interquartile range. (b) Median Pearson
correlation between original and shuffled pseudotimes. For each network and window-size
the median is over 10 datasets.
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random predictor; our results are in line with these previous reports. Therefore, we reasoned
that it would be valuable to the community to benchmark GRN algorithms by applying
them to carefully simulated Boolean models with predictable or computable trajectories.
BoolODE is very successful at this task and promises to be useful as an independent tool.
Future developments on simulators such as BoolODE can include more general frameworks
for constructing ODE equations out of Boolean rules, fully-automated verification of steady
states, increasing its robustness to variations in parameters, and extensions for generating
large-scale datasets.

As single-cell experiments become more complex, we expect that transcriptional trajectories
will also be more intricate, perhaps involving multiple stages of bifurcation and/or cycling.
A key challenge that lies ahead is accurately computing GRNs that give rise to such complex
trajectories. We hope that scientists will use BEELINE in conjunction with BoolODE as
they develop new approaches for GRN inference.

4.4 Methods

4.4.1 Regulatory network inference algorithms

We briefly describe each algorithm we have included in this evaluation. We have ordered the
methods chronologically by year and month of publication. Every software package had an
open source license, other than GRNVBEM and GRISLI, which did not have any license.

1. GENIE3 (GEne Network Inference with Ensemble of trees) [48]. Developed
originally for bulk transcriptional data, GENIE3 computes the regulatory network for each
gene independently. It uses tree-based ensemble methods such as Random Forests to predict
the expression profile of each target gene from profiles of all the other genes. The weight
of an interaction comes from the importance of an input gene in the predictor for a target
gene’s expression pattern. Aggregating these weighted interactions over all the genes yields
the regulatory network. This method was the top performer in the DREAM4 In Silico
Multifactorial challenge.

2. PPCOR [49]. This R package computes the partial and semi-partial correlation
coefficients for every pair of variables (genes, in our case) with respect to all the other
variables. It also computes a p-value for each correlation. We use this package to compute
the partial coefficients. Since these values are symmetric, this method yields an undirected
regulatory network. We use the sign of the correlation, which is bounded between -1 and 1,
to signify whether an interaction is inhibitory (negative) or activating (positive).

3. LEAP (Lag-based Expression Association for Pseudotime-series) [50]. Starting
with pseudotime-ordered data, LEAP calculates the Pearson’s correlation of normalized
mapped-read counts over temporal windows of a fixed size with different lags. The score
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recorded for a pair of genes is the maximum Pearson’s correlation over all the values of
lag that the method considers. The software includes a permutation test to estimate false
discovery rates. Since the correlation computed is not symmetric, this method can output
directed networks.

4. SCODE [51]. This method uses linear Ordinary Differential Equations (ODEs) to rep-
resent how a regulatory network results in observed gene expression dynamics. SCODE relies
on a specific relational expression that can be estimated efficiently using linear regression.
In combination with dimension reduction, this approach leads to a considerable reduction in
the time complexity of the algorithm.

5. PIDC (Partial Information Decomposition and Context) [52]. This method uses
concepts from information theory. For every pair of genes x and y, given a third gene z,
the method partitions the pairwise mutual information between x and y into a redundant
and a unique component. It computes the ratio between the unique component and the
mutual information. The sum of this ratio over all other genes z is the proportional unique
contribution (PUC) between x and y. The method then uses per-gene thresholds to identify
the most important interactions for each gene. The resulting network is undirected since the
PUC is symmetric.

6. SINCERITIES (SINgle CEll Regularized Inference using TIme-stamped Ex-
pression profileS) [54]. Given time-stamped transcriptional data, this method computes
temporal changes in each gene’s expression through the distance of the marginal distributions
between two consecutive time points using the KolmogorovSmirnov (KS) statistic. To infer
regulatory connections between TFs and target genes, the approach uses Granger causality,
i.e., it uses the changes in the gene expression of TFs in one time window to predict how
the expression distributions of target genes shift in the next time window. The authors
formulate inference as a ridge regression problem. They infer the signs of the edges using
partial correlation analyses.

7. SCNS [5]. This method takes single-cell gene expression data taken over a time course
as input and computes logical rules (Boolean formulae) that drive the progression and trans-
formation from initial cell states to later cell states. By design, the resulting logical model
facilitates the prediction of the effect of gene perturbations (e.g., knockout or overexpression)
on specific lineages.

8. GRNVBEM [55]. This approach infers a Bayesian network representing the gene
regulatory interactions. It uses a first-order autoregressive model to estimate the fold change
of a gene at a specific time as a linear combination of the expression of the gene’s parents
in the Bayesian network at the previous time point. It infers the gene regulatory network
within a variational Bayesian framework. This method can associate signs with its directed
edges.

9. SCRIBE [56]. Similar to PIDC, this approach uses ideas from information theory. The
relevant concept here is conditioned Restricted Directed Information (cRDI), which measures
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the mutual information between the past state (expression values) of a regulator and the
current state of a target gene conditioned on the state of the target at the previous time
point. To obtain efficiency for large datasets, the authors use an unconditioned version called
uRDI, followed by the Context Likelihood of Relatedness (CLR) algorithm [109] to remove
edges that correspond to indirect effects. We used this strategy for experimental single-cell
RNA-seq datasets.

10. GRNBoost2 [57]. GRNBoost2 is a fast alternative for GENIE3, especially suited
for datasets with tens of thousands of observations. Like GENIE3, GRNBoost2 trains a
regression model to select the most important regulators for each gene in the dataset. GRN-
Boost2 achieves its efficiency by using stochastic Gradient Boosting Machine regression with
early-stopping regularization to infer the network.

11. GRISLI [58]. Like SCODE, this approach uses a linear ODE-based formalism. GRISLI
estimates the parameters of the model using different ideas. Taking either the experimental
time of the cells or estimated pseudotime as input, it first estimates the velocity of each cell,
i.e., how each genes expression value changes as each cell undergoes a dynamical process [105].
It then computes the structure of the underlying gene regulatory network by solving a sparse
regression problem that relates the gene expression and velocity profiles of each cell.

12. SCINGE (Single-Cell Inference of Networks using Granger Ensembles) [59].
The authors observe that while many gene inference algorithms start by computing a pseu-
dotime value for each cell, the distribution of cells along the underlying dynamical process
may not be uniform. To address this limitation, SCINGE uses kernel-based Granger Causal-
ity regression to alleviate irregularities in pseudotime values. SCINGE performs multiple
regressions, one for each set of input parameters, and aggregates the resulting predictions
using a modified Borda method.

Other methods. We now discuss other papers on this topic and our rationale for not
including them in the comparison. We did not consider a method if it was supervised [112]
or used additional information, e.g., a database of transcription factors and their targets [53],
a lineage tree [61].

We did not include methods that output a single GRN without any edge weights [62, 86],
since any such approach would yield just a single point on a precision-recall or curve.

4.4.2 BoolODE: Converting boolean models to Ordinary Differ-
ential Equations

We start this section by giving an overview of GeneNetWeaver [85, 113], a popular method
for simulating bulk gene expression datasets. It is being used for simulating single cell
transcriptional data as well [52, 54, 55, 62, 65]. Next, we describe the BoolODE framework
that we have developed and highlight its differences with GeneNetWeaver. We compare the
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data simulated by BoolODE and GeneNetweaver to demonstrate that the latter approach
does not yield expected trajectories. We end this section by summarizing BoolODE and the
reasons we prefer it over GeneNetWeaver.

GeneNetWeaver. This method starts with a network of regulatory interactions among
transcription factors (TFs) and their targets. It computes a connected, dense subnetwork
around a randomly selected seed node and converts this network into a system of differ-
ential equations. To express this network in the form of Ordinary Differential Equations
(ODEs), it assigns each node i in the network a ‘gene’ variable (xi) representing the level
of mRNA expression and a ‘protein’ variable (pi) representing the amount of transcription
factor produced by protein translation as follows:

d[xi]

dt
= mf(Ri)− lx[xi]

d[pi]

dt
= r[xi]− lp[pi],

where m is the mRNA transcription rate, lx is the mRNA degradation rate, r is the protein
translation rate, and lp is the protein degradation rate. In the first equation, Ri denotes the
set of regulators of node i. The non-linear input function f(Ri) captures all the regulatory
interactions controlling the expression of node i [64]; we specify it below.

If there are N regulators for a given gene, there are 2N possible configurations of how the
regulators can bind to the gene’s promoter. Considering cooperative effects of regulator
binding, the probability of each configuration S ∈ 2Ri , the powerset of Ri, is given by the
following equation [114]:

Pr(S) =

∏
q∈S ([q]/k)n

1 +
∑

S

∏
q∈S ([q]/k)n

, (4.1)

where k and n are the Hill threshold and Hill coefficient respectively. Here, we use q to
denote a regulator in the configuration S. In the summation in the denominator of this
equation, the set S ranges over all members of the power set 2Ri other than the empty set.
Here the product in the numerator ranges over all regulators that are present (bound) in
a specific configuration S, and the sum in the denominator runs over all configurations in
the power set, other than the empty set. GeneNetWeaver further introduces a randomly-
sampled parameter αS ∈ [0, 1] to specify the efficiency of transcription activation by a specific
configuration S of bound regulators. Thus, the function f(Ri) thus takes the following form:

f(Ri) =
∑
S∈2Ri

αS Pr(S) (4.2)

Next, GeneNetWeaver adds a noise term to each equation to mimic stochastic effects in gene
expression [85]. In addition, in order to create variations among individual experimental
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samples, GeneNetWeaver recommends adopting a multifactorial perturbation [85] that in-
creases or decreases the basal activation of each gene in the GRN simultaneously by a small,
randomly-selected value. GeneNetWeaver removes this perturbation after the first half of
the simulation. Simulating this system of SDEs generates the requisite gene expression data.

BoolODE uses Boolean models to create simulated datasets. In order to generate
simulated time course data for our analysis, we used the GeneNetWeaver framework with
one critical difference and one minor variation. The form of the equations used by BoolODE
is identical to that of GeneNetWeaver. The critical difference is that we do not sample the
αS parameters in Equation 4.2 randomly, i.e., we do not combine the regulators of each gene
using a random logic function. Instead, we use the fact that in both the artificial networks
and the literature-curated models, we know the Boolean function that specifies how the
states of the regulators control the state of the target genes. Moreover, we can express
any arbitrary Boolean function in the form of a truth table relating the input states (i.e.,
activities of transcription factors) to the output state (the activity of target gene). For a gene
with N regulators in its Boolean function, we explore all 2N combinations of transcription
factor states and evaluate the transcriptional activity of each specific regulator configuration.
Since the value of the Boolean function is the logical disjunction (‘or’) of all these values,
we set the α value to one (respectively, zero) for every configuration that evaluates to ’on’
(respectively, ’off’). The following example illustrates our approach. Consider a gene X with
two activators (A and B) and one inhibitor (C), represented by the following rule:

X = (P ∨Q) ∧ ¬(R)

The truth table corresponding to this rule along with the α parameters appears below.

P Q R X Parameter name Parameter value
0 0 0 0 α0 0
1 0 0 1 αP 1
0 1 0 1 αQ 1
0 0 1 0 αR 0
1 1 0 1 αPQ 1
1 0 1 0 αPR 0
0 1 1 0 αQR 0
1 1 1 0 αPQR 0

Therefore, the ODE governing the time dynamics of gene X is

d[X]

dt
= m

(
α0 + αP [P ] + αQ[Q] + αR[R] + αPQ[P ][Q] + αPR[P ][R] + αQR[Q][R] + αPQR[P ][Q][R]

1 + [P ] + [Q] + [R] + [P ][Q] + [P ][R] + [Q][R] + [P ][Q][R]

)
− lx[X]

= m

(
[P ] + [Q] + [P ][Q]

1 + [P ] + [Q] + [R] + [P ][Q] + [P ][R] + [Q][R] + [P ][Q][R]

)
− lx[X],
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since only αP , αQ, and αPQ have the value one and every other parameter has the value
zero.

Next, we discuss the minor variation of BoolODE from GeneNetWeaver, which is in how
we sample kinetic parameters. The GeneNetWeaver equations use four kinetic parameters:
one each for mRNA transcription, protein translation, and mRNA and protein degradation
rates. Saelens et al. [66] sample them uniformly from parameter-specific intervals.

Independently for every dataset, we sample each parameter from a normal distribution using
the value shown in Table 4.1 as the mean and a standard deviation of 10% of this mean value.
Within a single dataset and for all simulations for that dataset, we fix each parameter (e.g.,
mRNA degradation rate) for all genes.

Parameter Symbol value
mRNA transcription rate m 20
mRNA degradation rate lx 10
Protein translation rate r 10
Protein degradation rate lp 1

Hill threshold k 10
Hill coefficient n 10

Table 4.1: Kinetic parameters used in BoolODE.

In order to create stochastic simulations, we use the formulation proposed by Saelens et
al. [66] to modify the ODE expressions as follows:

d[xi]

dt
= mf(Ri)− lx[xi] + s

√
[xi]∆Wt

d[pi]

dt
= r[xi]− lp[pi] + s

√
[pi]∆Wt

∆Wt = N (0, h),
where s is the noise strength. We use s = 10 in our simulations. We use the Euler-Maruyama
scheme for numerical integration of the SDEs [115] with time step of h = 0.01.

Defining a single cell. We define the vector of gene expression values corresponding to a
particular time point in a model simulation as a single cell. For every analysis, we sample
one time point, i.e. one cell from a single simulation. Using this procedure, for a dataset
generated from 5000 simulations, we can obtain up to 5000 cells.

Creating GeneNetWeaver simulations for comparison with BoolODE. In order
to simulate a synthetic network using GeneNetWeaver, we used its the edge list as the
input network to GeneNetWeaver. In order to create the simulations, we used the default
options of the noise parameter (0.05) and multifactorial perturbations. We only performed
wildtype simulations and used the DREAM4 time series output format for comparison with
the BoolODE output.

Summary. We developed the BoolODE approach to convert Boolean functions specifying a
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GRN directly to ODE equations. Our proposed BoolODE pipeline accepts a file describing a
Boolean model as input, creates an equivalent ODE model, adds noise terms, and numerically
simulates a stochastic time course. Different model topologies can produce different numbers
of steady states. Since we carry out stochastic simulations, we perform a large number of
simulations in an attempt to ensure that we can reach every steady state. Our earlier analysis
of the trajectories computed by BoolODE on datasets from curated models demonstrates
the success of our approach in this regard. We prefer BoolODE over a direct application
of GeneNetWeaver to create datasets from synthetic networks and datasets from curated
models for three reasons: (a) A dense regulatory subnetwork computed around a randomly-
selected node, as used by GeneNetWeaver, may not correspond to a real biological process.
(b) GeneNetWeaver introduces a random, initial, multifactorial perturbation and removes
it halfway in order to create variations in the expression profiles of genes across samples.
This stimulation may not correspond to how single-cell gene expression data is collected. (c)
GeneNetWeaver’s SDEs do not appear to capture single-cell expression trajectories, as we
have shown in Figure 4.2.

4.4.3 Datasets

Creating Datasets from synthetic networks

We now describe how we selected synthetic networks, converted these networks into systems
of stochastic differential equations (SDEs), simulated these systems, and pre-processed the
resulting datasets for input to GRN inference algorithms.

Selecting networks. In order to create synthetic datasets exhibiting diverse temporal
trajectories, we use six “toy” networks created by Saelens et al. [66] in their comparison of
pseudotime inference algorithms (Figure 4.2 and Table 4.2). When simulated as SDEs, we
expect the models produce to trajectories with the following qualitative properties:

Linear: a gene activation cascade that results in a single temporal trajectory with distinct
final and initial states.

Linear long: similar to Linear but with a larger number of intermediate genes.

Cycle: an oscillatory circuit that produces a linear trajectory where the final state overlaps
with the initial state.

Bifurcating: a network that contains a mutual inhibition motif between two genes resulting
in two distinct branches starting from a common trajectory.

Trifurcating: three consecutive mutual inhibition motifs in this network result in three
distinct steady states.
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Bifurcating Converging: an initial bifurcation creates two branches, which ultimately
converge to a single steady state.

We do not consider three other networks (Consecutive Bifurcating, Bifurcating Loop, and
Converging) created by Saelens et al. since we were unable to recapture the expected tra-
jectories using the approach described below.

Converting networks into SDE models and simulating them. We manually convert
each of these networks to a Boolean model: we set a node to be ‘on’ if and only if at least one
activator is ‘on’ and every inhibitor is ‘off’. We simulate these networks using BoolODE, a
method we have developed to convert Boolean models into systems of differential equations
(Section 4.4.2). We use the initial conditions specified in the Dynverse software created
by Saelens et al. (Table 4.3). In order to sample cells from the simulations that capture
various locations along a trajectory, we limit the duration of each simulation according to
the characteristics of the model (Table 4.3). For example, we simulated the Linear Long
network for 15 steps but the Linear network, which has fewer nodes, for 5 steps.

Comparing simulated datasets with the expected trajectories from synthetic net-
works. It is common to visualize simulated time courses from ODE/SDE models as time
course plots or phase plane diagrams with two or three dimensions. The latter are useful to
qualitatively explore the state-space of a model at hand. The recent popularity of t-SNE as
a tool to visualize and cluster high dimensional scRNAseq data motivated us to consider this
technique to visualize simulated single-cell data. Figure 4.2 shows two-dimensional t-SNE
visualizations of each of the toy models. The color of each point on the t-SNE scatter plot
reflects the corresponding simulation timepoint (blue for early, green for intermediate, and
yellow for later time points). We find that the t-SNE visualizations succeed in capturing
the qualitative steady states of each of the models we simulate. Specifically, the number of
steady state clusters we expect from each synthetic network (e.g., one steady state for linear,
two for bifurcating, etc.) are visually apparent in the t-SNE plots.

Pre-processing datasets from synthetic networks for GRN algorithms. Saelens et

Name of network Number Number of edges Network Number of
of genes Activation Inhibition density Steady States

Linear 7 7 1 0.17 1
Linear Long 18 18 1 0.06 1

Cycle 6 3 3 0.2 1*
Bifurcating 7 7 5 0.24 2

Bifurcating Converging 10 13 5 0.17 1
Trifurcating 8 10 10 0.30 3

Table 4.2: Summary of synthetic networks. We ignored self loops while computing network
density. An asterisk indicates limit cycle oscillations.
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al. [66] have shown that pseudotime inference methods perform well for linear and bifurcating
trajectories. However, even the best performing pseudotime algorithm fails to accurately
identify more complex trajectories such as Cycle and Bifurcating Converging. Therefore, we
sought to develop an approach for pre-processing synthetic datasets that mimicked a real
single cell gene expression pipeline while isolating the GRN inference algorithms from the
limitations of pseudotime techniques. Accordingly, we used the following four-step approach
to generate single-cell gene expression data from each of the six synthetic networks:

1. Using the values in Table 4.3 as the means, and 10% of these values as the standard
deviations, we sampled a parameter set. We then used BoolODE to perform 5000
simulations using this parameter set.

2. We represented each simulation as a |G| × |C| matrix, where G is the set of genes
in the model and C is the set of cells in the simulation. We converted each of the
5,000 matrices into a 1-D vector of length |G| × |C| and clustered the vectors using
k-means clustering with k set to the number of expected trajectories for each network.
For example, the Bifurcating network in Figure 4.2 has two distinct trajectories, so we
used k = 2.

3. We then randomly sampled one set each of 100, 200, 500, 2000, and 5000 cells from
the 5,000 simulations.

4. Finally, we set as input to each algorithm the |G| × |D| matrix, where G is the set of
genes in the model and D is the set of randomly sampled cells. For those methods
that require time information, we specified the simulation time at which the cell was
sampled.

We repeated this procedure on 10 different sampled parameter sets to obtain 50 datasets.
We ran each algorithm on these 50 datasets.

Note that we used the same set of sampled parameters for all simulation in a dataset and
that we varied parameters only across datasets. As an alternative, we considered sampling
a different set of parameters per simulation since they may vary from cell to cell. However,
this approach caused so much variation that we could not recapitulate the steady states of
the Boolean models in the BoolODE-created data.

Note that we clustered simulations themselves (with each simulation represented by the full
time courses of all genes) before we sampled cells. The reason we adopted this ordering is
that the goal of the clustering was to partition the cells such that each group would (a)
correspond to a distinct steady state of the network and (b) contain cells sampled from
the entire time course of the simulations. Clustering the simulations helped us to compute
these types of clusters. Subsequently sampling one cell from each simulation permitted us to
assign each cell to the cluster to which its simulation belonged and satisfy both properties
we desired.
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In contrast, if we had sampled cells and then clustered them, we were concerned that some
cells would have belonged to a cluster corresponding only to early timepoints and some only
to intermediate, resulting in the possibility that some steady states would not have any
clusters. Alternatively, we would have had to increase the number of clusters we sought to
compute but then have been forced to compute pseudotime for the clusters corresponding
to early or intermediate timepoints.

Network # of simulation steps Initial conditions
Linear 5 g1 = 1
Linear long 15 g1 = 1
Bifurcating 5 g1 = 1
Trifurcating 8 g1 = 1; g7 = 1
Cycle 8 g1 = 1; g2 = 1; g3 = 1
Bifurcating Converging 8 g1 = 1

Table 4.3: Parameters used to generatedatasets from synthetic networks. The final column
lists the nodes set to a value of one at the beginning of the simulation. We set all the other
nodes to a small value (=0.01) close to zero to avoid numerical errors.

Creating Datasets from curated models

While the synthetic models presented above are useful for generating simulated data with a
variety of specific trajectories, these networks do not correspond to any real cellular process.
In order to create simulated datasets that better reflect the characteristics of single-cell
transcriptomic datasets, we turned to published Boolean models of gene regulatory networks,
as these models are reflective of the real “ground truth” control systems in biology.

Since tissue differentiation and development are active areas of investigation by single cell
methods, we examined the literature from the past 10 years to look for published Boolean
models of gene regulatory networks involved in these processes. We selected four published
models for analysis. Table 4.4 lists the size of the regulatory networks and the number
of steady states. Below, we discuss the biological background, the interpretation of model
steady states, and the expected type of trajectories for each of these Boolean models.

Mammalian Cortical Area Development. Giancomantonio et al. explored mammalian
Cortical Area Development (mCAD) as a consequence of the expression of regulatory tran-
scription factors along an anterior-posterior gradient [87]. The model contains five transcrip-
tion factors connected by 14 interactions, captures the expected gene expression patterns in
the anterior and posterior compartments respectively, and results in two steady states. Figure
4.6 displays the regulatory network underlying the model along with a t-SNE visualization of
the trajectories simulated using BoolODE. Figure B.6 shows that the two clusters observed
in the t-SNE visualization correspond to the two biological states captured by the Boolean
model.
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Name Number Number of edges Network Number of Reference
of genes Activation Inhibition density steady states

mCAD 5 5 9 0.65 2 [87]
VSC 8 0 15 0.27 5 [88]
HSC 11 15 15 0.24 4 [89]
GSD 19 27 59 0.25 2 [90]

Table 4.4: Summary of published Boolean models. We ignored self loops when we computed
network density.

Ventral Spinal Cord Development. Lovrics et al. investigated the regulatory basis
of ventral spinal cord development [88]. The model consisting of 8 transcription factors
involved in ventralization contains 15 interactions, all of which are inhibitory. It succeeds
in accounting for five distinct neural progenitor cell types. We expect to see five steady
states from this model. Figure 4.6 shows the regulatory network underlying the model along
with the t-SNE visualization of the trajectories simulated using BoolODE. Figure B.7 shows
that the five steady state clusters observed in the t-SNE visualization correspond to the five
biological states captured by the model.

Hematopoietic Stem Cell Differentiation. Krumsiek et al. investigated the gene reg-
ulatory network underlying myeloid differentiation [89]. The proposed model has 11 tran-
scription factors and captures the differentiation of multipotent Myeloid Progenitor (CMP
cells) into erythrocytes, megakaryocytes, monocytes and granulocytes. The Boolean model
exhibits four steady states, each corresponding to one of the four cell types mentioned above.
Figure 4.6 shows the regulatory network of the HSC model along with the t-SNE visualization
of the trajectories simulated using BoolODE. Figure B.8 shows that the four steady-state
clusters observed in the t-SNE visualization correspond to the four biological states captured
by the Boolean model.

Gonadal Sex Determination. Rios et al. 2015 modeled the gonadal differentiation circuit
that regulates the maturation of the Bipotential Gonadal Primordium (BGP) into either male
(testes) or female (ovary) gonads [90]. The model consists of 18 genes and a node representing
the Urogenital Ridge (UGR), which serves as the input to the model. For the wildtype
simulations, the Boolean model predominantly exhibits two steady states corresponding to
the Sertoli cells (male gonad precursors) or the Granulosa cells (female gonad precursor), and
one rare state corresponding to a dysfunctional pathway. Figure 4.6 shows the regulatory
network of the GSD model along with the t-SNE visualization of the trajectories simulated
using BoolODE. Figure B.9 shows that the two steady state clusters observed in the t-SNE
visualization correspond to the two predominant biological states capture by the Boolean
model.

Pre-processing datasets from curated models for GRN algorithms. We simulated
the four curated models using parameters mentioned in Table 4.5. As with the datasets from
synthetic networks, we performed 150 simulations, and sampled 100 cells per simulation for
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a total of 15,000 cells. For each model, we then randomly sampled ten different datasets,
each containing 2,000 cells. In order to closely mimic the preprocessing steps performed for
real single-cell gene expression data, we use the following steps for each dataset:

1. Pseudotime inference using Slingshot. In the case of datasets from synthetic networks,
we used the simulation time directly for those GRN inference methods that required
cells to be time-ordered. In contrast, for datasets from curated models data, we ordered
cells by pseudotime, which we computed using Slingshot [91]. We selected Slingshot
for pseduotime inference due to its proven success in correctly identifying cellular tra-
jectories in a recent comprehensive evaluation of this type of algorithm [66]. Slingshot
needs a lower dimensional representation of the gene expression data as input. In ad-
dition, if the cells belong to multiple trajectories, Slingshot needs a vector of cluster
labels for the cells, as well as the cluster labels for cells in the start and end states
in the trajectories. To obtain these additional input data for Slingshot, we used the
following procedure:

(a) We use t-SNE on the |G| × |C| matrix representing the data to obtain a two-
dimensional representation of the cells.

(b) We performed k-means clustering on the lower dimensional representation of the
cells with k set to one more than the expected number of trajectories. For example,
since we knew that the GSD model had a bifurcating trajectory, we used k = 3.

(c) We computed the average simulation time of the cells belonging to each of the k
clusters. We set the cluster label corresponding to the smallest average time as
the starting state and the rest of clusters as ending states.

(d) We then ran Slingshot with the t-SNE-projected data and starting and ending
clusters as input. We obtained the trajectories to which each cell belonged and
its pseudotime as output from Slingshot.

Figure 4.6 display the results for one dataset of 2,000 cells for each of the four model.
We observed that Slingshot does a very good job of correctly identifying cells belonging
to various trajectories. Further, the pseudotime computed for each cell by Slingshot
is highly correlated with the simulation time at which the cell was sampled (data not
shown).

2. Inducing dropouts in datasets from curated models. We used the same procedure as
Chan et al. [52] in order to induce dropouts, which are commonly seen in single cell
RNA-Seq datasets, especially for transcripts with low abundance [116]. We created
a dataset with a dropout rate of q as follows: for every gene, we sorted the cells in
increasing order of that gene’s expression value. We set the expression of that gene in
each of the lowest qth percentile of cells in this order to zero with a q% chance. For
example, choosing q = 50 resulted in a 50% chance of setting a gene’s expression values
below the 50th percentile to 0, which affected about 25% of the dataset. Note that we
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used the same parameter twice simply for convenience; we do not expect the trends
we find to deviate considerably if we had used two different parameters. We applied
two different dropout rates: q = 50 and q = 70. We used Slingshot to recompute
pseudotime for each dataset with dropouts.

At the end of this step, we had 30 datasets with 2,000 cells for each of the four models: 10
datasets without dropouts, 10 with dropouts at q = 20, and 10 with dropouts at q = 50.

Model # of simulation steps Initial conditions
mCAD 5 Fgf8 = 1
VSC 5 –
HSC 8 Cebpa = 1, Pu1 = 1, Gata2 = 1
GSD 8 UGR = 1

Table 4.5: Parameters used to generate datasets from curated models. The final column
lists the nodes set to a value of one at the beginning of the simulation. We set all the other
nodes to a small value (=0.01) close to zero to avoid numerical errors. For the VSC model,
the original publication carried out simulations from all possible states. We carry out VSC
simulations by setting the initial conditions of all variables to 1.

Collecting Experimental single-Cell RNA-seq datasets and ground truth net-
works

Experimental single-Cell RNA-seq datasets. We obtained five different single cell
RNA-seq datasets for evaluating GRN inference algorithms. These datasets are from three
different mouse cell types and two different human cell types. We pre-processed each dataset
using the procedure described in the corresponding paper. In general, if the publication did
not provide normalized expression values, we log-transformed the TPM or FPKM counts
using a pseudocount of 1 and used the results as the expression values. We additionally
filtered out any genes that were expressed in fewer than 10% of the cells. We describe the
details of the datasets and the Slingshot pseudotime computation below:

1. Mouse Hematopoietic Stem and Progenitor Cells (mHSC) [94]: We obtained the nor-
malized expression data for 1,656 HSPCs across 4,773 genes from the supplementary
data provided by Nestorowa et al. [94]. As in the that publication, we used the first
three dimensions from DiffusionMap in order to compute pseudotime values. In order
to mimic the pseudotime computation performed in the original publication, we used
the E-SLAM population as the starting cell type and computed pseudotime along three
lineages, namely, erythroid (E), granulocyte-monocyte (GM), and lymphoid (L). We
inferred GRNs for each lineage independently.

2. Mouse Embryonic Stem Cells (mESC) [96]: This dataset contains scRNA-seq expres-
sion for 421 primitive endoderm (PrE) cells differentiated from mESCs, collected at five
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different time points (0h, 12h, 24h, 48h, until 72 hours). SCODE, SINGE and GRISLI
used this dataset to evaluate their performance. We computed the pseudotime with
cells measured at 0h as the starting cluster and the cells measured at 72h as the ending
cluster.

3. Mouse Dendritic Cells (mDC) [93]: This dataset contains scRNA-seq expression for
over 1,700 bone-marrow derived dendritic cells under various conditions. Using the
same approach as in the SCRIBE pre-print [56], we used the LPS stimulated wild-type
cells measured at 1h, 2h, 4h, and 6h. We then computed the pseudotime with cells
measured at 1h as the starting cluster and the cells measured at 6h as the ending
cluster.

4. Human Mature Hepatocytes (hHep) [95]: This dataset is from a scRNA-seq measure-
ment performed on cells during hepatocyte-like differentiation from induced pluripotent
stem cells (iPSCs) in 2D culture. The dataset contains 425 scRNA-seq measurements
from multiple time points: days 0 (iPS cells), 6, 8, 14, and 21 (mature hepatocyte-like
(MH)). We computed the pseudotime with cells measured on day 0 (iPSCs) as the
starting cluster and the cells measured on 21 (MHs) as the ending cluster.

5. Human Definitive Endoderm (hESC) [92]: This dataset is from a time course scRNA-
seq experiment derived from 758 cells along the differentiation protocol to produce DE
cells from human embryonic stem cells, measured at 0h, 12h, 24h, 36h, 72h and 96h.
We computed the pseudotime with cells measured at 0h as the starting cluster and the
cells measured at 96h as the ending cluster. SCODE used this dataset to evaluate its
performance.

Once we obtained the pseduotime values for the cells in each dataset, we then computed
which genes had expression values that varied along the pseudotime. We used the general
additive model (GAM) obtained from the ‘gam’ R package to compute the variance and
the p-value of this variance. We used the Bonferroni method to correct for testing multiple
hypotheses. Table 4.6 provides the statistics on the number of genes and TFs in each dataset
after using a corrected p-value cutoff of 0.01. We selected genes for GRN inference in two
different ways.

(i) We considered all genes with p-value less than a threshold. We selected thresholds so
that we obtained 500 and 1,000 genes. We recorded the number of TFs in these sets.

(ii) We started by including all TFs whose variance had p-value at most 0.01. Then, we
added 500 and 1,000 additional genes as in the previous option. This approach enabled
the GRN methods to consider TFs that may have a modest variation in gene expression
but still regulate their targets.

After applying a GRN inference algorithm to a dataset, we only considered interactions
outgoing from a TF in further evaluation.
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Dataset Reference Species # of Cells # of Genes # of TFs
mHSC-E Nestorowa et al. [94] Mouse 1,071 2,634 204
mHSC-L Nestorowa et al. [94] Mouse 847 692 60
mHSC-GM Nestorowa et al. [94] Mouse 889 1,595 132
mESC Hayashi et al. [96] Mouse 421 8,150 620
mDC Shalek et al. [93] Mouse 383 3,755 321
hHep Camp et al. [95] Human 425 4,336 311
hESC Chu et al. [92] Human 758 4,406 330

Table 4.6: Statistics on experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets. The column “#Genes”
displays the number of genes whose expression values varied along the pseudotime trajectory
with a Bonferroni-corrected p-value of at most 0.01, as computed by GAM. Abbreviations:
HSC: Hematopoietic stem cells, E: Eryhtroid, L: Lymphoid, GM: Granulocyte-Macrophage,
ESC: Embryonic stem cells, DC: Dendritic cells, Hep: hepatocytes.

Ground truth networks collection and processing. In the GRN inference literature,
a common practice is to evaluate the accuracy of a resulting network by comparing its
edges to an appropriate database of TFs and their targets. For example, SCODE used
the RikenTFdb and animalTFDB resources to define ground truth networks for mouse and
human gene expression data, respectively [51]. We used three types of ground truth datasets.

1. Cell-type specific: For each experimental scRNA-seq dataset, we searched the EN-
CODE, ChIP-Atlas, and ESCAPE databases for ChIP-Seq data from the same or
similar cell type. We also included the loss-of-function/gain-of-function dataset from
the ESCAPE database.

2. Non-specific: Here, we used the following resources:

(a) DoRothEA integrates information from multiple sources [117]. We considered two
levels of evidence in this database: A (curated/high confidence) and B (likely
confidence).

(b) RegNetwork incorporates genome-wide TF-TF, TF-gene, TF-miRNA regulatory
relationships in human and mouse collected from various sources [98]. We used
the TF-TF and TF-gene interactions for our analysis.

(c) TRRUST contains TF-target interactions collected based on text-mining followed
by manual curation for human and mouse [99].

3. Functional: Finally, we used the human and mouse STRING networks. An interaction
here is functional and need not correspond to transcriptional regulation. We selected
this type of ground truth network due to our observation that many GRN methods
predict indirect interactions for Boolean models.
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We found that the ChIP-seq networks had very few edges when we overlapped with the
highly-varying subsets from the gene expression data. Therefore, we considered the next two
types of ground truth networks. We provide details on the number of interactions from each
source in Table 4.7.

Sp Source #TFs #Genes #Edges Density Expression
(incl. TFs) dataset

Mouse HSC, E, L, G-M CA 137 19,324 1,078,888 0.407 mHSC [94]
Mouse DC, ChIP-Atlas 36 11,092 30,658 0.077 mDC [93]
Mouse mESC, ESCA + CA 247 25,703 6,348,394 0.154 mESC [96]
Mouse mESC, LOGOF, ESCA 57 18,427 104,797 0.100 mESC [96]
Mouse TRRUST + RN 1,455 17,852 100,139 0.004
Mouse STRING 1,350 7,771 157,134 0.015

Human hESC, ChEA + CA 130 18,104 436,563 0.186 hESC [92]
Human HEPG2, ChEA + CA 84 16,822 342,862 0.243 HEPG2 [95]
Human TRRUST + RN 2,165 23,566 386,293 0.008

+ DoRothEA
Human STRING 1,489 8,806 198,285 0.015

Table 4.7: Statistics on networks used to evaluate experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets.
To compute the density, we divided the number of edges by the total number of edges that
can be outgoing from a TF. Abbreviations: HSC: Hematopoietic stem cells, E: Eryhtroid,
L: Lymphoid, G-M: Granulocyte-Macrophage, ESC: Embryonic stem cells, DC: Dendritic
cells, Hep: hepatocytes, ESCA: ESCAPE database, CA: ChIP-Atlas, RN: RegNetwork.

4.4.4 Evaluation pipeline

One of the major challenges we faced was that the GRN inference methods we included in
this evaluation were implemented in a variety of languages such as R, MATLAB, Python,
Julia and F#. In order to obtain an efficient and reproducible pipeline, we Dockerized the
implementation of each of these algorithm. Supplementary File 1 contains details on the
specific software or GitHub commit versions we downloaded and used in our pipeline. For
methods implemented in MATLAB, we created MATLAB executable files (.mex files) that
we could execute within a Docker container using the MATLAB Runtime. We further studied
the publications and the documentation of the software (and the source code, on occasion) to
determine how the authors recommended that their methods be used. We have incorporated
these suggestions as well as we could. We provide more details in Appendix B.4.

Inputs. For datasets from synthetic networks and for datasets from curated models, we
provided the gene expression values obtained from the simulations directly after optionally
inducing dropouts in the second type of data. As shown in Figure 4.3, eight out of the 12
methods also required some form of time information for every cell in the dataset. Of these,
two methods (GRNVBEM and LEAP) only required cells to be ordered according to their
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pseudotime and did not require the pseudotime values themselves.

Parameter estimation. Six of the methods also required one or more parameters to
be specified. To this end, we performed parameter estimation for each of these methods
separately for datasets from synthetic networks, datasets from curated models, and real
datasets and provided them with the parameters that resulted in the best AUPRC values.
See Appendix B.1.2 for details.

Output processing. Ten of the GRN inference methods output a confidence score for
every possible edge in the network, either as an edge list or as an adjacency matrix, which
we converted to a ranked edge list. We gave edges with the same confidence score the same
rank.

Performance evaluation. We used a common evaluation pipeline across all the datasets
considered in this paper. We evaluated the result of each algorithm using the following
criteria:

1. AUPRC, AUROC: We computed areas under the Precision-Recall (PR) and Re-
ceiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves using the edges in the relevant ground
truth network as ground truth and ranked edges from each method as the predictions.
We ignored self-loops for this analysis since some methods such as PPCOR always
assigned the highest rank to such edges and some other methods such as SCINGE and
always ignored them. Most of the networks we considered have a density of 0.3 or less,
i.e., the positive-to-negative ratio is worse than 1:3. Since the GRN inference problem
for these networks is moderately imbalanced, we focus on AUPRC scores in the main
text [118]. We provide AUROC plots in the supplement for readers who are interested
in these performance statistics.

2. Stability across multiple runs: We executed each algorithm 10 times on a dataset
to ask if the inferred networks changed from one run to another. We represented every
result by the corresponding ranked list of edges. For every pair of results, we computed
the Spearman’s correlation of the ranked lists.

3. Identifying top-k edges: We first identified top-k edges for each method, where
k equaled the number of edges in the ground truth network (excluding self loops).
In multiple edges were tied for a rank of k, we considered all of them. If a method
provided a confidence score for fewer than k edges, we used only those edges. For
experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets, this number varied from one ground truth
dataset to another.

4. Stability across multiple datasets: Once we obtained the set of top-k edges for
each method and each dataset, we then computed the Jaccard index of every pair of
these sets. We used the median of the values as an indication of the robustness of a
method’s output to variations in the simulated datasets from a given synthetic network
or Boolean model.
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5. Early precision (EP) and Early precision ratio (EPR): We defined early precision
as the fraction of true positives in the top-k edges. We also computed the early precision
ratio, which represents the ratio of early precision value and the early precision for a
random predictor for that model. A random predictor’s precision is the edge density
of the ground truth network.

6. Early precision of signed edges: We desired to check whether there were any
differences in how accurately a GRN inference algorithm identified activating edges
in comparison to inhibitory edges. To this end, we computed the top-ka edges from
the ranked list of edges output by each method, where ka is the number of activating
edges in the ground-truth network. In this step, we ignored any inhibitory edges in
the ground truth network. We defined the early precision of activating edges as the
fraction of true edges of this type in the top ka edges. We used an analogous approach
to compute early precision of inhibitory edges. We also computed the early precision
ratio for these values.

7. Network motifs: In each proposed network formed using the top-k predicted edges,
we counted the number of three-node feedback loops, feedforward loops and mutual
interactions involving every edge and divided this number by their corresponding values
in the ground truth networks. For this analysis, we ignored algorithms that predict
only undirected edges (PIDC and PPCOR).

8. Connectivity of false positive edges: We were interested in determining if GRN
methods were successful in weeding out indirect interactions from their predictions.
To this end, for each false positive edge in a top-k network, we computed the length
of the shortest path between the endpoints of that edge in the relevant ground truth
network. We plotted histograms of the distributions of these distances. We ignored
algorithms that predict only undirected edges for this analysis as well.

Datasets with multiple trajectories. Seven methods we evaluated require pseudotime-
ordered cells but cannot directly handle data with branched trajectories (Figure 4.14). In
these cases, as suggested uniformly by many of these methods, we separated the cells into
multiple linear trajectories using Slingshot, the top performing pseudotime algorithm in
a recent comparison [66], and applied the algorithm to the set of cells in each trajectory
individually. To combine the GRNs, for each interaction, we recorded the largest score for it
across all the networks, and ranked the interactions by these values. In the case of GRISLI,
which outputs ranked edges, for each interaction, we took the best (smallest) rank for it
across all the networks.

As an alternative, we merged all the trajectories into one set of cells and executed each
algorithm on this dataset. In this case, two cells (from different categories) may have the
same pseudotime values. It is also possible for a cell to be part of two or more trajectories.
In this situation, we used the smallest pseudotime value assigned to it.
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Shuffling simulation times. We investigated the effect of shuffling the pseudotime values
on the performance of methods that require this information. We used three window sizes,
namely, 15%, 30% and 45%, which defined the range of indices to sample from as a fraction
of the total number of cells in a dataset. Thus, for a dataset with 2,000 cells, using a window
size of 30% resulted in a range of 2000 × 0.3 = 600. Therefore, after sorting the cells in
increasing order of pseudotime, for every index i, we sampled a new index from the interval
[max(0, i−300),min(i+300, 2000)] and swapped the cells at these two indices. We performed
this analysis for datasets from synthetic networks; here each original (unshuffled) pseudotime
was equal to the simulation time.

Fidelity of simulations from inferred GRNs. We sought to determine if a GRN inferred
by an algorithm from datasets from synthetic networks, when represented as a Boolean net-
work, would exhibit dynamics and steady states identical to the original models. We first
verified that the synthetic networks yielded the expected number of steady states under
asynchonous updates, namely, zero for Cycle, one each for Linear, Linear Long, and Bifur-
cating Converging, two for Bifurcating, and three for Trifurcating network. We first removed
all self loops from the ranked edges lists output by each algorithm. Then, we traversed the
ranked list of edges output by each algorithm until each gene had at least one incoming
interaction. For the output from GRNVBEM, SCODE, and SINCERITIES, we used the
signs of interactions (activation or repression) predicted by that algorithm. For every other
algorithm, we assigned the signs of interactions based on the values computed by PPCOR.
Finally, we added self interactions if they were present in the ground truth network. Next,
we defined the rule for each gene as follows: a gene is ON iff at least one activator is ON
and every inhibitor is OFF. We simulated this Boolean model asynchronously, i.e., at any
state, we selected a gene uniformly at random and applied the rule for that gene to compute
the next state. We computed the network formed by the transitions among all the possible
states. With both the Boolean network and this “state space network” in hand, we computed
multiple statistics.

(a) We recorded the number of the interactions in the Boolean network created from the
computed GRN and its ratio with the number of interactions in the ground truth net-
work.

(b) We had simulated each ground truth network starting from a specific initial state, e.g.,
for the Linear model, we set g1 to ON and all other genes to OFF. We asked how many
steady states we could reach from this starting state in the Boolean network created
from the computed GRN, and computed the ratio of this number with the number of
steady states in the ground truth network.

(c) Each steady state in a ground truth network corresponded to a specific configuration of
genes, e.g., only g7 is ON in the steady state for the Linear network. For each reachable
state in the Boolean network created from the computed GRN, we determined whether
its genes were in the same configuration as any steady state in the ground truth network.
We recorded the number of these states.
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Note that we did not perform this analysis for datasets from curated models since the Boolean
rules in these networks were quite complex. We did not expect that the relatively simple
rules used by BoolODE would suffice to recapture the properties of the Boolean networks
we curated from the literature.

Correspondence of clusters in GRNs and gene expression datasets. Here, we inves-
tigated how much clusters in the predicted GRNs agreed with those in the gene expression
datasets. We first computed a co-expression network using the absolute value of the Pearsons
correlation coefficient as the weight of the edge between two genes. Next, we ran Louvain
clustering algorithm on the predicted GRN (considering all predicted edges and their weights)
and on co-expression network to compute clusters. In order to compute clusters using Lou-
vain algorithm we converted the GRNs into undirected networks: if a method predicted
both the edge (a, b) and (b, a), we used only the higher of the two edge weights. Next, we
measured the similarity between these clusterings using the Adjusted Rand Index [119]. We
recorded the values of this index for each pair of experimental single-cell RNA-seq dataset
and algorithm.

Procedure for creating Figure 4.14. We chose the following measures presented in
earlier sections for summarize our key findings:

Accuracy: We computed the median of the per-network median AUPRC value obtained for
datasets containing 2,000 and 5,000 cells for the six synthetic networks (Figure 4.3). For
datasets from curated models, we used the median of the per-model median AUPRC
value obtained for 10 datasets without dropouts for each the four datasets from cu-
rated models (Figure 4.7). For experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets, we used
the median EPR for obtained for each dataset-evaluation network combination (all
significantly-varying TFs and the 1000 most-varying genes) (Figure 4.12). We have or-
dered the algorithms by their median EPR score across experimental single-cell RNA-
seq datasets followed by median AURPCs in datasets from synthetic networks.

Stability: We present four such measures: (a) across datasets : the median score of the
Jaccard index obtained for all six datasets from synthetic networks (Figure 4.3); (b)
across runs : median Spearman’s correlation of outputs for each of the four datasets
from curated models (one dataset each, Figure B.18); (c) across dropouts : median
percentage decrease in AUPRC for the q = 50 dropout rate compared to no dropouts
(Figure 4.8); (d) across pseudotime: median percentage decrease in AUPRC after
shuffling time values within a 30% window compared to the original simulation time
for datasets from synthetic networks (Figure 4.15).

Scalability: Median running times and memory consumption for three different scRNA-Seq
datasets, namely mESCs, hESCs and mHSCs, which contain 400, 750 and 1000 cells,
respectively (Figure 4.12(a)). Missing values indicate that either the method did not
complete even after running for over a day or it gave a run-time error.



Chapter 5

Supervised inference of
gene regulatory networks using
graph convolutional neural networks

5.1 Introduction

All the methods evaluated in BEELINE used unsupervised and association-based strategies.
For the most part, these methods had low area under the precision-recall curve (AUPRC) or
early precision scores when we applied them to experimental scRNA-seq datasets to recon-
struct GRNs. This key finding has motivated us investigate supervised learning methods for
GRN inference from experimental single-cell RNA-seq (scRNA-seq) datasets. In principle,
these techniques can take advantage of known regulatory interactions to predict new connec-
tions. While there are several supervised learning techniques for constructing GRNs from
bulk RNA-seq data [120, 121, 122, 123, 124], this problem is under-explored in the context
of scRNA-seq data [125].

Broadly, there are two types of supervised GRN inference algorithms [126]. A ‘local’ approach
trains a classifier for every transcription factor to distinguish between its target and non-
target genes [120]. A ‘global’ approach learns a single classifier that can distinguish between
interacting and non-interacting TF-gene pairs [121]. In this work, we seek to develop a global
classifier since gene regulation involves multiple TFs and it is conceivable that we can learn
from the interactions of one TF to infer the interactions of another TF.

Existing global supervised learning methods for GRN inference usually encode the input gene
expression matrix into feature vectors for all gene pairs of interest. To generate a feature
vector for two genes, one strategy is to simply concatenate their expression vectors [127,
128, 129]. An alternative is to take the outer-product of the gene expression vectors [130].
Other approaches for learning GRNs included kernel-based methods [131, 132, 133]. CNNC
computes a normalized empirical probability distribution function (NEPDF) for each gene
pair [125].

It is unclear which of these encoding approaches is appropriate for supervised GRN inference
from scRNA-seq data. Moreover, using a pre-defined, fixed feature vectors may not be
beneficial to the classifier performance. Therefore, we seek to explore methods that can

99
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automatically learn the encoding of the gene expression data for supervised GRN inference.
To this end, we take advantage of recent advances in deep learning on graphs [134, 135,
136, 137, 138, 139]. We focus on developing supervised GRN inference methods that uses
graph convolutional networks (GCNs) [137]. GCNs learn a lower dimensional embedding
of the input node features (here, gene expression data) by propagating these features along
the edges in the input graph. Moreover, one can learn node features using a GCN in a
way that can reconstruct original graph [136, 139]. This formulation can be thought of as
a graph autoencoder [136]. An autoencoder consists of two parts: an encoder that learns a
low-dimension embedding of the nodes, and a decoder that reconstructs the original graph.

In our context, the encoder learns a lower dimensional representation by performing convo-
lutions over the graph formed by known regulatory edges. We then train a decoder that uses
this lower dimensional representation of the expression data to predict a confidence score
for every possible regulatory edge. The network formed by the top scoring edges. Sorting
all possible regulatory edges in decreasing order of edge confidence score and selecting the
top edges gives us the predicted GRN. We investigate several encoder-decoder combinations
and identify the best architectures for supervised GRN inference. We compare the perfor-
mance of GCN-based autoencoders to other supervised GRN inference algorithms, namely,
SVM [127, 128, 129], multi-layer perceptron (MLP), and CNNC [125]. We show that our
approach outperforms existing methods for supervised GRN inference across various evalu-
ations. We also reveal the ability of GCN-based autoencoders to predict cell-type-specific
regulatory edges, even when trained on non-specific ChIP-seq networks.

5.2 Methods

Problem setting. The inputs to the problem are (a) a directed, unweighted graph G =
(V,E), where each node in V is a TF or a gene and every edge connects a TF to a gene it
regulates, and (b) the single-cell gene expression matrix, X, of size |V | × |C|, i.e., for each
i ∈ V we have a vector of gene expression values xi ∈ R|C| measured across the set C of cells
in a given sample. The node set can be further subdivided into a set of TFs, T and a set of
genes B, such that V = T ∪B, T ∩B = ∅. Since G is a GRN it only contains edges of type
E ⊆ T × V .

We can now define the supervised GRN inference problem as follows: Given the graph
G = (V,E), the gene expression matrix X. Let A be the adjacency matrix representation
of G, and E be the set of edges in (T × V ) \ E. Our goal is to compute a new adjacency
matrix A, where ast, the stth element in Aij has a value 0 ≤ aij ≤ 1 for every node pair (i, j).
Here, the value corresponding to aij represents the probability of existence of a regulatory
interaction between the two nodes i and j. We want to compute a matrix A such that the
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reconstruction loss, L, is minimized:

L =
1

|E|

− ∑
(i,j)∈E

log aij −
∑

(p,q)∈E

log(1− apq)

 (5.1)

We use GCN-based autoencoders to predict the matrix A. Note that G need not be bipartite
since a TF can regulate another. We do not impose any restriction on connectivity of this
network in that G may contain more than one connected component. However, we require
that there is an edge incident on every node in G.

5.2.1 GCN-based autoencoders

We use a graph convolutional neural network (GCN) based encoder [137] since it enables
learning on graphs such as GRNs. Typically, a GCN offers better computational complexity
than a multi-layer perceptron or a convolutional neural network with the same number of
layers [134, 137]. A GCN-based encoder learns a lower dimensional representation of each
node by aggregating information along the edges incident upon the node. Depending on the
application, this aggregation can be along all the edges incident upon a node (undirected
GCN) or only along the incoming edges to the node (directed GCN). GRNs are directed
graphs with edges going out of TFs to the genes they regulate. However, we also considered
undirected GCN-based encoders in this study since it is conceivable that we can learn the
lower dimensional representation of a TF by aggregating information from the genes they
regulate. Therefore, we investigated the following two types of encoders, depending on
whether we represent the input GRNs as undirected or directed:

(i) Undirected GCN-based encoder (GCN): Here, we first convert the given input
graph G to undirected, i.e., for each edge (i, j) ∈ E, we add an edge (j, i) to E. Let A
be the adjacency matrix of this undirected version of the graph G. We add self-edges
to A and obtain Â = A+I, I is the identity matrix. We then compute, D̂, the diagonal
node degree matrix of Â, where the diagonal entry in row i is given as di =

∑n
j=0 âij.

We are also given the feature matrix X, a number n representing the number of graph
convolutional layers, and a list K representing the number of features in each layer
K = {k0, k1, k2, . . . , kn}, where k0 = |C|. The GCN consists of n layers with the first
layer taking X as input and the final layer producing an output matrix Z of size |V |×kn,
where kn is the number of output features per node. The neural network weights in
each layer are represented by a weight matrix W (l) with the dimensions kl−1 × kl. We
use ReLU(x) = max(0, x), i.e., the rectified linear unit, as the activation function for
each layer.
For every 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 1, the output of GCN layer l can be written as H(l+1) =
fu(H

(l), A). Here H(0) = X, H(n) = Z, and fu(.) is a non-linear propagation function
defined as follows:

fu(H
(l), A) = ReLU

(
D̂−

1
2 ÂD̂−

1
2H(l)W (l)

)
,
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where Â = A+ I, I is the identity matrix, D̂ is the diagonal node degree matrix of Â,
Alternatively, an individual node vi’s value in hidden layer l can be obtained using the
following relation:

h
(l)
i =

∑
j∈Ni

1√
didj

h
(l)
j W

(l)

where, Ni is the set of nodes connected to vi with an edge in the undirected version of
G.

(ii) Directed GCN-based encoder (DGCN): The DGCN is similar to a GCN, but as
the name suggests, the adjacency matrix A represents the input directed graph G [139].
Further, in order to represent the directed information flow from TFs to genes, the non-
linear propagation function at each hidden layer, fd(.), defined as follows:

fd(H
(l), A) = ReLU

(
(D̂−1outÂ)TH(l)W (l)

)
,

Alternatively, an individual node vi’s value in hidden layer l can be obtained using the
following relation:

h
(l)
i =

∑
j∈Ni

1√
dj
h
(l)
j W

(l)

where, Ni are the set of nodes with an outgoing edge to the node vi in G.

Once we encode the input node feature matrix X of size |V | × |C| into a lower dimensional
matrix Z ∈ R|V |×kn , the next step in an autoencoder is to reconstruct the original adjacency
matrix from Z using a decoder. In other words, using Z as input, we wish to obtain a
reconstructed adjacency matrix A, such that ast = g(zs, zt), where g(.) is a decoder function,
zs and zt represent rows s and t of Z, respectively. Inspired by the recent factorization
techniques in relational learning [138, 140, 141], we considered the following three types of
decoders:

(a) Inner Product decoder (IP): This is the simplest form of the decoder, where we
compute the matrix A = σ(ZZT ) and use its entries as the edge scores, where, σ(x) =

1
1+e−x is the sigmoid activation function. In other words, the confidence score for the
edge (s, t) is

ast = σ(< zs, zt >)
where, < . > represents the inner product between two vectors. Note that the output
adjacency matrix A here is symmetric, representing an undirected graph.

(b) Node weight-based decoder (NW): Since GRNs are directed graphs, we propose a
modification to the IP decoder, where we learn a node weight vs corresponding to each
node s ∈ V . We then obtain the confidence score for the edge (s, t) as follows:

ast = σ(vs < zs, zt >)
If the learned weights for two nodes s and t are unequal, then A is asymmetric, repre-
senting a directed graph.

(c) RESCAL decoder (RS): Finally, we adopted RESCAL [140], a factorization-based
approach for relational learning in large-scale data, as the decoder, where we learn a
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matrix of weights M ∈ Rk×k, and obtain the output adjacency matrix A = σ(ZMZT ).
In other words, we obtain the confidence score corresponding to the edge (s, t) using the
following relation:

ast = σ(< zs ×M, zt >)
This formulation also results in a non-symmetric adjacency matrix representing a di-
rected graph.

We use the sigmoid activation function at the decoder to obtain edge scores between 0 and
1. With the above two encoders and three decoders, we obtained a total of six GCN-based
autoencoders. The goal of the learning procedure then is to find the weights W (l) for each
hidden layer of the encoder and weights for the decoders (if any) such that the cross-entropy
reconstruction loss L in eq. (5.1) is minimized:

5.2.2 Methods evaluated

In this study, we compare the performance of the following approaches for supervised GRN
inference from scRNA-seq data:

(i) We considered all six variants of GCN-based autoencoders, with two encoders (GCN,
DGCN), and three decoders (IP, NW, RS). In addition, we evaluated two versions of
the feature matrix X:

(a) Gene-by-cell expression matrix (E): As defined earlier, X is a |V | × |C| gene
expression matrix where V is the set of genes and C is the set of cells in a scRNA-seq
dataset.

(b) Reduced dimension expression matrix using principal component anal-
ysis (P): X is a reduced |V | × |P | matrix computed by performing principal
component analysis (PCA) on the gene expression matrix and selecting the top-|P |
principal components that can explain at least 70% of the variance. Here 70% is a
parameter.

(ii) MLP-C: This is a multi-layer perceptron with as many hidden layers as in the GCN
and with concatenated expression vectors as input features. Here, we are given as
input the graph G = (V,E) and expression matrix X. Let Xui represent the expression
of gene u in cell i. For every possible edge of type (u, v) ∈ T × V , we first create an
edge-feature matrix F , such that the Fuv = [Xu1, Xu2, . . . , Xu|C|, Xv1, Xv2, . . . , Xv|C|] by
concatenating the expression vectors corresponding to the genes u and v. In MLP-C,
each hidden layer is a fully connected neural network. We used the same parameters as
in the GCN encoder for the number of hidden layers n and number of features in each
layer K = k0, k1, . . . , kn, with the exception that, k0 = 2× |C|. Similar to GCN-based
encoder, we used the ReLU(.) activation function for the hidden layers. Let the neural
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network weights in the hidden layer l be M (l). For every 1 ≤ l ≤ n− 1, the output of
MLP-C at layer l can be written as H(l+1) = g(H(l)). Here, H(0) = F , and g(.) is a
propagation function defined as follows:

g(H(l)) = ReLU(H(l)M (l))

In order to obtain a probability score for each pair of nodes as output, we add another
fully connected layer M (n) of size kn × 1, as the output layer to obtain a probability
value as follows:

H(out) = σ(H(n)M (n))
We then learn the weights for this neural network by minimizing the loss function in
Equation (5.1).

(iii) SVM-C: Here, for every pair of nodes (u, v) ∈ T × V we set its feature vector Fuv to
be the concatenated expression vector of the two genes u and v, same as in MLP-C.
We assign the label 1 to each edge (u, v) if (u, v) ∈ E, and 0 otherwise. We then train a
linear kernel using the LinearSVC function in the scikit-learn Python package with
default parameters.

(iv) CNNC: a convolutional neural network with NEPDF-based features [125].

(v) GRNBoost2: We considered one of the top-performing unsupervised methods from
BEELINE [142] for directed GRN inference as the baseline.

5.2.3 Datasets

We considered four different scRNA-seq expression datasets with varying number of cells
and genes for evaluating GRN inference algorithms described above. We used three different
mouse scRNA-seq datasets, namely, embryonic stem cells (mESC) dataset [96], hematopoi-
etic stem cells (mHSC) dataset [143], and bone-marrow derived macrophages [144]. In ad-
dition, we analyzed the GCN-based autoencoder’s performance on the human embryonic
stem cell dataset [92]. We obtained the mESC, mHSC, and, hESC expression datasets from
our BEELINE evaluation framework [142]. We obtained the mMac expression dataset from
Alavi et al. [144], which was one of the datasets used by Yuan et al. [125] to evaluate the
performance of their method, CNNC. For each of the datasets, we trained the algorithms
with the mouse or human non-cell type specific ChIP-seq networks [98, 99, 117] obtained
from the BEELINE pipeline [142]. This non-specific ChIP-seq network contains TF-gene
edges observed across multiple cell-types. Table 5.1 provides details on each expression
dataset and the number of nodes and edges in the corresponding ground-truth networks.
The number of nodes for each of the datasets varied between 896 (mESC) to 7,428 (mMac).
The column “#TFs” in Table 5.1 represents the number of transcription factors among the
nodes in the network, i.e., nodes with at least one outgoing edge.
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Dataset Ref. Species #Cells #Nodes #Edges # TFs
mESC Hayashi et al. [96] Mouse 471 896 6,893 516
mHSC Nestorowa et al. [94] Mouse 3,175 4,158 17,309 445
mMac Alavi et al. [144] Mouse 6,283 7,428 35,347 747
hESC Chu et al. [92] Human 758 1,142 4,597 292

Table 5.1: Statistics on single-cell RNA-seq datasets. Abbreviations: mESC, mouse embry-
onic stem cells; mHSC, mouse hematopoietic stem cells, mMac, mouse macrophages, hESC,
human embryonic stem cells

5.2.4 Evaluation

For each dataset X containing measurements across V genes and C cells, we remove genes
from X if they are not present in the non-specific ChIP-seq network. We can subdivide
V into a set of TFs T , set of genes B such that V = T ∪ B, T ∩ B = ∅. We define the
ground-truth network G for genes in V as follows. For every edge (u, v) in the non-specific
ChIP-Seq network, we include (u, v) in G if and only if, u ∈ T and v ∈ V . Let G = (V,E)
be the graph so obtained. We treat the edges in E as positives. Since G is a GRN it only
contains edges of type E ⊆ T × V . Let E = (T × V ) \ E. We treat the edges in E as
negatives. We then use the following two strategies to obtain positive and negative examples
for training and testing:

(a) 10-fold edge cross-validation: We randomly divide the set of edges E in the ground-
truth network into 10 sets. Iteratively, we hold out each set as the test positive
examples Ptest and use the remaining nine sets as the training positive examples Ptrain.
In order to obtain the negative examples, we use the set of negatives E. We choose
uniformly at random as many edges as there are training positives from E and use
the selected edges as training negatives, Ntrain ⊂ E, and |Ntrain| = |Ptrain|. We then
sample as many test negatives, Ntest, as there are test positives from the remaining
negative examples i.e., Ntest ⊂ E\Ntrain, and |Ntest| = |Ptest|. Since some architectures
treat edges as undirected, we remove edges of type (u, v) from a training set, if the
edge (v, u) appears in the test set.

(b) 10-fold TF holdout cross-validation: Here we first randomly divide all the TFs, T ,
in the ground-truth network into 10 sets, use nine sets of TFs for training (Ttrain),
and hold out one set for testing (Ttest). For each evaluation, we retain all the edges
incident on the test TFs in G as the test positives, i.e., Ptest = {(t, v) ⊂ E|t ∈ Ttest}.
We use the remaining edges from the ground-truth network as train positives, i.e.,
Ptrain = E \Ptest. In order to obtain the negative examples, we use the set of negatives
E. To obtain test negatives, Ntest, for each TF te ∈ Ttest, we select uniformly at random
from E as many edges of the form (te, v) as there are in Ptest. From the remaining
negatives, we choose uniformly at random as many training negatives, Ntrain, as there
are training positives, i.e., Ntrain ⊂ E \Ntest and |Ntrain| = |Ptrain|.
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5.3 Implementation details

We use the PyTorch-Geometric package [145] to implement various neural network architec-
tures. For every fold in the 10-fold cross-validation, we randomly select 20% of the training
edges (positive and negative) for validation. We set the maximum number of epochs to
2,000. At each epoch, we compute the mean validation loss of 10 most recent epochs. After
the first 1,000 epochs, we terminated the training if the validation loss in the current epoch
is lower than the mean validation loss of the last 10 epochs. In order to minimize the loss
function in eq. (5.1), we use the Adam optimizer [146] implemented in PyTorch [147] with
a learning rate of 0.003. We performed a parameter search for the number of GCN layers in
n = {1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 10}.

5.4 Results

5.4.1 Identifying the best GCN-based autoencoder architecture

We first focused our attention on identifying the best encoder-decoder combination out of
the six architectures considered. We performed 10-fold edge cross validation and 10-fold
TF-holdout cross validation for the mESC and mHSC datasets with non-specific ChIP-seq
network as the ground-truth network. We obtained the median early precision on the test
data across the 10 folds. Figure 5.1 summarizes our results. Across both the evaluations, the
the undirected GCN encoder (GCN) consistently performed better than the directed GCN-
encoder (DGCN). In addition, the expression matrix-based features (top row in Figure 5.1)
only had a slightly lower median early precision compared to PCA-based features. However,
the decoders’ median early precision varied depending on the type of evaluation performed.

As shown in Figure 5.1(a), the undirected GCN encoder (GCN) with RESCAL decoder
(RS) had the highest median early precision across all test sets considered for 10-fold edge
cross-validation for both datasets. Of the three decoders, the IP decoder consistently under-
performed the RS and NW decoders for expression and PCA-based features. Interestingly,
we observed the opposite trend for decoders in the case of 10-fold TF-holdout cross-validation
(Figure 5.1(b). The IP decoder consistently had the highest median early precision across
all test sets.

A possible explanation for the under performance of weight-based decoders for TF holdout
cross-validation (RS and NW) could be the type of evaluation being performed itself. In case
of the NW decoder, since we remove all edges adjacent to test TFs from the training set, this
decoder has no information about the test TFs in order to learn their corresponding node
weights. The similar lack of information could result in overfitting the RS decoder weights
to best predict edges adjacent to training TFs alone.
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Figure 5.1: Heatmap summarizing the median early precision obtained for (a) 10-fold edge
cross-validation, (b) 10-fold TF holdout cross-validation for various encoder-decoder combi-
nations considered for the mESC and mHSC datasets. The top row corresponds to nodes
feature being constructed from the expression matrix while the bottom row corresponds to
the PCA matrix being used fro node features. The colors in the heatmap are anchored at
the highest median early precision (bright) and the early precision of a random predictor
(dark). A black border around a cell indicates the best median early precision.

Based on these observations, we propose using the GCN-IP autoencoder in cases where there
is no known genes regulated by a TF and the GCN-RS autoencoder otherwise. Specifically,
we choose the GCN-RS encoder for 10-fold edge holdout evaluation and the GCN-IP encoder
for 10-fold TF holdout evaluation for the rest of this study.

Effect of the number of graph convolutions. For the two best performing archi-
tectures (GCN-RS, GCN-IP), we wanted to further investigate the effect of the number of
graph convolution layers on early precision. To this end, we varied the number of GCN
layers for the GCN-RS architecture for 10-fold edge cross-validation for both expression and
PCA-based features. Similarly, we varied the number of GCN layers for the GCN-IP archi-
tecture for 10-fold TF-holdout cross-validation. Figure 5.2 summarizes our results for the
mESC dataset. In general, we did not observe any benefit to increasing the number of GCN
layers beyond 2. Moreover, when we increased the number of GCN layers to 10 for GCN-RS
Figure 5.2(a), it resulted in a near random performance in some cross-validation evaluations
due to numerical instability issues arising from the large size of the neural network. Based
on these observations, we set the number of GCN layers to two for the rest of this study.
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Figure 5.2: Boxplots summarizing the results on the effect of the number of GCN layers (x-
axis) on early precision (y-axis) for (a) 10-fold edge cross-validation, (b) 10-fold TF-holdout
cross-validation, with the ratio of test positives and negatives set to 1:1. The boxes in
green and orange represent the GCN-RS architecture with expression features (GCN-RS-
E) and PCA-matrix based features (GCN-PS-P), respectively. The boxes in red and blue
represent the GCN-IP architecture with expression features (GCN-IP-E) and PCA-matrix
based features (GCN-IP-P), respectively. The gray, dashed horizontal line represents the
early precision of a random classifier.

5.4.2 GCN-based autoencoders outperform other techniques for
GRN inference

We next analyzed how GCN-based approaches would compare to other approaches for GRN
inference from scRNA-seq data. In addition to the mESC and mHSC scRNA-seq datasets, we
evaluated performance on the bone-marrow derived macrophages dataset as well [125, 144]
(see section 5.2.3 for more details). We chose the mouse non-specific ChIP-seq network
as ground-truth and performed 10-fold edge cross-validation and 10-fold TF-holdout cross-
validation. Based on our observations on various encoder-decoder combinations, we chose
the undirected GCN with RESCAL decoder (GCN-RS) as the preferred architecture for 10-
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(a) Early Precision (b) Average Precision

Figure 5.3: Box plots summarizing the results on (a) early precision and (b) average precision
for 10-fold edge cross-validation. The subplots show the performance of various algorithms
for three mouse scRNA-seq datasets, namely, embryonic stem cell (mESC), hematopoietic
stem cell (mHSC), and bone-marrow derived macrophages (mMac), when using non-cell
type specific ChIP-seq network as the ground truth. The distributions correspond to the six
algorithms tested, namely, GCN-RS-E (teal), GCN-RS-P (orange), SVM-C (blue), CNNC
(pink), MLP-C (green), and, GRNBoost2 (yellow). In every boxplot, the box shows the 1st
and 3rd quartile, and whiskers denote 1.5 times the interquartile range. Each gray, dashed
horizontal line represents the early precision of a random classifier.

fold edge cross-validation, and the undirected GCN with Inner Product decoder (GCN-IP)
for 10-fold TF-holdout cross-validation. We included in our analyses both the expression
based features as well as the PCA-based features to evaluate if the earlier results held over
multiple datasets. We named the four resulting combinations of GCN-based approaches as
GCN-RS-E, GCN-RS-P, GCN-IP-E, and GCN-IP-P, where the suffix -E or -P represents
expression matrix as node features or the reduced dimensional representation of expression
matrix using PCA as node features. We compared the performance of the GCN-based
approach to three supervised GRN inference methods for scRNA-seq data, namely, SVM-C,
MLP-C, and CNNC [125]. In addition, we also considered GRNBoost2 [57], one of the top
performing unsupervised learning approach for GRN inference from scRNA-seq data based
on our BEELINE framework [142].

Figure 5.3 summarizes our results on 10-fold edge cross-validation for the three datasets
under consideration. We ordered the datasets by the number of single cells measured. The
mESC dataset has the lowest number of cells (around 400) and the mMac dataset has the
highest number of cells (around 6,000). In general, the GCN-based approaches (GCN-RS-E
and GCN-RS-P) achieved the highest early precision for 10-fold edge cross validation, with
median values ranging from 0.83 (mESC) to 0.91 (mHSC) (Figure 5.3(a)). This analysis
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Figure 5.4: Box plot summarizing the results on (a) early precision, and (b) average pre-
cision for 10-fold TF-holdout cross-validation. The subplots show the performance of vari-
ous algorithms for three mouse scRNA-seq datasets, namely, embryonic stem cell (mESC),
hematopoietic stem cell (mHSC), and bone-marrow derived macrophages (mMac), when
using non-cell type specific ChIP-seq network as the ground truth. The distributions corre-
spond to the six algorithms tested, namely, GCN-IP-E (teal), GCN-IP-P (orange), SVM-C
(blue), CNNC (pink), MLP-C (green), and, GRNBoost2 (yellow). In every boxplot, the box
shows the 1st and 3rd quartile, and whiskers denote 1.5 times the interquartile range. Each
gray, dashed horizontal line represents the early precision of a random classifier.

shows that GCN-RS-P might be a useful alternative when there are a large number of cells in
the scRNA-seq dataset, since the reduction in the number of dimensions in the input matrix
decreases the number of weights to be learned for the GCN encoder. SVM-C achieved
the third best early precision values with median values in the range of 0.62 (mESC) to
0.81 (mHSC). While there was a general increase in the performance of the methods under
consideration with the increase in the number of cells in the underlying dataset, SVM-C seems
to benefit the most with this increase. The unsupervised learning approach, GRNBoost2,
achieved a near random early precision across all three datasets.

The general trends in the results on average precision for 10-fold edge cross-validation (Fig-
ure 5.3(b)) were similar to that of early precision. GCN-RS-E and GCN-RS-P achieved
the highest average precision, with the median values in the range of 0.91 (mESC) to
0.95 (mHSC). Interestingly, MLP-C marginally under-performed the unsupervised learn-
ing method, GRNBoost2, on the mESC dataset, with GRNBoost2 having a slightly higher
median average precision of 0.54 and MLP-C achieving a median averge precision of 0.51.
However, MLP-C’s performance relatively improved in datasets with higher number of cells.
Even though CNNC, a method developed specifically for GRN inference from scRNA-seq
datasets, performed better than MLP-C and GRNBoost2, it consistently under-performed
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the GCN-based approaches and SVM-C.

Next we analyzed how GCN-based encoders would compare against other methods under
10-fold TF holdout evaluation. As mentioned earlier, for this analysis we used the undirected
GCN encoder with Inner product decoder (GCN-IP). Figure 5.4 summarizes our results on
early precision and average precision for the three datasets under consideration. GCN-IP-E
and GCN-IP-P generally had a higher early precision than other methods (Figure 5.4(a)),
with median early precision values in the range of 0.67 (mHSC) to 0.71 (mESC). The average
precision values of GCN-based approaches also showed a similar trend with values ranging
between 0.69 (mMac) and 0.72 (mHSC). The SVM-C method, which was the third best
performing method for 10-fold edge cross validation, under-performed GCN-based methods
and CNNC across all the datasets, with most median early precision and average precision
values close to that of a random predictor (0.5). Interestingly, CNNC also compared favorably
to GCN-based approaches in terms of average precision for the mMac dataset, with a median
average precision around 0.69 for all three approaches. The results from 10-fold edge and TF
holdout cross-validations show that the GCN-based approaches generally outperform other
algorithms for GRN inference from scRNA-seq data.

In general, the early precision and average precision values for all algorithms under 10-fold TF
holdout cross-validation were lower than that of 10-fold edge cross-validation. In addition,
the inter-quartile ranges of early precision and average precision values in the TF holdout
cross-validation were generally higher. These result shows that predicting edges for a TF
without any prior knowledge is challenging. However, the supervised approaches can still
learn some information from other TF-gene pairs in the ground-truth network, and thereby
outperform unsupervised learning approaches.

5.4.3 Application to human embryonic stem cell scRNA-seq dataset

To study the properties of the predicted network in more detail, we applied the GCN-RS-E
autoencoder to the human embryonic stem cell dataset (hESC) [92]. The expression dataset
was processed using the procedure outlined in BEELINE [142].We trained GCN-RS-E with
all the edges in the ground-truth ChIP-seq network as training positives and all other possible
outgoing edges from TFs as training negatives. We then obtained the predicted edge weights
for every possible edge for all 1,142 nodes in this dataset, of which 292 were TFs. Figure 5.5
summarizes our main observations.

We first analyzed the edge weight distribution for the different types of edges in the predicted
network (Figure 5.5(a)). Specifically, we divided all possible edges into three categories: (i)
edges going out of genes (red), (ii) edges going out of TFs that are not present in the ground-
truth network (blue), and (iii) edges going out of TFs that are present in the ground-truth
network (green). Since all 4,597 edges in the ground-truth were used as training positives,
it is not surprising that the median score of those edges is the highest at 0.87. All other
edges outgoing from TFs that are used as training negatives (328,575 edges) have a median
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TF-G/TF

Figure 5.5: Violin plot summarizing results for GCN-RS-E predictions for the hESC dataset.
(a) Edge weight distribution of various types of edges in the predicted network, i.e., edges
going out of genes (red), unknown edges going out of TFs (blue), edges going out of TFs in
the ground-truth network (green) (b) Edge weight distributions of the unknown edges going
out of TFs that are present in the hESC ChIP-seq network (purple), or otherwise (orange)
,restricted to the TFs measured in the ChIP-seq experiments. (c) Mean outgoing edge weight
for TF nodes (brown) and gene nodes (pink) in the predicted network. Abbreviations: TF:
Transcription Factor, G: Gene.

predicted edge weight of 0.03. Interestingly, edges outgoing from genes, which were neither
training positives nor training negatives, have the lowest median edge weight of (0.009). This
analysis reveals that the GCN-RS-E can implicitly distinguish between the edges going out
of genes from those leaving TFs.

Next, we focused on the edges outgoing from TFs that were not in the ground-truth network,
which we used as training negatives. We refer to these as unknown edges. Even though
we used them as training negatives, it is conceivable that a subset of them correspond to
true regulatory interactions that have not yet been experimentally observed. We specifically
focused on the 28 TFs for which ChIP-seq measurements on hESCs were available [100, 142].
Of the 31, 948 possible edges going out of these 28 TFs (excluding self-loops), 1, 750 were
present in the non-specific ChIP-seq network used as the ground truth. After ignoring the
edges in the ground-truth network, we were left with a total of 30, 198 unknown edges.
The hESC cell-type specific ChIP-seq network contained 4, 855 of these unknown edges.
Figure 5.5(b) shows the predicted edge weight distribution of the unknown edges present in
hESC ChIP-seq network (purple) and the remaining 25, 343 edges that are not present in the
hESC ChIP-seq network (orange). Even though all these edges were presented as training
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negatives for GCN-RS-E, the median edge weight of the edges present in the hESC ChIP-seq
network (0.49) was nearly twice that of edges not present in the hESC ChIP-seq network
(0.25), with a p-value ≈ 10−76 on the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) test. This
analysis reveals that our GCN-based approach can be a powerful tool to identify cell-type
specific gene regulatory edges even when trained on a non-cell type specific network.

Finally, we also analyzed if GCN-RS-E could distinguish between the different node types in
the network. For each node in the predicted network, we computed the mean outgoing edge
weight. Figure 5.5(c) shows the distribution of these node scores with TF scores shown in
brown and gene scores in pink. Even though the node type information was not presented
to the GCN-RS-E model, it was able to distinguish between TFs and genes, with the genes
having a median node score of 0.03 and TFs having nearly three times that score with a
median of 0.09, p-value ≈ 10−16 on the two-sample K-S test. In addition, we found that only
15 (5.1%) TFs had a lower node score than the median gene node score.

5.5 Discussion

We have presented a novel application of the graph convolutional neural network-based au-
toencoders to the problem of supervised gene regulatory network inference. We investigated
two encoder and three different decoders, i.e., a total of six autoencoders with different
encoder-decoder combinations. We performed 10-fold edge holdout and 10-fold TF holdout
croos-validations and evaluated the methods based on their median early precision scores.
We have made the following key observations. First, the undirected GCN-based encoder
generally performed better than the directed GCN-based encoder. This result suggests that
even though the underlying GRN is a directed graph, the encoder step can better utilize
information flow in both directions between TFs and genes in order to learn a lower di-
mensional representation of input node features. Second, the choice of decoder depends on
whether there are some genes known to be regulated by a TF. Specifically, the RESCAL
decoder performs the best when there are some genes known TF’s targets. However, if there
are no genes known to be regulated by a TF, it may be difficult to learn neural network
parameters for the RESCAL decoder. In such cases, the non-parameteric Inner Product
decoder offers better predictive performance. Third, the GCN-based autoencoders outper-
formed other supervised learning techniques in terms of both early precision and average
precision values.

Despite the better performance of GCNs compared to other techniques for GRN inference,
predicting target genes for TFs when there is no information on its targets still remains a
challenging problem. However, our analysis on training the GCN-RS-E autoencoder with
non-specific ChIP-seq network with hESC scRNA-seq expression dataset has some encour-
aging results. The GCN-RS-E autoencoder was able to predict higher scores for edges in
the hESC cell-type specific ChIP-seq network, even though only a small fraction (that also
appeared in the non-specific network) of those edges were marked as positive examples while
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training. This analysis shows that even if cell-type specific regulatory interactions are poorly
known, a non-specific ChIP-seq network might be useful as the prior knowledge network.
Another avenue for further development would be to integrate multiple cell-type specific
scRNA-seq datasets using a tool such as Scanorama [143], and systematically evaluate if the
GCN-RS-E autoencoder can better identify cell-type specific interactions even when trained
on non-specific ChIP-seq network. One concern with integrating multiple datasets is that the
node feature vector might have tens or hundreds of thousands of dimensions. In such cases,
the GCN-RS-P with the PCA-based features might be useful since it offers more flexibility
on the number of parameters in the neural network with comparable performance as the
GCN-RS-E.

There are several ways to further improve on the current GCN-autoencoders. Our choice
of a GCN-based encoder was primarily guided by its simple architecture and performance
compared to other architectures [148, 149] on node classification. In this study, though, we
have presented a comprehensive analysis of various encoder-decoder combinations for link
prediction. Therefore, other graph neural networks such as GraphSAGE [150], graph at-
tention networks [151] might be worth exploring systematically as autoencoders. Another
avenue for improvement is to use relational GCN-based autoencoders [138] as a framework
for integrating multiple relation types between TFs and genes into the ground-truth net-
work, such as physical and genetic interactions [97], or co-expression data. This multi-edge
formulation will provide more ways to integrate information in the encoder, potentially re-
sulting in better predictive power. In addition, a gene regulatory interaction can either be
activatory or inhibitory. The sign of the regulatory edge can be also be learned by modifying
existing decoders, for example, learning a different weight matrix in the RESCAL decoder
that represents sign of the edge. Overall, GCNs are a flexible and promising framework for
addressing the next frontier of challenges in GRN inference.
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Conclusions

In this thesis, we have presented solutions two problems that arise in the context of math-
ematical modeling of biological systems. These problems we addressed lie broadly in the
areas of efficiently improving existing mathematical models and developing wiring diagrams
underlying new mathematical models that can leverage recent advances in experimental
techniques for single cell measurements.

In Chapter 2, we presented our novel approach CrossPlan, for scaling-up the mathematical
modeling cycle, with a focus on prioritizing and planning large scale genetic cross experi-
ments aimed at model validation. CrossPlan uses genetic cross graph, an abstraction for
organizing mutants and the genetic cross experiments needed to make them. Subsequently
in Chapter 3, we formulated several natural problems related to efficient synthesis of a tar-
get mutant from a set of source mutants without the need for constructing a genetic cross
graph. In both chapters, we apply our experiment planning algorithms to simulations of a
mathematical model of the budding yeast cell cycle.

We next focused on inferring GRNs from scRNA-seq data. These GRNs can serve as the
wiring diagram for mathematical models of complex biological process such as cellular differ-
entiation. In Chapter 4, we presented our comprehensive evaluation framework, BEELINE,
to investigate current state-of-the-art techniques for GRN inference in terms of accuracy,
stability, and scalability. In this context we developed BoolODE, a strategy to simulate
single-cell transcriptional data from synthetic and Boolean networks. Based on the observa-
tion that the performance of many of the existing methods for GRN inference was less than
ideal, we presented several recommendations to the users of these methods. BEELINE pro-
vides a flexible interface for benchmarking new methods for GRN inference against existing
techniques.

The methods evaluated in BEELINE were unsupervised, so in order to take advantage of
prior knowledge in terms of known regulatory interactions, we developed a novel supervised
learning technique using GCN-based autoencoders for GRN inference from scRNA-seq data
in Chapter 5. Our GCN-based method compares favorably to other supervised learning
techniques, as well as unsupervised techniques for GRN inference from scRNA-seq. We
also demonstrated that our supervised approach can identify cell-type specific regulatory
interactions even when trained on non-cell type specific GRN.

115
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We envision several directions of future research for the work that we have presented in
this thesis. Our comprehensive benchmarking of existing scRNA-seq methods in BEE-
LINE (Chapter 4) was primarily focused on evaluating unsupervised techniques. One of
the key results in Chapter 5 was that the methods that can leverage prior knowledge offer
superior performance in GRN inference compared to the unsupervised techniques. A natu-
ral extension of BEELINE would be to extend the benchmarking framework to supervised
learning methods.

Recent advances in experimental techniques for single-cell measurements across multiple
modalitites [152] offer tremendous opportunity in our ability to dissect complex biological
behaviors. For instance, GRN inference methods could incorporate chromatin accessibility
data using the single-cell Assay of Transposase Accessible Chromatin sequencing (scATAC-
seq) [153]. The scATAC-seq, along with scRNA-seq data measured in the same cell or a
matching sample, can be used to confirm whether the predicted TF-gene interactions are
supported by the cell-type specific ATAC-seq peaks. This type of data integration could
result in a more accurate GRN inference.

The GRN so obtained would serve as a wiring diagram for the mathematical model that we
would like to build to study the underlying biological system. One could employ BoolODE, a
tool we developed for automatic conversion of GRNs to ODE models, to obtain a model that
can be simulated. However, we also showed in Chapter 4 that the current GRN inference
methods do not accurately capture the underlying system dynamics or steady states when
we simulated the top-k predicted networks using BoolODE. An exciting direction for future
research would involve leveraging graph neural networks in combination with BoolODE
to build predictive models that can accurately capture underlying system dynamics. The
autoencoder architectures that combine graph neural networks with ODE-based decoders
presented by Kipf et al. [154] might be a useful starting point for developing such methods.

A mathematical model obtained from scRNA-seq or by integrating multiple data types,
would still be an initial guess reflecting our current understanding of the biological system
under consideration. The predictive capabilities of such a model can be further investigated
by performing model simulations under new scenarios, e.g., combinatorial gene knockouts.
We envision that one can leverage experiment planning techniques such as the ones presented
in Chapters 2 and 3, by adapting them to the relevant experimental workflow. Finally,
one can develop novel frameworks and algorithms for reconciling any differences between
predictions and experiments and repeat this process thereby scaling up the mathematical
modeling cycle.
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Appendix A

CrossPlan Proofs

A.1 CrossPlan is NP-complete

In this section, we prove that the decision version of the CrossPlan is NP-complete. We
first state this version of the problem.

DecideCrossPlan Problem. Given a genetic cross graph G = (M,X,E), a set S ⊂M of
source mutants, a set T ⊂M of target mutants, the batch size s, and the number of batches
k, do k s-batches {Wi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k} exist with the following properties?

1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(Wi) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj)
)

and

2. T ⊆
(⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj)
)
.

The definitions of a batch and its input and output sets of mutants are the same as in
Section 2.2.2. In this decision version, we ask if there are k batches that can make all target
mutants, i.e., T is a subset of the union of the outputs of all the batches.

We now state the Steiner tree problem, which we will reduce to the decision problem of the
CrossPlan problem.

Steiner Tree Problem. Given an undirected, weighted graph G = (V, F ), a set U ⊂ V of
terminal nodes, and an integer l, is there a connected subgraph of G with at most l edges
that contains all the nodes in U?

This problem is one of the 21 problems proved by Karp to be NP-complete [155]. We will
use 〈G,U, l〉 to denote such an instance of the Steiner tree problem.

Our reduction relies on establishing a correspondence between a traversal of a Steiner tree
rooted at an arbitrary terminal in U and a sequence of crosses in an appropriately defined
genetic cross graph. To effect this reduction, we construct an instance 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 of
DecideCrossPlan from 〈G,U, k〉, as described in Algorithm 4. In this algorithm, we use
set notation to indicate which genes are deleted in a mutant instead of defining additional
notation to name the mutant. We assume that the wild type (corresponding to the empty
set) is viable. Figure A.1 illustrates the crosses and the genetic cross graph constructed by
Algorithm 4 for a toy example.
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Algorithm 4 Algorithm to construct an instance 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 of DecideCrossPlan from
an instance 〈G,U, l〉 of Steiner Tree.

1. Create a genetic cross graph G = (M,X,E) as follows:

(a) For each node v in G, create two genes g(v) and d(v).

(b) For each node v in G, create two viable mutant nodes {g(v)} and {g(v), d(v)}
and one inviable mutant node {d(v)}. Add these mutant nodes to the set M .

(c) For every undirected edge (u, v) in G, create five inviable mutant nodes
corresponding to the gene sets {g(u), g(v)}, {g(u), d(v)}, {g(v), d(u)},
{g(u), g(v), d(v)}, and {g(v), g(u), d(u)} in M .

(d) For every undirected edge (u, v) in G, create two cross nodes in the set X as
follows:

(i) A cross node xu,v with incoming edges in E from the viable mutants {g(u)}
and {g(v), d(v)} and outgoing edges in the edge set E to the eight mutants
corresponding to the elements of the power set of {g(u), g(v), d(v)}.

(ii) A cross node xv,u defined like xu,v but with the roles of u and v reversed.

2. Select an arbitrary node u∗ ∈ U . Create the set S of source mutant nodes containing
the mutant nodes {g(u∗)} and all the mutant nodess of the form {g(v), d(v)}, where v
is a node in G.

3. Create the set T of target mutant nodes containing all the mutant nodes of the form
{g(u)}, where u ∈ U .

4. Set the batch size s = 1.

5. Set the number of batches k = l.
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Figure A.1: Illustration of cross nodes constructed by Algorithm 4. (a) Input graph to the
Steiner tree problem. Yellow nodes denote terminals in U . (b) The cross nodes xuv and
xvw constructed in Step 1d(i) Viable mutant nodes have green borders and inviable mutant
nodes have red borders. Brown edges connect input mutant nodes to crosses and purple edges
connect crosses to output mutant nodes. (c) The complete genetic cross graph constructed
by the algorithm after the deletion of inviable mutant nodes. Blue rectangles correspond to
mutant nodes in S and yellow rectangles to mutant nodes in T . In this example, u is the
arbitrary node in G selected in Step 2. Note that the mutant node {g(u)} is also a member
of T but is not shown in yellow since it is a member of S.
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We state a series of observations about the instance of DecideCrossPlan constructed by
Algorithm 4.

Observation 6. Every mutant node in M contains three or fewer gene deletions.

Observation 7. There are no mutant nodes in M of the form

1. {g(u), d(u), d(v)}, where (u, v) is an edge in G.

2. {g(u), d(v), d(w)}, where u, v, w are nodes in G.

3. {g(u), g(v), d(w)}, where u, v, w are nodes in G.

4. {g(u), g(v), g(w)}, where u, v, w are nodes in G.

5. {d(u), d(v), d(w)}, where u, v, w are nodes in G.

Observation 8. A mutant node of the form {g(u), g(v), d(v)} is present in M iff (u, v) is
an edge in G.

Observation 9. If xu,v is a cross node in X, then

1. both its input mutant nodes {g(u)} and {g(v), d(v)} are viable and

2. apart from {g(u)} and {g(v), d(v)} (which are also inputs to xu.v) and the wild-type
strain, the only other viable output mutant node of this cross is {g(v)}.

Observation 10. All mutant nodes in S and T are viable.

Since no inviable mutant nodes are in T and inviable mutant nodes are not input into any
cross nodes, we delete all inviable mutant nodes from G (Figure A.1(c)). We can show that
this modification will not affect any of the arguments we make below. However, the proof is
tedious and we leave it to the reader. We can also state the following lemma.

Lemma 11. The size of G is linear in the size of G. Algorithm 4 constructs the instance of
DecideCrossPlan in time proportional to the size of G.

We now prove a series of lemmas that show that if the instance of DecideCrossPlan
created by Algorithm 4 has a solution, then we can construct a solution to the corresponding
Steiner tree problem. Recall that u∗ is the arbitrary node in U selected in Step 2 of the
algorithm.

Lemma 12. If 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 is a “Yes” instance of DecideCrossPlan, then there is a
sequence 〈x1, x2, . . . , xk−1, xk〉 of k cross nodes and a sequence 〈v1 = u∗, v2, . . . , vk, vk+1〉 of
k + 1 mutant nodes in G such that for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
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1. the inputs to cross node xi are the mutant nodes {g(vi)} and {(g(vi+1), d(vi+1)}

2. the output of xi is the mutant node {g(vi+1)}, and

3. (vi, vi+1) is an edge in G.

Proof. Since s = 1 (Step 4 in Algorithm 4), each batch in any solution to this instance of
DecideCrossPlan contains one cross node. Let x1, x2, . . .xk denote these cross nodes
in batch order. By construction of G (Step 1d in Algorithm 4), each of these cross nodes
corresponds to an edge of G. Therefore, we can rename the mutants involved in these cross
nodes as follows: for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the inputs to xi are the mutant nodes {g(vi)} and
{g(vi+1), d(vi+1)} and the output of xi is the mutant node {g(vi+1)}. By construction, this
cross node corresponds to the edge (vi, vi+1) in G.

The first cross node x1 must have both input mutants in S. Only cross nodes that correspond
to edges in G that are incident on u∗ have this property. Hence, the node v1 must be u∗,
proving the lemma.

Note that it is possible that the sequence 〈v1 = u∗, v2, . . . , vk, vk+1〉 does not contain k + 1
distinct nodes, e.g., when there is an edge in G such that both crosses corresponding to it
are elements of 〈x1, x2, . . . , xk−1, xk〉 or when there is an index j, 1 < j ≤ k, such that the
output of xj is identical to the input of an earlier cross.

Let 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 be a “Yes” instance of DecideCrossPlan. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we use
Gi to denote the graph induced by the set of edges {(vj, vj+1), 1 ≤ j ≤ i}, where the edges
are as defined in Lemma 12. The next two lemmas prove properties of these graphs.

Lemma 13. If 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 is a “Yes” instance of DecideCrossPlan, then for each
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the graph Gi is a connected subgraph of G containing u∗.

Proof. Using the notation of Lemma 12, let the solution to this instance of DecideCross-
Plan be the sequence of k cross nodes 〈x1, x2, . . . , xk−1, xk〉. We prove the lemma by in-
duction on i. The first cross node x1 has u∗ = v1 as an input mutant node. Moreover G1

contains one edge, proving the base case.

Assume that the lemma is true for the index i > 1, i.e., Gi is connected and contains u∗. We
prove the statement for the index i+ 1. Consider the cross node xi+1, which has the mutant
nodes {g(vi)} and {g(vi+1), d(vi+1)} as inputs. Since the k crosses form a solution to this
instance of DecideCrossPlan, each input must either be a member of S or the output
of one of the crosses x1, x2, . . . , xi. Of the two inputs to xi+1, only {g(vi+1), d(vi+1)} is an
element of S, by construction (Step 2 of Algorithm 4). Hence, the mutant node {g(vi)} must
be an output of a cross xl, where l ≤ i. Since Gi is connected, it must contain vi. Therefore,
Gi+1, which is the graph formed by the addition of the edge (vi, vi+1) to Gi, is also connected
and contains u∗. Note that (vi, vi+1) may already be an edge in Gi or that the addition of
this edge to Gi may create a cycle.
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Lemma 14. If 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 is a “Yes” instance of DecideCrossPlan, then the graph Gk

is connected and contains all the terminals in U .

Proof. Lemma 13 proves thatGk is connected and contains u∗. Since the crosses x1, x2, . . . , xk
correspond to a solution to the DecideCrossPlan problem, the outputs of these cross
nodes must contain all the target mutants of the form {gu}, where u ∈ U − {u∗}. In other
words, for every terminal u ∈ U − {u∗}, there is at least one cross node xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, such
that the mutant node {g(u)} is the output of xi. Therefore, u is identical to vi+1, i.e., u is a
node in Gk, which proves the lemma.

This lemma has the following corollary.

Corollary 15. If 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 is a “Yes” instance of DecideCrossPlan, then 〈G,U, k〉
is a “Yes” instance of Steiner tree, i.e., Gk contains a connected subgraph with at most k
edges that contains all the nodes in U .

Next, we consider how to construct a solution to the DecideCrossPlan problem from a
“Yes” instance of Steiner tree.

Lemma 16. If G contains a Steiner Tree with at most k edges that connects all the termi-
nals in U , then the instance 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 computed by Algorithm 4 is a “Yes” instance of
DecideCrossPlan problem. Specifically, there are k cross nodes 〈x1, x2, . . . xk〉 in G such
that

1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(xi) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(xj)
)

and

2. T ⊆
(⋃

1≤j≤k Out(xj)
)
.

Proof. Let τ denote the Steiner tree in G with at most k edges that connects all the terminals
in U . Consider a breadth-first traversal of τ starting at u∗. We rename the nodes in S as
v1 = u∗, v2, . . . , vl+1 in the order of this traversal. We name the edges as follows: if an
edge in S connects a node vi to a node vj, where i < j, we call this edge ej−1. Note that
edge indices lie between 1 and k and that the index of an edge is one less than the larger
node index incident on that edge. We define a set of k cross nodes in G as follows: for each
1 ≤ i ≤ k, let the edge ei connect a vertex vj (for some j ≤ i) to the vertex vi+1. Then
the cross node xi has the viable mutant nodes {g(vj)} and {g(vi+1), d(vi+1)} as inputs and
the viable mutant node {g(vi+1)} as output. Note that since ei is an edge in G, this cross
node and its input and output mutant nodes are members of G by construction (Steps 1b
and 1d of Algorithm 4). We claim that this set of l cross nodes is a solution to the instance
of DecideCrossPlan computed by Algorithm 4.

First, we prove by induction on i that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(xi) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(xj)
)
.

For i = 1, the inputs to x1 are the mutant nodes {g(u∗)} and {g(v2), d(v2)}, both of which are
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members of S by construction. Suppose the statement is true for index i. Consider the cross
node xi+1. Its inputs are the mutant nodes {g(vj)}, for some j ≤ i and {g(vi+1), d(vi+1)}.
The second input is a member of S by construction. Since j ≤ i and {g(vj)} is the output
of the cross xj, we have shown that the statement holds true for index i+ 1 as well.

Now we show that T ⊆
(⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj)
)
. Note that the right-hand side of this expression

is simply the set of mutant nodes {{g(vj)}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k}. Our construction of the crosses
x1, x2, . . . , xk from the Steiner tree τ implies that the set of nodes {vk, 1 ≤ j ≤ k} contain
all the terminals in U . Therefore, T , which is the set of mutant nodes {{g(u)}, u ∈ U} must
be contained in {{g(vj)}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k}.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this section.

Theorem 17. The DecideCrossPlan problem is NP-complete.

Proof. We first prove that the DecideCrossPlan problem is in NP. Given a set of k batches
{W1,W2, . . . ,Wk}, we perform the following checks for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k. To perform these
steps efficiently, we maintain a running set Ω of output mutant nodes, which we initialize
with the mutants in S:

(i) We verify that every cross node in batch Wi is in G and the size of Wi is at most s.

(ii) For every cross x ∈ Wi, for each of the two mutant nodes that is an input to x, we
verify that the mutant node is an element of Ω.

(iii) For every cross x ∈ Wi, we add all the output mutant nodes of x to Ω.

(iv) If i = k, we check whether T is a subset of Ω.

The running time of this algorithm is polynomial in k, s, and the size of G, proving that the
DecideCrossPlan problem is in NP.

Consider the instance of DecideCrossPlan. Corollary 15 and Lemma 16 prove that the
instance 〈G, S, T, s, k〉 of DecideCrossPlan created by Algorithm 4 is a “Yes” instance
of this problem iff 〈G,U, l〉 is a “Yes” instance of Steiner Tree. Since Steiner Tree is NP-
complete, we have proven that DecideCrossPlan is also NP-complete.

A.2 Proof of correctness for the CrossPlan ILP

We seek to prove that an assignment of binary variables that is feasible, i.e., an assignment
that satisfies constraints (2.1)–(2.5) and maximizes the objective function (2.6) is an optimal
solution to the CrossPlan problem. We first consider the genetic cross graph corresponding
to any feasible solution to this ILP and prove some of its properties. Let O be an assignment
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Figure A.2: An illustration of a genetic cross graph and the output genetic cross graphs for
a feasible solution (for s = 1, k = 3). (a) An input to the CrossPlan problem with four
mutant nodes in S and two mutant nodes in T . We do not show inviable mutants. (b)
The output genetic cross graph for a feasible solution where we perform cross x2 in batch
1, x4 in batch 2, and x6 in batch 3. For the mutant node de, the variable bde,2 = 0 in this
feasible solution. Hence, this mutant node (displayed in a lighter color) is not an output of
cross x4 in the genetic cross graph for this feasible solution. (c) Illustration of the proof of
Lemma 18. If the mutant node eg is not in the output genetic cross graph, then constraint
(3) is violated for the cross node x4 and batch 2.
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of the binary variables in the ILP in a feasible solution. We define the output genetic cross
graph G(O) = (M(O), X(O), E(O)) as follows (Figure A.2(a),(b)):

1. For every mutant node m in M(O), bm,i = 1 for at least one value of i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k in O,

2. For every cross node x in X(O), cx,i = 1 in O for at least one value of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, and

3. E(O) is the set of edges in the genetic cross graph G that are induced by the nodes in
M(O) and X(O).

We need two more definitions. For every mutant m ∈M(O), we define β(m) as the smallest
batch index in which mutant m is made, i.e.,

β(m) = arg min
i
{bm,i = 1, 0 ≤ i ≤ k}.

For every cross x ∈ X(O), we define β(x) as the smallest batch index in which the cross is
made, i.e.,

β(x) = arg min
i
{cx,i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.

Note that these values are well-defined for every mutant node and cross node in G(O) since
we include a mutant node m in M(O) (respectively, cross node x in X(O)) if and only if
bm,i = 1 (respectively, cx,i = 1) for at least one value of i. We can now state and prove the
following lemma:

Lemma 18. If O is a feasible solution to the ILP, then the output genetic cross graph
GO = (M(O), X(O), E(O)) has the following properties:

1. Every cross node x ∈ X(O) has in-degree equal to two.

2. If (m,x) is an edge in E(O) from a mutant node m to a cross node x, then β(m) <
β(x).

Proof. For every cross node x ∈ X(O), the definition of X(O) implies that β(x) is defined;
otherwise, we would not have included x in X(O). Therefore, cx,β(x) = 1. Similarly, if there
is a mutant node m that is present in M but not in M(O), then bm,i = 0 for every 0 ≤ i ≤ k;
otherwise, we would have included m in M(O).

1. Recall that E(O) is the set of edges induced in G by the mutant nodes in M(O) and
the cross nodes in X(O). Therefore, if there is a cross node x ∈ X(O) whose in-degree
is either zero or one, then at least one of the mutant nodes that are input to x in G
is not present in M(O). Let m be such a node. Note that (m,x) is an edge in G.
Since O is a feasible solution, constraint (2.3) must apply to this edge for i = β(x),

i.e., cx,β(x) ≤
∑β(x)−1

j=0 bm,j = 0, which contradicts the fact that cx,β(x) = 1 by dint of
the inclusion of x in G(O) (Figure A.2(c)). Therefore, every cross node in G(O) must
have in-degree equal to two.
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2. Now suppose that β(m) ≥ β(x) for some (m,x) ∈ E(O). Since constraint (2.3) must

apply to this edge for i = β(x), we have 1 = cx,β(x) ≤
∑β(x)−1

j=0 bm,j. Therefore, bm,j = 1
for at least one value of 0 ≤ j ≤ β(x)− 1, which implies that β(m) ≤ β(x)− 1, leading
to a contradiction.

Now we define the batches corresponding to a feasible solution O and prove that each batch
contains at most s crosses and that the batches satisfy the rules on input and output mutants
in the statement of the CrossPlan problem. Given a feasible solution O to the ILP, for
every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, we define the batch Wi(O) to be the set of crosses with β(x) = i, i.e.,
Wi(O) = {x|cx,i = 1, x ∈ X(O)}. Note that a cross may appear in multiple batches, by this
definition. We can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 19. For every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Wi(O) contains at most s crosses.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary value of i between 1 and k. Since O is a feasible solution to
the ILP, it must satisfy constraint (2.2), i.e.,∑

x∈X

cx,i ≤ s,

Therefore, the number of distinct cross nodes x such that cx,i = 1 is at most s, which implies
that the size of Wi(O) is also at most s.

With these lemmas in hand, we are almost ready to prove that the k s-batches {Wi(O), 1 ≤
i ≤ k} satisfy the rule on inputs and outputs in the statement of the CrossPlan problem.
However, in Section 2.2.2 , we defined the inputs and outputs to a batch with respect to
the input genetic cross graph G whereas we have defined batches for the feasible solution O
with respect to the output genetic cross graph G(O), which is a subgraph of G. To account
for this difference, we first expand the notation of inputs and outputs to a batch: given a
batch W , we will use In(W,G) to represent the mutant nodes in G that are inputs to the
cross nodes in W and In(W,G(O)) when we are referring to the mutant nodes in G(O). We
use Out(W,G) and Out(W,G(O)) analogously. We now state and prove some lemmas that
relate the input and output sets of a batch in G and in G(O).

Lemma 20. A mutant node m is in G(O) if and only if it is a member of S or is a member
of the output set of some batch, i.e., m ∈ S or m ∈ Out(Wi(O),G(O)) for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Proof. We first prove the “only if” direction. Consider a mutant node m that is in G(O). If
m ∈ S, then this statement is proved in this direction. Therefore, we assume that m 6∈ S.
Since m is in G(O), there must some value of i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k such that bm,i = 1. This variable
must satisfy constraint (2.4), i.e.,

1 = bm,i ≤
∑
x∈X

(x,m)∈E

cx,i
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Therefore, there must be a cross node x such that (x,m) is in G and cx,i = 1. By construction,
both x and (x,m) are in G(O) and x is an element of batch Wi(O). Therefore, m is a member
of Out(Wi(O),G(O)).

We now prove the “if” direction. There are two cases.

1. Case 1: Suppose m is in S. Constraint (2.1) sets bm,0 = 1. Therefore m is a node in
G(O).

2. Case 2: Suppose m is an element of Out(Wi(O),G(O)) for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. There
must be a cross node x such that x and the edge (x,m) are in G(O); otherwise, m
cannot be a member of Out(Wi(O),G(O)). Therefore m must also be a node in G(O).

Lemma 21. Given a feasible solution O to the CrossPlan ILP, for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the
s-batch Wi(O) satisfies the following properties (Figure A.3):

1. In(Wi(O),G(O)) = In(Wi(O),G), i.e., the input mutants for Wi(O) are identical in
G(O) and in G.

2. Out(Wi(O),G(O)) ⊆ Out(Wi(O),G), i.e., the output mutants for Wi(O) in G(O) are
a subset of the output mutants in G.

3. In(Wi(O),G(O)) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj(O),G(O))
)
, i.e., the input mutants for

Wi(O) in G(O) are a subset of the union of S and the output mutants of the preceding
batches in G(O).

Proof. We prove the claims in order.

1. Since G(O) is a subgraph of G, we know that In(Wi(O),G(O)) ⊆ In(Wi(O),G). We
now prove that the two sets are identical. Consider any mutant node m that is a
member of In(Wi(O),G). There must be a cross node x in Wi(O) such that (m,x) is
an edge in G. By the definition of Wi(O), x is a node in G(O) as well. By Lemma 18,
the degree of x in G(O) is two. Therefore, m must be a member of both M(O) and
In(Wi(O),G(O)), proving the claim.

2. This statement follows from the fact that G(O) is a subgraph of G.

3. Let m be an arbitrary mutant node in In(Wi(O),G(O)). By definition, there must be
a cross node x in Wi(O) such that (m,x) is an edge in G(O), i.e., m is an input mutant
node to x in G(O). We know that for every x ∈ Wi(O), we have 1 ≤ β(x) ≤ i, and
from Lemma 18, β(m) < β(x) ≤ i. Consider batch β(m). We have that bm,β(m) = 1.
There are two cases to consider.
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Figure A.3: Illustration of the three statements in Lemma 21. (a) An input genetic cross
graph G to the CrossPlan problem (identical to Figure A.2(a)). (b) The output genetic
cross graph G(O) for a feasible solution O (identical to Figure A.2(b)). Here s = 1, k = 3.
The remaining figures illustrate the statements in Lemma 21 for batch W2, which contains
the cross x4. (c) The input mutant nodes to W2 in G. (d) The input mutant nodes to W2

in G(O). (e) The output mutant nodes of W2 in G. (f) The output mutant nodes of W2 in
G(O). (g) The union of S and the outputs of batch W1. (h) The inputs to batch W2, which
are a subset of the mutant nodes in (g).
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(a) β(m) = 0. In this case, m must be a member of S, which proves this statement
in the Lemma.

(b) β(m) ≥ 1. In this case, we can apply constraint (2.4) for i = β(m):

1 = bm,β(m) ≤
∑
x∈X

(x,m)∈E

cx,β(m).

Therefore, there must be a cross node y such that m is an output of y and cy,β(m) =
1, i.e., y ∈ Wβ(m)(O). Since bm,β(m) = 1, (y,m) ∈ G(O), and y ∈ Wβ(m)(O), we
have m ∈ Out(Wβ(m)(O)).

Since 0 ≤ β(m) < i and we chose an arbitrary mutant node m in In(Wi(O),G(O)), we
have proven that In(Wi(O),G(O)) ⊆ S ∪

(⋃
1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj(O),G(O))

)
.

The following corollary is a consequence of Lemma 21. Note that we state this corollary in
terms of G.

Corollary 22. Given a feasible solution O to the CrossPlan ILP, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the
s-batch Wi(O) satisfies In(Wi(O),G) ⊆ S ∪

(⋃
1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj(O),G)

)
.

We have now demonstrated that the s-batches defined by an feasible solution satisfy the
first condition in the definition of the CrossPlan problem. We now state a lemma relating
the expression in the objective function to the number of target mutants made by a feasible
solution.

Lemma 23. Given a feasible solution O to the CrossPlan ILP, the value of the objective
function (Equation (2.6)) is at most the number of target mutants that are also members of⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj(O),G(O)).

Proof. Recall that the variable am is defined only ifm is a target mutant. By constraint (Equa-
tion (2.5)), if am = 1 then

∑
0≤i≤k bm,i ≥ 1, i.e., bm,i = 1 for at least one value of i, 0 ≤ i ≤ k.

Therefore, by the proof of Lemma 20, m is a member of Out(Wi(O),G(O)). However, it is
possible that there is a target mutant m such that bm,i = 1 for at least value of 0 ≤ i ≤ k
but am = 0; this setting of variable values does not violate constraint (2.5). Therefore, the
value of the objective function is at most the number of target mutants that are members of⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj(O),G(O)).

We now prove that maximizing the objective function (2.6) subject to the constraints (2.1)–
(2.5) solves the CrossPlan problem to optimality.
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Theorem 24. Let O∗ be a feasible solution to the CrossPlan ILP that maximizes the
objective function (2.6). Then the k batches {Wi(O∗), 1 ≤ i ≤ k} satisfy the following
properties:

1. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, |Wi(O∗)| ≤ s, i.e., Wi(O∗) is an s-batch.

2. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, In(Wi(O∗),G) ⊆ S ∪
(⋃

1≤j≤i−1 Out(Wj(O∗),G)
)
.

3. The size of T ∩
(⋃

1≤j≤k Out(Wj(O
∗),G)

)
is maximized over all possible sets of k s-

batches.

Proof. SinceO∗ is a feasible solution, the first two parts in the theorem follow from Lemma 19
and Corollary 22, respectively. We now prove the third statement in the theorem.

The value ν(O∗) of the objective function for O∗ satisfies the inequalities

ν(O∗) ≤ T ∩
( ⋃

1≤j≤k

Out(Wj(O∗),G(O∗))
)
, by Lemma 23

≤ T ∩
( ⋃

1≤j≤k

Out(Wj(O∗),G)

)
, by Lemma 21

Note that first inequality specifies the output sets of the batches with respect to G(O∗) and
the second inequality with respect to G. We now prove that

ν(O∗) = T ∩
( ⋃

1≤j≤k

Out(Wj(O∗),G)

)
.

If this equality does not hold, then there must be a target mutant m and a batch 1 ≤ i ≤ k
and such that m is a member of Out(Wi(O∗),G) but am = 0. Since m is a member of
Out(Wi(O∗),G), there must be a cross node x in Wi(O∗) such that (x,m) is an edge in G.
Clearly, x is in G(O∗) (otherwise, it would not be a member of Wi(O∗)). Since x in Wi(O∗),
we have cx,i = 1. Note that setting bm,i = 1 does not violate constraint (2.4). We can now
set am = 1 without violating constraint (2.5). However, we have constructed a new feasible
solution to the ILP with an objective function value equal to ν(O∗) + 1, which contradicts
the fact that O∗ maximizes the objective function. Therefore, such a target mutant m
cannot exists, which proves that ν(O∗) equals the size of T ∩

(⋃
1≤j≤k Out(Wj(O∗),G)

)
.

Since O∗ maximizes the value of the objective function, we have also proven that the size of
T ∩

(⋃
1≤j≤k Out(Wj(O

∗),G)
)

is maximized over all possible sets of k s-batches.
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BEELINE Supplementary Results

B.1 Datasets from synthetic networks

B.1.1 Generation of simulated datasets

For each network, using the procedure outlined in “Creating Datasets from synthetic net-
works”(Methods), we applied BoolODE by sampling parameters ten times and creating 5,000
simulations per parameter set. Then we created two datasets per parameter set, one with
2,000 cells and another with 5,000 cells by sampling one cell per simulation, to obtain 20
different expression datasets. We visually inspected the two-dimensional representation of
these datasets computed by t-SNE and confirmed that the simulation of each synthetic net-
work yielded the expected trajectory. Next, we clustered the simulations in each dataset
using k-means clustering with k set to the expected number of trajectories (Methods).

We plotted each cluster with a different colour in the two-dimensional t-SNE layouts. We
visually compared the corresponding plots to confirm that each cluster indeed included cells
from a distinct trajectory. Supplementary Figure 1(b) shows a t-SNE plot for an example
2,000-cell dataset for each network, with all these plots appearing in Figure B.1. Each colour
in the example t-SNE plots in Supplementary Figure 1(c) corresponds to a distinct cluster.
We found that the t-SNE visualizations succeed in capturing the qualitative steady states
of each of the models we simulate. Specifically, the number of steady states we expected
from each synthetic network (e.g., one steady state for linear, two for bifurcating, etc.)
were visually apparent in the t-SNE plots. These results reassured us that BoolODE was
successful in correctly simulating the network models.

B.1.2 Parameter Search

Six of the 12 algorithms we tested had no parameters. For each of the other six methods, we
performed a parameter sweep as described below. For the synthetic networks, we optimized
the parameters on the datasets from the Linear network, separately for the five sets of 10
datasets containing varying number of cells (100, 200, 500, 2,000 and 5,000). For each
method and number of cells, we chose the parameter value or combination of values that
maximized the median AUPRC computed over the 10 datasets.

147
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Figure B.1: t-SNE visualizations of simulations of each synthetic network with 10 distinct
parameter sets and 2,000 cells. Each column corresponds to one synthetic network, indicated
by the abbreviation on the top. Each row corresponds to one of the ten parameter sets. Each
visualization is the 2-D t-SNE projection of the simulation output for the corresponding
network and parameter set. The colors indicate the simulation time (blue for low, green for
intermediate, and yellow for high). Abbreviations: LI: Linear, CY: Cycle, LL: Linear Long,
BF: Bifurcating, BFC: Bifurcating Converging, TF: Trifurcating.
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Below we describe the parameters tested for each method. We also provide brief comments
on the effects of the parameters on the AUPRC.

LEAP. This method has a single parameter, maxLag, which controls the maximum amount
of lag to consider. The authors of this method suggest not using a value larger than
1/3. Hence, we tested seven values in the interval [0, 0.33]: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25,
0.3, and 0.33.

SCODE. While SCODE has two parameters, D, and the number of iterations, we only
varied the parameter D. For the number of iterations, we used 100, the same value as
used by the authors. We also experimented with 1, 000 iterations but found that this
value did not improve the AUPRC (data not shown). In the documentation of the
SCODE code, the authors suggest averaging the results from multiple runs. Therefore,
we averaged the results across five runs. For D, we tested the values that they evaluated
in their paper: 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. We found this parameter had a large effect on the
AUPRC and thus for each dataset, we used the value that gave the highest AUPRC.

SINCERITIES. SINCERITIES does not need any parameters when using temporal tran-
scriptional data. However, when experimental time points are not available, the au-
thors suggest discretizing pseudotime values into bins. We varied the number of bins
between 5, the smallest number of time points their code would accept, and 20 using
the specific values of 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, and 20. We did not consider values larger
than 20 reasoning that datasets with so many timepoints were unlikely to be available.

SCRIBE. The authors used the combination “5,10,20,25” for a parameter called “delay.”
We evaluated this value as well as several other combinations of delays: “5”, “5,10”,
“5,10,15,20”, “5,10,15,20,25”, “5,10,20,25”, “5,10,25,50,75,100”, and “20,25,50,75,100”.

GRISLI. This method has three parameters: R, L, and α. The authors suggest that R be
as large as possible to reduce random fluctuations of the algorithm. We chose to use
R= 3, 000. Following the authors’ recommendation to test L and α over a large grid,
we tried values in the same ranges as in their paper: L = 1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 75, and 100
and α = 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, and 1.0. In the case of datasets
from curated models, we varied α from 0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.25 in order to reduce the
number of combinations we had to test.

SINGE. SINGE has a total of seven parameters. For five of these parameters, we used the
same values as the authors of SINGE did: δt and L combinations of (3,5), (5,9), (9,5),
(5,15), (15,5); kernel width σ = 0.5, 1, 2, 4; probability of zero removal and probability
of removing samples values = 0, and 0.2 each. We used a reduced set of values for
the sparsity paramter λ: we tested λ = 0 or 0.01 and the number of replicates = 2
or 6. We chose these parameter values since our initial, exploratory analysis showed
that increasing λ to the other values used in SINGE (0.02, 0.05, 1) often resulted in
decreased performance or very few or no output edges. We did not see any improvement
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in increasing the number of replicates to 10 either. These parameter values resulted
in a total of 320 combinations. While the authors of SINGE used an ensemble of
parameter values, we chose to simply use the combination of parameters that resulted
in the best AUPRC. Since varying the parameters corresponding to the number of
replicates, probability of zero removal and the probability of removing samples did not
affect the AUPRC, we chose 2, 0 and 0 for their values. For λ, small values of 0 or
0.01 were best. δt, L and σ had the largest effect on AUPRC.
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Figure B.2: Results of parameter search for each of the six methods with one or more pa-
rameters on the datasets (10 each) with 100, 200, 500, 2,000 and 5,000 cells for the Linear
synthetic network. For the four methods with one parameter to vary, SCRIBE, SCODE,
SINCERITIES, and LEAP, we show the median AUPRC (center line) as well as the 68%
confidence interval of the median (shaded region), estimated using 1,000 bootstrapped sam-
ples of the data. For GRISLI and SINGE, which have two and seven parameters, respectively,
we show histograms of the AUPRC over all parameter combinations we tested.

Figure B.2 summarizes the results from the parameter sweep and Table B.1 displays the best
parameter value(s) for each method. We used these parameter values for the corresponding
number of cells for the five other synthetic networks.
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No. LEAP SCODE SINCERITIES SCRIBE GRISLI SINGE
cells maxLag D nBins delay L α λ δt L σ
100 0.15 2 7 5,10 5 0.5 0.01 3 5 2
200 0.1 2 10 5,10 5 0.5 0 15 5 0.5
500 0.1 2 9 5,10,15,20,25 5 0 0.01 5 15 0.5

2000 0.1 2 15 5,25,50,75,100 5 0 0 9 5 0.5
5000 0.1 2 20 5,10,20,25 5 0 0 9 5 0.5

Table B.1: Parameter values that resulted in the highest median AUPRC for a given number
of cells on the Linear synthetic network.
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Figure B.3: Comparison of AUPRC values from all datasets from synthetic networks (n =
60), for each number of cells. In every boxplot, lower and upper hinges denote the 1st and 3rd

quartiles, with whiskers extending to the largest value less than 1.5 times the interquartile
range.

B.1.3 Effect of number of cells on AUPRC

To examine the effect of the number of cells on accuracy, for each algorithm, we compared the
AUPRC values across all datasets from synthetic networks for 100, 200, 500, and 2,000 cells
to those for 5,000 cells (Figure B.3). No algorithm had a statistically significant result for
the 2000–5000 cell comparison (Table B.2). Four algorithms (GRNBoost2, PIDC, PPCOR,
SINCERITIES) had significantly lower AUPRC values for 500 cells in comparison to 5000
cells. In addition to these four methods, SINGE and SCRIBE were significant in the 200–
5000 cell comparison, with these two approaches and GRISLI also being significant in the
100–5000 cell comparison. The number of cells had no significant effect on five algorithms
(GENIE3, GRNVBEM, LEAP, SCNS, and SCODE).
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# of cells SINCERITIES SCRIBE SINGE PPCOR PIDC GENIE3
compared
100–5000 9.18× 10−10 7.85× 10−6 2.91× 10−4 5.28× 10−6 8.18× 10−4 1.0
200–5000 3.07× 10−9 2.49× 10−5 2.71× 10−5 2.47× 10−6 2.62× 10−5 1.0
500–5000 6.86× 10−8 0.30 0.35 2.36× 10−6 2.93× 10−2 0.67

2000–5000 0.12 0.71 0.31 0.35 0.40 1.0

# of cells LEAP GRNBoost2 GRISLI GRNVBEM SCNS SCODE
compared
100–5000 1.0 5.62× 10−4 2.26× 10−3 1.0 1.0 1.0
200–5000 1.0 2.02× 10−4 0.41 1.0 1.0 1.0
500–5000 1.0 5.71× 10−4 0.59 1.0 0.91 0.88

2000–5000 1.0 0.87 1.0 1.0 0.66 1.0

Table B.2: Table of Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test q-
values corresponding to Figure B.3. Bold text highlights q-values ≤ 0.05.
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B.1.4 Fidelity of simulations from inferred GRNs

We sought to determine if a GRN inferred by an algorithm from datasets from synthetic
networks, when represented as a Boolean network, would exhibit dynamics and steady states
identical to the original models. We first verified that the synthetic networks yielded the
expected number of steady states under asynchronous updates, namely, zero for Cycle, one
each for Linear, Linear Long, and Bifurcating Converging, two for Bifurcating, and three for
Trifurcating network.

We removed all self-loops from the ranked edges lists output by each algorithm. Then, we
traversed the ranked list of edges output by each algorithm until each gene had at least
one incoming interaction. SCNS produced such a network only for the Linear Long dataset;
we attribute this result to the fact that we use a uniform value of threshold parameter for
all genes due to the high running time of the method. For the output from GRNVBEM,
SCODE, and SINCERITIES, we used the signs of interactions (activation or repression)
predicted by that algorithm. For every other algorithm, we assigned the signs of interactions
based on the values computed by PPCOR. We added self-interactions if they were present
in the ground truth network.

Next, we defined the rule for each gene as follows: a gene is ON if and only if at least one
activator is ON and every inhibitor is OFF. We simulated this Boolean model asynchronously,
i.e., at any state, we selected a gene uniformly at random and applied the rule for that gene
to compute the next state. We computed the network formed by the transitions among all
the possible states. With both the Boolean network and this “state space network” in hand,
we computed two sets of statistics.

(a) We recorded the number of the interactions in the Boolean network created from the
computed GRN and its ratio with the number of interactions in the ground truth net-
work.

(b) We had simulated each ground truth network starting from a specific initial state, e.g.,
for the Linear model, we set g1 to ON and all other genes to OFF. We asked how many
steady states we could reach from this starting state in the Boolean network created from
the computed GRN and recorded the ratio of this number with the number of steady
states in the ground truth network.

Note that we did not perform this analysis for datasets from curated models since the Boolean
rules in these networks were quite complex. We did not expect that the relatively simple
rules used by BoolODE would suffice to recapture the properties of the Boolean networks
we curated from the literature.

The six columns titled “Edge Ratio” in Figure B.4 present the number of edges in each
such network divided by the number in the ground truth network. Almost all the methods
required fewer than twice the number of edges in the ground truth networks, except for the
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Linear Long network. PPCOR achieved an edge ratio of 1.0 for four of six networks. SCODE
had the largest edge ratios for all the networks.

The columns titled “Ratio of Reachable States” in Figure B.4 display the number of steady
states reachable from the initial condition used to simulate each ground truth network.
Five of the twelve methods had a mean ratio of one for both the Linear and the Bifurcating
networks, i.e., the number of steady states were one and two, respectively. While eight of the
twelve methods yielded a mean of one steady state for the Linear network, only four methods
had the same value for the Linear Long network. In general, most methods showed high edge
ratios for the Linear Long network, they also over-predicted the number of steady states.
We observed that all the methods predicted steady states for the Cycle network, failing
to capture the expected limit cycle behavior. For the Bifurcating Converging network, the
methods in general over-predicted the number of steady states, while for the Trifurcating
network, all the methods (expect LEAP) had either higher or lower median values for the
number of reachable states.
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Figure B.4: Summary of results for datasets from synthetic networks. The first set of six
columns displays the median edge ratios. The next set of six columns display the median
ratios of reachable steady states of the proposed GRN reconstructions for each of the six
simulated datasets. The color is proportional to the corresponding value after scaling it
between 0 and 1. For each dataset, we display the highest and lowest values inside the
corresponding cells. We computed the medians over 20 simulated datasets for each synthetic
network containing 2,000 and 5,000 cells. Abbreviations: LI: Linear, CY: Cycle, LL: Linear
Long, BF: Bifurcating, BFC: Bifurcating Converging, TF: Trifurcating.

B.1.5 Effect of using trajectory information

Seven algorithms require the cells in the gene expression data to be ordered by (pseudo)time
but cannot handle datasets representing multiple lineages. We compared the predictive per-
formance of these algorithms in two situations: (a) split the cells into multiple trajectories,
infer the GRN for each lineage, and combine these GRNs into network (see “Methods” for
details), and (b) merge the trajectories into one and infer a single network. See “Datasets
with multiple trajectories” in “Evaluation Pipeline” for details. We performed this compari-
son to check if access to information on a cell’s lineage gave these algorithms any advantage.
By and large, there was virtually no difference between these two approaches for most al-
gorithms (Figure B.5, Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test
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q-value > 0.05). An exception was SCRIBE for which splitting trajectories yielded a supe-
rior AUPRC to the merged approach for at least two networks (q-value = 0.032). SINGE
and SINCERITIES were contrasting exceptions, since merged trajectories performed better
for all three networks (q-value = 0.007 and 0.004, respectively). This absence of a clear
benefit of splitting over merging or vice versa may be a consequence of the numerous false
positive interactions in the results, as indicated by the values of AUPRC.
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Figure B.5: Comparison of AUPRC values with split (orange) and with merged (green)
trajectories. Each row corresponds to one synthetic network that produces at least two
trajectories. Each column corresponds to an algorithm. Each boxplot represents 10 AUPRC
values (10 datasets each containing 2,000 cells). In every boxplot, lower and upper hinges
denote the 1st and 3rd quartiles, with whiskers extending to the largest value less than 1.5
times the interquartile range.
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B.2 Datasets from curated models

B.2.1 Correspondence of BoolODE simulations and steady states
of Boolean models

We sought to determine if the simulated datasets could capture steady state properties of the
Boolean models, as reported in the corresponding publications. We performed this analysis
in two stages.

(i) Figure 4.6 shows the two-dimensional t-SNE visualizations colored with simulation time
for one of 10 datasets created by BoolODE for each Boolean model. Examining these plots
visually, we observed continuous, discernible trajectories that ran along the entire simulation
timeline, as seen by the colours of the cells changing gradually from blue to green to yellow.
Next, we carried out k-means clustering of simulations with k set to the number of steady
states of the model, as mentioned in the corresponding publication. Figure 4.6(c) displays
these results, with a different color for each cluster (two for mCAD, five for VSC, four for
HSC, and two for GSD). We visually corresponded the plots in Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(c) to
confirm that each cluster contained cells spanning the entire length of the simulation. After
running the pseudotime inference algorithm Slingshot [91], we visualized the principal curves
computed by this method in Figure 4.6(d); each such curve computed is a smooth represen-
tation of the trajectory. The correlation between the pseudotime and the simulation time
was high(Table B.3). Therefore, we gave the pseudotime as input to the GRN algorithms.

(ii) Each publication describing a Boolean model specifies a unique gene expression pattern
that characterizes each steady state of that model. We asked if our simulated data matched
these patterns. To this end, we colored each cell (a point on the 2D t-SNE plot) with the
simulated expression value of each gene in that cell, with darker colors corresponding to
larger values (Figures B.6 to B.9). We explain the procedure we followed using an example.
The mCAD model has two steady states: Anterior (characterized by up-regulation of Pax6,
Fgf8, and Sp8) and Posterior (up-regulation of Coup and Emx2). In Figure B.6, we observed
that Pax6, Fgf8, and Sp8 had high simulated expression values in a group of cells at the top
right of the t-SNE plot whereas Coup and Emx2 had large values in the group in the bottom
left. We concluded that these two cell groups corresponded to the Anterior and Posterior
steady states of the Boolean model, respectively. We succeeded in finding similar matches
for each of the other models (Figures B.7 to B.9).
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Network Dropout rate Correlation

mCAD
0 0.81

50%, 0.5 0.78
70%, 0.7 0.46

VSC
0 0.75

50%, 0.5 0.33
70%, 0.7 0.12

HSC
0 0.73

50%, 0.5 0.49
70%, 0.7 0.34

GSD
0 0.92

50%, 0.5 0.90
70%, 0.7 0.88

Table B.3: Correlation between simulation time and pseudotime for different dropout rates.
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Anterior

Posterior

Figure B.6: t-SNE visualizations of simulated trajectories from the mCAD model. The bar
on the right of each plot displays the mapping between the expression value of a gene and
the corresponding color. The model has two steady states corresponding to the anterior and
posterior compartments during cortical area development [87]. The anterior compartment
is characterized by high transcriptional activity of Fgf8, Pax6 and Sp8, while the posterior
compartment is characterized by the high transcriptional activity of Coup-tfi and Emx2.
The steady states corresponding to the two compartments appear as two distinct clusters in
the t-SNE visualizations.
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p0 p1

p2 p3

pMN

Figure B.7: t-SNE visualizations of simulated trajectories from the VSC model. This model
exhibits five distinct steady states corresponding to five distinct cell types in the neural
tube [88]. Each of these cell types appears as a distinct cluster in the tSNE visualizations
shown above. The transcription factors specific to the p0 (Dbx1), p1 (Nkx6.2), p2 (Olig2),
and p3 (Nkx2.2) states are shown in the four plots on top. The pMN state shown in the
lower plot is characterized by high activity of Nkx6.1, Pax6 and Irx3.
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Monocyte

Common Myeloid Progenitor

Erythrocyte Megakaryocyte

Granulocyte

Figure B.8: t-SNE visualizations of simulated trajectories from the HSC model. In the ini-
tial state, which corresponds to the Common Myeloid Progenitor (CMP), the activities of
GATA-2. PU.1 and C/EBPα are high [89]. There are two main branches of differentiation.
The branch leading to the monocyte-granulocyte progenitors is characterized by the inactiva-
tion of GATA-2, followed by the activation of either Gfi1 (granulocyte) or cJun and EgrNab
(monocyte) [89]. The clusters in the t-SNE visualization that correspond to these states are
shown in the plots on top. Similarly, the branch leading to the megakaryocyte-erythrocyte
progenitors is characterized by the inactivation of C/EBPAα and PU.1 along with the con-
comitant activation of GATA1, FOG1 and SCL [89]. The subsequent inactivation of GATA2
along with activation of Fli1 leads to the megakaryocyte state while that wit the activation
of EKLF leads to the erythrocyte state [89]. These states are shown at the bottom.
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Sertoli

Granulosa

Figure B.9: t-SNE visualizations of simulated trajectories from the GSD model. This model
has two steady states corresponding to Sertoli cells (male gonads) or Granulosa cells (female
gonads) [90]. The clusters on the tSNE plots correspond to these two states. SRY and
FGF9 show male-gonad-specific activity while WNT4 and FOXL2 show female gonad-specific
activity. Except for GATA4 and WT1mKTS, which are active in both branches, all other
transcription factors in the model belong to one of the two clusters shown above.
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B.2.2 Parameter Search

For each of the six methods that require input parameters, we performed a parameter sweep
using a procedure simular to the one described in Supplementary Note Section B.1.2. How-
ever, there were a few notable differences. Since we only had datasets from curated models
with a fixed number of 2,000 cells, we performed parameter sweep once for each model on
the 10 non-dropout samples. For those algorithms that additionally use pseudotime infor-
mation, we ran each algorithm on each individual trajectory for each dataset, combined the
ranked lists of edges, and then computed the AUPRC. We chose this approach since every
GRN inference algorithm in our evaluation that had parameters and had been developed
explicitly for single-cell gene expression data could take only one trajectory as input. Since
each of these datasets had 10 replicates, we chose the parameter value or combination of
values that maximized the median AUPRC for each method. Figure B.10 shows the results
for parameter search for the four different curated models and Table B.4 displays the best
parameter value(s) for each method.

Model LEAP SCODE SINC. SCRIBE GRISLI SINGE
maxLag D nBins delay L α λ δt L σ

GSD 0.1 2 6 5,25,50,75,100 10 0 0.01 15 5 0.5
HSC 0.05 2 20 5 10 0.25 0.01 3 5 1

mCAD 0.3 6 10 5,25,50,75,100 100 0 0 5 9 0.5
VSC 0.33 10 5 5,10,15,20,25 10 0 0.01 15 5 0.5

Table B.4: Parameter values that resulted in the highest median AUPRC for each curated
model. Abbreviations: SINC, SINCERITIES

B.2.3 Effect of dropouts on AUPRC

To study the effect of dropouts, for each algorithm, we compared the distributions of AUPRC
scores across all datasets from curated models between the dropout rates q = 0 and q = 50
and between q = 0 and q = 70 (Figure B.11). Four GRN inference methods had a statis-
tically significant difference in AUPRC values when comparing q = 0 to q = 50 (GENIE3,
GRNBoost2, SCODE, GRISLI, Table B.5). For the other comparison, four additional al-
gorithms were significant (PIDC, PPCOR, SINGE, SCNS), with SCODE being just above
the 0.05 threshold. The four algorithms that were unaffected by dropout rates (LEAP, SIN-
CERITIES, GRNVBEM, SCRIBE) had worse-than-random AUPRC values on the mCAD
and VSC datasets.
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Figure B.10: Results of parameter search for each of the six methods with one or more
parameters on the 10 datasets with 2,000 cells and no dropouts for the four curated Boolean
models. For the four methods with one parameter to vary, SCRIBE, SCODE, SINCERITIES,
and LEAP, we show the median AUPRC (center line) as well as the 68% confidence interval
of the median (shaded region), estimated using 1,000 bootstrapped samples of the data. For
GRISLI and SINGE, which have two and seven parameters, respectively, we show histograms
of the AUPRC over all parameter combinations we tested.

B.2.4 Comparing similarities of algorithm outputs

Our results indicate moderate to poor accuracy of the networks inferred by the 12 methods
on datasets from curated models (Figure 4). We were curious if the algorithms made similar
errors or if there were some subnetworks of the Boolean models that were easy for most
algorithms to infer correctly. We performed three analyses for each model separately. (i)
We converted each algorithm’s output into a vector of edges and recorded the edge ranks
in this vector. We used PCA on the set of vectors on all 10 datasets and all 12 algorithms
to compute a two-dimensional projection (Figure B.12). (ii) For each dataset we computed
the Spearman’s correlation coefficients between these vectors for all pairs of algorithms.
Figure B.13a presents the results for one representative dataset. (iii) For the top-k edges for
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Figure B.11: Comparison of AUPRC values from the four datasets from curated models
(n = 40), for three dropout rates. In every boxplot, lower and upper hinges denote the
first and third quartiles, with whiskers extending to the largest value less than 1.5 times the
interquartile range.

Dropout rates PIDC GENIE3 GRNBoost2 PPCOR SCODE GRISLI
compared

0–50 0.15 4.54× 10−3 0.03 0.6 0.034 0.03
0–70 4.17× 10−4 5.78× 10−3 6.87× 10−4 0.03 0.051 0.02

Dropout rates SINGE SCNS LEAP SINCERITIES GRNVBEM SCRIBE
compared

0–50 0.09 0.85 0.25 0.74 0.71 0.6
0–70 0.04 0.03 0.65 0.82 0.09 0.23

Table B.5: Benjamini-Hochberg-corrected q-values for the one-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank
test corresponding to Figure B.11. Bold text highlights q-values ≤ 0.05.

each dataset, we computed the Jaccard indices between all pairs of algorithms. Figure B.13b
presents the results for one representative dataset. The PCA results suggest that some
algorithms have somewhat similar outputs (e.g., GENIE3, GRNBoost2, and PIDC for all
models, with LEAP and PPCOR each being similar to the first three methods for two of the
four models). The Spearman’s correlations and Jaccard indices echo these trends. GENIE3
and GRNBoost2 are both based on random forests, which may explain their similarities.
Similarly, both LEAP and PPCOR are based on computing correlations. What is striking
is that most pairs of Spearman’s correlations are somewhat negative (between -0.25 and 0)
and most pairs of Jaccard indices are less than 0.5, suggesting that the outputs are quite
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different from each other.
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Figure B.12: PCA projections of edge rank vectors. Each point corresponds to a vector of
edge ranks predicted by an algorithm for a dataset.

B.2.5 Network motifs

We investigated if certain network motifs were over-represented in the top-k networks. Specif-
ically, we counted the number of three-node feedback and feedforward loops and (two-node)
mutual interactions in the top-k networks from each GRN algorithm and reported their ra-
tios with their respective values in the ground truth network. For this analysis, we ignored
algorithms that predict only undirected edges (PIDC and PPCOR). We report the medians
of these values (over the 10 datasets we simulated for each model) in Figure B.14(a). For
the mCAD model, we observed that every GRN inference method yielded close to expected
or lower than expected numbers of feedback and feed-forward loops compared to the ground
truth network. This trend is likely due to the fact that the mCAD network is fairly dense.
For the VSC model, which primarily has mututal inhibitory edges, 9 out of the 10 mod-
els had expected or lower than expected number of mutual interactions. For the HSC and
GSD networks, we noted an overall decrease in feedback loops and mutual interactions but
an increase in feedforward loops. In the case of feedback loops, we noted that LEAP and
GRISLI were the only methods that predicted roughly as many or more feedback loops than
in the ground truth network for each of the four Boolean models. SCODE and SINCERI-
TIES typically produced fewer feedback loops and mutual interactions but more feedforward
loops.
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Figure B.13: Summary of output similarity for datasets from curated models. (a) Heatmap
of the Spearman correlation matrix for a representative dataset. Each cell represents the
correlation value between the edge rank vectors for a pair of algorithms. (b) Heatmap of the
Jaccard index for a representative dataset. Each cell in the heatmap represents the Jaccard
index between the sets of top-k edges for a pair of algorithms.

B.2.6 Explaining false positives in top-k networks

We reasoned that the poor value of early precision for a GRN inference algorithm could be
due to its tendency to predict “indirect” interactions, i.e., if, in the Boolean model, gene a
regulates gene b, which in turn regulates gene c, a method may also predict an interaction
between a and c. This type of configuration is a feedforward loop, which we have seen to be
in excess over the ground truth network for several algorithms (Figure B.14). To confirm the
possibility of indirect interactions, we considered each false positive edge (u, v) in a top-k
network and computed the length of the shortest path between u and v in the corresponding
ground truth network. Figure B.14(b) and (c) summarize the results.

We discuss the results for the VSC, HSC, and GSD models first. We observed that the
endpoints of about 5% to 20% of false positive edges were not even connected in the ground
truth networks by any path (bars labeled “No” in Figure B.14(b)). Virtually all the remaining
false positive edges corresponded to paths of lengths between two and four in the ground
truth network (Figure B.14(c)); What was most striking was that the largest proportion of
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these false positive edges were connected by paths of length two, i.e., if added to the ground
truth network, they would indeed form feed-forward loops. This result lends strong credence
to our hypothesis that GRN inference algorithms are predicting indirect interactions.

In the case of the mCAD model, a very large fraction of false positive edges corresponded
to paths of length two in the corresponding ground truth network. We reasoned that the
density of the mCAD network was the cause for this statistic despite the lower prevalence
of feedforward loops in the predicted networks for the mCAD model.
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Figure B.14: Summary of network motif analysis. (a) Analysis of network motifs in the
predicted top-k networks using datasets from curated models for feedback loops, feedforward
loops and mutual interactions. We counted the number of occurrences of each motif type
in each predicted top-k network, as well as in the ground truth network, and we report the
ratio of these counts. Green upward pointing arrows represent ratios greater than 1.25, red
downward pointing arrows represent ratios less than 0.75, and the black arrows represent
ratios between 0.75 and 1.25. (b) Statistics on the edges in the top-k network for each method
divided into three parts: fraction of top-k edges that are true positives (TP), fraction of top-
k edges that are false positives and whose endpoints are not connected by any path in the
ground truth network (FP, No), and the fraction of top-k edges that are false positives and
whose endpoints are connected by a path (of length two or more) in the ground truth network
(FP, Yes). Each colored bar corresponds to one algorithm. The height of a bar represents
the mean and the error bar the 95% confidence interval over the 10 datasets. The gray line
indicates the density of the network. (c) For every false positive edge in each predicted top-k
network, we computed the length of the shortest paths in the ground truth network that
connected the endpoints of this edge. Bar plots show the fractions of top-k edges that are
false positive edges and whose endpoints have paths of lengths 2, 3, and 4 in the ground
truth network in the top-k networks, colored by the method. The height of a bar represents
the mean and the error bar the 95% confidence interval over the 10 datasets.
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B.3 Experimental single-Cell RNA-seq datasets

B.3.1 Parameter search

For the seven experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets and each of the four subsets of
genes, we performed a parameter sweep for SCODE and SINCERITIES, and selected the
parameter that yielded gave the highest EPR when evaluated on the non-specific ChIP-Seq
ground truth network (Figure B.15, Table B.6). We used these parameter values for the
other two types of ground truth networks.

In the case of SINCERITIES, which was developed for temporal single cell expression data,
we also provided the experimental time as input for the mESC and hESC datasets. For five
out of eight subsets of genes (across both datasets), SINCERITIES had a higher EPR when
we first computed pseudotime and did parameter estimation than when we used experimental
time (Figure B.15). In the case of the TFs+500 gene set for the hESC dataset, SINCERITIES
gave a runtime error for experimental time and for every parameter value. For the 1,000
gene set in the same dataset, SINCERITIES ran successfully for experimental time but not
for any parameter value. Only for the 500 gene set in the same dataset did the experimental
time have a higher EPR than from parameter estimation.

Dataset SCODE SINCERITIES
D nBins

500 TFs+500 1k TFs+1k 500 TFs+500 1k TFs+1k
mHSC-E 4 2 2 2 10 10 8 -
mHSC-L 2 2 2 2 20 15 20 20
mHSC-GM 10 10 2 4 10 10 - -
mESC 6 8 4 10 6 5 6 6
mDC 10 10 4 6 10 20 15 20
hHEP 2 6 10 6 10 15 15 20
hESC 2 2 4 4 Exp. - Exp. 10

Table B.6: Parameter values that resulted in the highest EPR for a given experimental
single-cell RNA-seq datasets and gene set, evaluated on the non-specific ChIP-Seq networks.
Abbreviations: Exp.: scRNA-seq experiment time, 1k: 1000
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Figure B.15: Results of the parameter search for SCODE and SINCERITIES on experimental
single-cell RNA-seq datasets, with four different sets of genes. We used the non-specific
ChIP-Seq networks as the ground truth. For SINCERITIES, the point for “Experimental
Time” corresponds to using the experimental time points available in the hESC and mESC
datasets. Points that are missing correspond to cases where SINCERITIES gave an error
and did not produce output.
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B.3.2 Correspondence of clusters in GRNs and gene expression
datasets

We investigated how much the clusters in the predicted GRNs agreed with those in the
gene expression datasets. We first computed a co-expression network using the absolute
value of the Pearsons correlation coefficient as the weight of the edge between two genes.
Next, we ran the Louvain clustering algorithm [156] on the predicted GRN (considering all
edges and their weights) and on the co-expression network to compute clusters. In order
to compute clusters using the Louvain algorithm, we converted the GRNs into undirected
networks: if a method predicted both the edge (a, b) and (b, a), we used only the higher of
the two edge weights. Next, we measured the similarity between these clusterings using the
Adjusted Rand Index [119]. We recorded the values of this index for each pair of experimental
single-cell RNA-Seq dataset and algorithm. Values of this index close to 1 indicate that the
modules inferred from GRNs are similar to the ones detected using gene expression datasets.
Averaged over all experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets, we observed that GRNBoost2
had the highest ARI value of 0.485 and PPCOR had the lowest ARI value of 0.004, i.e.,
close to random (Figure B.16). The ordering of the methods by average ARI was close to
the ranking by median EPR, suggesting that modules in the more accurate GRNs have a
good concordance with clusters computed directly from gene expression data.
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Figure B.16: Bar plot of Adjusted Rand Index values for clusterings generated using real
gene expression datasets and GRNs predicted by an algorithm.
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B.3.3 Effect of gene selection strategy

We sought to examine the effect of the number of genes (gene sets “500” and “1,000”)
as well as including all TFs (sets “TFs+500” and “TFs+1,000”), on the performance of
the methods. Therefore, for each gene set, we combined the EPR values of the three top
performing methods (PIDC, GENIE3, and GRNBoost2) on the non-specific ChIP-Seq and
STRING networks. A p-value of 0.017 for the Kruskal-Wallis test indicated that EPR values
for these four sets of genes did not originate from the same distribution. To further investigate
if these differences arose from the differences in the number of genes or the inclusion of TFs,
we grouped the gene sets as follows:

(i) To study the effect of addition of TFs, we combined EPR values for the gene sets “500”
and “1000” and compared them to the union of the EPR values for “TFs+500” and
“TFs+1000” (n = 84).

(ii) To study the effect of the number of genes, we compared the union of the EPR values
for “500” and “TFs+500” with the union of “1000” and “TFs+1000” (n = 84).

We found that including TFs resulted in a statistically significant improvement (one-sided
Mann-Whitney U test p-value 0.003), while including more highly varying genes did not
(p-value 0.084). Thus, our analysis suggests that including significantly varying TFs may
be more beneficial than adding more highly-varying genes. The AUPRC ratio did not show
statistically significant variation with the number of genes or the addition of TFs.
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Figure B.17: Boxplots of EPR and AUPRC ratios of PIDC, GENIE3, and GRNBoost2 for
experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets on the 500 most-varying genes, all significantly-
varying TFs with the 500 most-varying genes, and similarly defined sets for 1,000 genes
evaluated on the non-specific ChIP-Seq and STRING ground truth networks. Each box
contains a total of 42 values. In each boxplot, lower and upper hinges denote the 1st and 3rd

quartiles, with whiskers extending to the largest value less than 1.5 times the interquartile
range.
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B.3.4 Stability across multiple runs
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Figure B.18: Box plot of Spearman’s correlations of edge ranks for 10 runs on (a) two
representative experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets and (b) on four curated models.
Each row corresponds to one dataset or model. Each column corresponds to an algorithm.
Each box plot represents 45 Spearman’s correlation values. In each boxplot, lower and upper
hinges denote the 1st and 3rd quartiles, with whiskers extending to the largest value less than
1.5 times the interquartile range.

We selected two experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets (human mature hepatocytes [95]
and mouse dendritic cells [93]). On each of these datasets, we ran the six algorithms we
selected for experimental datasets ten times and computed the Spearman’s correlations be-
tween all 45 pairs of ranked edge lists output by these runs. We observed that every algorithm
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produced almost identical outputs across these multiple runs with the exception of GENIE3,
GRNBoost2, and SCODE, which had a median Spearman’s correlation of 0.92, 0.75, and
0.55 respectively (Figure B.18(a)). We also performed this analysis with all twelve algo-
rithms for one 2,000 cell dataset for every Boolean model. While GENIE3 and GRNBoost2
had less variation for experimental single-cell RNA-seq datasets than for simulated models,
SCODE had highly varying outputs for all types of datasets ( Figure B.18(b)).
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B.3.5 Ensembles of GRNs

Inspired by the success of ensembles in inferring GRNs from bulk transcriptional data [101],
we attempted to combine the results of the algorithms. We tried four approaches:

Borda: re-ranks every edge based on the averages of its ranks computed by each GRN
inference algorithm;

mBorda: a modification of the Borda method that computes a weighted rank for each
edge after down-weighting worse ranks by assigning a value of 1/n2 for the nth ranked
edge [59];

sBorda: a version of Borda that combines only the three methods with the highest AUPRC
or EPR [101]; and

smBorda: a modification of mBorda that combines only the three methods with the highest
AUPRC or EPR.

For sBorda and smBorda, we combined PIDC, GENIE2, and GRNBoost2. We performed
this analysis only for the non-specific ChIP-Seq network since the STRING network contains
functional (indirect) interactions.

Figure B.19: Difference in EPR value obtained by Borda aggregation and the best performing
algorithm’s EPR on the non-specific ChIP-Seq network. Each row corresponds to one of the
four Borda-type methods. Each column corresponds to a experimental single-cell RNA-seq
dataset. The value in each cell is the difference in EPR value. The color of a cell is a shade
of red (respectively, blue) if the difference is negative (respectively, positive).

Figure B.19 displays the performance of these ensembles for the experimental single-cell
RNA-seq datasets. The smBorda method was substantially better than the best performing
individual algorithm for the mESC dataset [157] (both “TFs+1000 genes” and “TFs+500
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(a) Mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC)

(b) Human definitive endoderm single-cell RNA-seq dataset (hESC)
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Figure B.20: Heatmap of the Jaccard index for the experimental single-cell RNA-seq dataset
in (a) mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC) [96], and (b) human definitive endoderm single-
cell RNA-Seq dataset (hESC) [92]. Each cell in the heatmap represents the Jaccard index
between the sets of top-k edges for a pair of algorithms. We set k to be the number of edges
in the intersection of the corresponding set of genes and the mouse non-specific ChIP-Seq
network.

genes” sets) and the mDC dataset [93] (only the “TFs+1000 genes” set) for both the non-
specific ChIP-Seq and STRING networks. However, the smBorda method performed worse
than or almost the same as the best individual algorithm (difference ≤ 0.1) for ten of the
14 combinations. The other three strategies (Borda, mBorda, and sBorda) either did not
perform systematically better than the algorithm with the highest EPR or showed only
marginal improvements. We speculate that the low similarities between the outputs of the
best methods (Figure B.20) prevented the creation of effective ensembles.
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B.4 Software Details

In this section, we provide more information on how we executed each algorithm.

GENIE3 and GRNBoost2. We used the Python package Arboreto [57] for running
GENIE3 and GRNBoost2. We choose this implementation of GENIE3 since it is the version
used in an application of this method on single-cell data [53]. The current implementation
of GENIE3 and GRNBoost2 in Arboreto takes an expression matrix and a list of genes as
input. It produces a ranked list of edges as output, which we used directly in our evaluations.

PPCOR. We used the R implementation of PPCOR available on CRAN. The software
has options to use nonparametric partial and semi-partial correlation coefficients based on
Kendalls and Spearmans rank correlations. We used Spearman’s correlation. We used a cut-
off of 0.01 on the p-values computed by PPCOR to decide whether to include an interction
in the output or not, similar to the approach used in Pseudotime Network Inference [63].
We ordered the interactions in decreasing order of absolute value of the correlation.

LEAP. We used the R implementation of LEAP. The software has options for cutoffs
for maximum lag and maximum absolute correlation (MAC) and whether or not to obtain
a directed network as output. We choose the option to obtain a directed network. Since we
were interested in obtaining a rank for every edge, we set the MAC cutoff to 0. We searched
for the best value of maximum lag as described in the “Parameter Search” section. LEAP
outputs an adjacency matrix, which we converted to a ranked list of edges based on the
MAC score.

SCODE. SCODE is available both as an R and a Julia package. We used the R
implementation. The software has options for the number of reduced dimensions, number
of iterations for optimizing ODE parameters, and for running SCODE several times. We
describe how we selected these values in the “Parameter Search” section. SCODE outputs an
adjacency matrix A, with positive and negative values for edge weights indicating activation
or inhibition. In order to obtain the ranked list of edges, we sorted the edges by the absolute
values of the edge weights.

PIDC. PIDC is available in a Julia package titled “NetworkInference”. This package
has options to select various network inference algorithms such as Mutual Information, CLR,
PUC and PIDC [52]. We used the maximum likelihood estimator, as recommended by the
authors. We did not use any edge-weight cut-off. We converted the resulting undirected
network in the form of an adjacency matrix into a ranked edge list.
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SINCERITIES. SINCERITIES is available both as an R and a MATLAB package. We
used the R implementation. The software has options for the distance parameter, regular-
ization strategy, and whether or not to obtain self loops. We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
distance and Ridge regularization as described in the SINCERITIES paper. SINCERITIES
also recommends binning pseduotime values into a pre-specified number of bins. Therefore,
we performed a parameter estimation on the number of bins. SINCERITIES outputs a
ranked list of edges along with edge weights, which we used directly in our evaluations.

SCNS. We used the F# implementation of SCNS. SCNS requires the following inputs:
binarized gene expression values for each cell, a list of cells in the initial state, a list of cells
in final states, maximum numbers of activators and inhibitors for each gene, and a threshold
parameter. We first binarized the gene expression data by setting the gene’s expression to
zero if it was lower than average expression of that gene across all cells. We sorted the
cells by pseudotime and specified that the cells in the bottom 10th percentile were in the
initial state and those in the top 10th percentile were in the final state. For each gene we
specified the same number of activators and inhibitors as in the reference network. We set
the threshold parameter to 95. We used this value since lowering it caused SCNS to find a
very large number of rules for some genes in some datasets. Moreover, the running time of
SCNS made parameter search prohibitively expensive. For each gene, this method outputs
a Boolean formula that combines the states (on/off) of the regulators to produce the state
of the regulated gene. The formula has a specific structure: the gene is ’on’ if and only at
least one activator is ’on’ and all inhibitors are ’off’. We converted each such formula into a
directed network as follows: we created an edge directed from each regulator to the target
gene. We ignored whether a regulator acts as an activator or inhibitor, and simply created
an edge if the regulator appeared in the rule. For each gene, SCNS also outputs multiple
Boolean formulae that satisfy the given input parameters. Therefore, we counted the number
of rules in which a regulator appeared and used this quantity as the edge weight. We sorted
this list of edges based on these weights.

SCRIBE. SCRIBE is available as an R package. Among the many variants of Restricted
Directed Information presented in this paper, we used the ucRDI with k = 1, since this
alternative appeared to have the highest accuracy in the SCRIBE manuscript; k = 1 means
computing the RDI value conditioned on each other gene individually in order remove to
indirect causal interactions The paper says that after applying CLR, it is possible to further
sparsify the network using a method for regularization. However, we did not include this step
since the documentation for their R package did not give any guidelines on what functions
to invoke here. SCRIBE outputs an adjacency matrix of RDI values, which we converted to
an edge list.
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GRISLI. GRISLI is available as a MATLAB package. GRISLI has options for pa-
rameters such as R,L and α, for which we performed parameter estimation using values
recommended by the authors. GRISLI outputs a list of ranks for each edge as an adjacency
matrix, which we then converted to a ranked edge list.

SINGE. SINGE is available as a MATLAB package. The software has options for
various parameters, for which we performed parameter estimation. SINGE outputs a ranked
list of edges along with edge weights, which we used directly in our analysis.
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